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ABSTRACT 

Progressive collapse of structures caused by extreme or accidental loads may lead to 

significant loss of life and property. Considerable research efforts have been made to date 

to mitigate the probability of progressive collapse and its consequences. However, a vast 

amount of the existing knowledge is pertinent to the reinforced concrete (RC) frame 

structures whilst the understanding of progressive collapse mechanisms of RC flat plate 

structures is still limited.  

 

RC flat plate structures represent one of the most common construction systems used in 

residential buildings and car parks in Australia and internationally. The absence of beams, 

column capitals and drop panels which can help to redistribute the concentrated loads, 

makes flat plate structures susceptible to punching shear failure at their slab-column 

connections and subsequent damage propagation, potentially leading to a catastrophic 

progressive collapse. The post-punching shear behaviour of the slab-column connections 

and the load redistribution in the slabs are of particular interests, which essentially 

dominate the load-carrying capacities after punching shear failure. 

 

To investigate the progressive collapse mechanisms and resistance of RC flat plates, 

experimental tests were performed on two 1/3-scaled 2  2-bay RC flat plate substructures 

specimens under an interior column removal scenario. In addition to the uniformly 

distributed load (UDL) imposed on the slab, an incremental downward displacement was 

applied to the interior slab-column connection to simulate the column loss and subsequent 

collapse. Custom-built column load cells were designed and carefully calibrated to ensure 

an accurate measurement of the reaction forces and moments at column bases. The overall 

load-displacement responses, crack propagations, failure modes and strain developments, 
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were recorded and analysed. The complete collapse-resistant behaviour and load 

redistribution pattern of the specimens were examined, from which three load-carrying 

mechanism phases, in the form of flexural, tensile membrane and a combination of one-

way catenary and dowel actions were distinguished in resisting the applied concentrated 

load. 

 

To study the punching and post-punching shear behaviours of RC slab-column 

connections being isolated from their parent flat plate structures, a set of numerical 

modelling techniques was established and verified against the experimental results of 

eight slab-column connections. In this modelling strategy, the concrete was simulated 

using solid elements with calibrated Continuous Surface Cap material model (CSCM) 

and failure criterion for punching shear. The reinforcing bars were explicitly created using 

beam elements with material properties obtained from the uniaxial tensile tests as well as 

calibrated failure criterion for rebar rupture. As a result, a competent 3D nonlinear 

numerical model of RC slab-column connections without shear reinforcement was 

created, with which, the punching shear failure featuring a critical punching shear surface 

and an abrupt drop of the applied force in the load-displacement response was able to be 

accurately reproduced. The post-punching shear behaviour, taking the form of an 

increased load-carrying capacity which was ceased by rebar fracture in the suspension 

stage, was also well captured. Using the proposed numerical model, typical punching and 

post-punching shear failure mechanisms were studied in some detail, finally leading to a 

simple yet effective analytical solution to accurately and reliably predict the post-

punching shear response of RC slab-column connections. 

 

To investigate the influences of critical slab design parameters on the progressive collapse 

resistance of RC flat plate structures subjected to an interior column loss, the already 
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established numerical modelling strategy for RC slab-column connections was employed 

to simulate our own experiment of the 2  2-bay flat plate substructure under a 

concentrated load and a similar test under a UDL in the literature for model validation. In 

addition to the modelling techniques developed for RC slab-column connections, the 

modelling of bond-slip behaviour at the interface between concrete and reinforcing bars 

was also highlighted, which was found to have a significant impact on the structural 

performance of flat plate substructures in progressive collapse. The key structural 

behaviours of the substructures under large deformations including the tensile membrane 

and suspension actions were able to be replicated. Further, the validated numerical model 

being subjected to a concentrated load was used to conduct a series of parametric studies 

in which the influences of concrete strength, slab thickness and reinforcement ratio on the 

progressive collapse performance were examined. The outcomes of the parametric studies 

indicated that the concrete strength and the slab thickness only affected the flexural 

capacity to different degrees with no impact on the post-failure capacity, whereas the 

load-carrying capacity due to the tensile membrane action was primarily governed by the 

amount of slab reinforcement. 

 

This research, covering experimental, numerical and analytical studies of RC slab-column 

connections and flat plate substructures with a missing interior column, offers a further 

understanding of their punching and post-punching shear behaviours as well as collapse-

resistant mechanisms. The numerical modelling techniques developed for the 

substructures with an interior column loss can be readily used to simulate other column 

loss scenarios (edge column, corner column and multiple columns). Further detailed 

analyses of the 3D numerical models will help to establish a simplified numerical model 

to facilitate collapse simulations of entire flat plate structures induced by any potential 

column removal scenarios. 
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NOTATION AND ABBREVIATION 

As = cross-sectional area of a reinforcing bar, mm2; 

bef = effective width of the region considering concrete tensile strength, for 

calculating the post-punching shear capacity, mm; 

bo = perimeter of critical punching section, mm; 

C = critical value of factors affecting punching shear strength; 

Cms = mesh size coefficient; 

c = column size, mm; 

concrete cover, mm; 

cs = rebar spacing, mm; 

D = slab thickness, mm; 

DP = punching shear displacement, mm; 

d = effective depth of slab, mm; 

distance between the CHSs of the column load cells, mm; 

da = concrete aggregate size, mm; 

db = diameter of reinforcing bars, mm; 

E = elastic modulus, MPa; 

eij = deviatoric strain tensor; 

Fi = reaction force in column load cells, N; 

FP = punching shear strength, N; 

pullout force, N; 

fc = concrete compressive strength, MPa; 

cf   = characteristic concrete compressive strength, MPa; 

fcm = mean compressive cylinder strength, MPa; 
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fcv  = allowable punching shear strength of concrete, MPa; 

fd = size factor; 

ft = concrete tensile strength, MPa; 

fu = ultimate strength of reinforcement, MPa; 

fy = yield strength of reinforcement, MPa; 

G = shear modulus, MPa; 

K = bulk modulus, MPa; 

L = centre-to-centre span of slab, mm; 

Lx/Ly = slab span dimensions in two orthogonal directions, mm; 

l = shear span, mm; 

ld = rebar development/embedment length, mm; 

le = mesh size, mm; 

elastic region in rebar embedment length, mm; 

lef = effective length of the region developing concrete tensile strength for 

calculating the post-punching shear capacity, mm; 

lp = plastic region in rebar embedment length, mm; 

l0 = unstrained region in rebar embedment length, mm; 

Mx/My = moments in column load cells, Nmm; 

mu = plastic moment per unit length, Nmm/mm; 

nb = number of activated flexural bars for calculating the post-punching shear 

capacity; 

Pu = ultimate concentrated load at removed column position, kN; 

QCL = lower-bound strength; 

QUF = force-controlled action; 

q  = constant UDL on slabs (including self-weight); kPa; 
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s = distance from the column side faces to the critical punching shear cross-

section, mm; 

local rebar slip, mm; 

s0 = rebar free end slip, mm; 

s1 = corresponding slip to maximum bond stress, mm; 

u = perimeter of critical punching cross-section, mm; 

V = concentrated load potentially causing punching shear, N; 

Vp = punching shear capacity, kN; 

Vpp = post-punching shear capacity, kN; 

Vpp,i = post-punching shear capacity of integrity bars, N; 

Vpp,f = post-punching shear capacity of flexural bars, N; 

va = punching shear strength due to concrete aggregate interlocking and 

friction, kN; 

vc = nominal shear stress on pre-assumed critical punching section, MPa; 

punching shear strength due to un-crushed concrete slab cross-sections, 

kN; 

vs = punching shear strength due to reinforcing bars going through the 

column, kN; 

We = external work done by applied load, kNm; 

Wi = internal work done by plastic moments at the yield lines, kNm; 

w = predicted UDL due to tensile membrane action, MPa; 

βh = column aspect ratio, mm/mm; 

c = centre column stub displacement, mm; 

p = punching shear displacement, mm; 

V1 = displacement reading from LVDT V1, mm; 

 = virtual displacement at the removed column position, m; 
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c = concrete strain, mm/mm; 

e = engineering strain, mm/mm; 

s = rebar strain, mm/mm; 

t = true strain, mm/mm; 

x/y = steel strains in two orthogonal directions, mm/mm; 

y = steel yield strain, mm/mm; 

  = effective strain, mm/mm; 

c,max  = maximum effective strain for concrete, mm/mm; 

s, max  = maximum effective strain for steel, mm/mm; 

 = strength reduction factor; 

displacement ductility factor; 

 = flexibility index; 

 = boundary condition coefficient; 

 = Poisson’s ratio; 

 = inclination angle of integrity bars for post-punching shear capacity 

calculation, equals 26.1; 

 = reinforcement ratio, mm2/mm2; 

x/y = slab reinforcement ratios in the two orthogonal directions, mm2/mm2; 

e = engineering stress, MPa; 

t = true stress, MPa; 

x/y = steel stresses in two orthogonal directions, MPa; 

1, 2, 3 = principal stresses, MPa; 

b = bond stress, MPa; 

bmax = maximum bond stress, MPa; 
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bu,split = splitting bond strength, MPa; 

 = slab rotation, rad. 

 

AEC = architecture, engineering, and construction; 

ALP = alternate load path; 

APDL = ANSYS parametric design language; 

CAD = computer aided design; 

CB = concrete bottom strain gauges; 

CFRP = carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer; 

CHS = circular hollow section; 

CSCM = continuous surface cap model; 

CSCT = critical shear crack theory; 

CT = concrete top strain gauges; 

DAQ = data acquisition; 

DIF = dynamic increase factor; 

DLIF = dynamic load increase factor; 

DOF = degrees of freedom; 

DPS = downward punching shear; 

ELR = enhanced local resistance; 

FC = first set of cracks; 

FEM = finite element method; 

GFRP = glass-fibre-reinforced polymer; 

HSC = high strength concrete; 

IS = initial stiffness; 

LVDT = linear variable displacement transducer; 

LP = loading phase; 
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LSTC = Livermore software technology corporation; 

LWC = light weight concrete; 

NIST = National Institute of Standards and Technology; 

PUC = post ultimate capacity; 

RC = reinforce concrete; 

SB = strain gauges for bottom layer reinforcement; 

SLR = specific local resistance; 

ST = strain gauges for top layer reinforcement; 

TF = tie forces; 

UDL = uniformly distributed load; 

UFC = ultimate flexural capacity; 

UPS = upward punching shear; 

VI = virtual instrument. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 Research Background 

Progressive collapse is one of the most catastrophic structural failures, with the first 

perception of such a hazard in the true sense being gained after the well-known Ronan 

Point Tower collapse event in 1968. Historically, heated discussions regarding 

progressive collapse were provoked frequently in the civil engineering discipline 

following multiple occurrences of severe building collapse events. In recent years, this 

topic was raised again to a prevalent level, due to the growing number of occurrences of 

the terrorist attack which may cause, not only a significant loss of life and property, but 

also massive psychological fear in the society. The risk exposure of building structures to 

progressive collapse as well as the public awareness of building safety require the 

considerations of robustness to be incorporated into the structural design. 

 

Besides the increasing threats, in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) 

industry, novel design concepts and technology advancement pose new questions on the 

progressive collapse prevention strategies. The current trends of architectural design, 

attempting to pursue the modern aesthetics and uniqueness, frequently produce relatively 

lighter structures with lower rigidity, which places the structures in an unfavourable 

situation for resisting progressive collapse. Although the computer-aided design (CAD) 

adopted in both architectural and structural project tasks makes those out-of-standard 

design explorations feasible, the unexpected and abnormal load events are typically not 

considered during the design process. Furthermore, the advancement of the AEC design 

methods leads to more accurate design solutions approaching the minimum acceptance 

for all anticipated load events, which is favoured from the economical aspect yet deprives 
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the redundancy of structures from the progressive collapse resistance point of view. 

Innovative construction techniques place time and cost savings as high priorities, which 

may provide structures with limited continuity and less inherent energy-absorbing 

capacity against progressive collapse (Ellingwood, 2006). For example, speeding up 

erections during the construction process may overlook the material strength development 

and create inferior connections, which in turn reduces the safety margin and continuity in 

structures (Stevens et al., 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to establish a set of rational 

and reliable progressive collapse prevention strategies that can be applied from the very 

beginning of the building design process. 

 

Generally, a design consideration, based on the knowledge of the structural behaviour, 

evolves from experience-based to theory-based driven by increased safety and 

economical concerns. To implement collapse-resistant considerations into the building 

design without adding considerable extra cost, it is always expected that a generic, as well 

as practical theory-based solution, could be standardised. Considerable research efforts 

have been made to date to establish such theoretical foundations, aiming at ultimately 

mitigating the probability of progressive collapse and its consequences. However, a vast 

amount of the existing knowledge is pertinent to RC frame (beam-column) structures 

whilst the understanding of progressive collapse in RC flat plate (slab-column) structures 

is still limited. The study of RC flat plate structures exposed to progressive collapse events 

is far behind the theory-based level mainly due to its inherent complexities involving both 

punching and post-punching shear behaviours. Gaining an in-depth understanding of the 

progressive collapse mechanisms of this type of structure can lead to rational and safe 

designs thereby preventing and mitigating such undesirable events. Moreover, given that 

RC flat plates are a popular construction type in Australia and worldwide, extra efforts 

towards progressive collapse research on such systems are timely required.  
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1.2 Research Problem and Significance 

The main research problem of this study, progressive collapse resistance of RC flat plate 

structures, has been broken down into three specific questions that are to be addressed in 

this thesis. 

 

1) The load-carrying mechanisms, damage propagations and failure modes of RC flat 

plate structures under an interior column loss scenario are to be investigated through 

large-scale pushdown substructure experiments. 

 

2) The punching shear problem of a series of RC slab-column connections is to be 

numerically simulated, through which both punching and post-punching shear 

behaviours and capacities are to be evaluated. Note that progressive collapse is most 

likely induced by an initial punching shear failure occurring in the vicinity of a 

column. Understanding the structural responses of isolated slab-column connections 

helps to establish a foundation for the subsequent numerical study of RC flat plate 

substructures/structures. 

 

3) The influences of several critical design parameters (i.e., concrete strength, slab 

thickness and reinforcement ratio) on the load-bearing capacity of RC flat plate 

substructures under an interior column loss are to be evaluated through a set of 

numerical parametric studies. 

 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the large-scale laboratory tests conducted in this research 

are unique in relation to the existing progressive collapse studies. They reveal the 

structural behaviours of RC flat plate structures subjected to an interior column loss and 
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contribute to the experimental databank, which provides valuable resources for 

comparison with the subsequent numerical analysis. 

 

Punching shear failure has been long recognised as a challenging issue in either analytical 

or numerical analysis. Moreover, the post-punching shear performance of RC slab-

column connections demonstrated by the experiments is also rather difficult to be 

simulated numerically. Nevertheless, a collection of numerical modelling techniques 

introduced in this thesis has shown successful simulations of both punching and post-

punching shear behaviours. This offers a feasible alternative way to conduct detailed 

investigations of the concrete and reinforcement responses, which are not easily measured 

in laboratory experiments. Moreover, it is expected that the numerical modelling 

techniques is to be used for future parametric studies to more accurately evaluate 

interested design parameters. The simulation of existing buildings can also be used for 

the assessment of their punching and post-punching shear capacities. 

 

The numerical parametric studies present insights on the effects of critical design 

parameters on the progressive collapse behaviours of RC flat plate substructures, which 

is expected to inspire the collapse mitigation oriented structural design. 

 

1.3 Thesis Layout 

The thesis is constructed by eight chapters in total. Followed by Chapter 1 which 

describes the background, existing gaps and objectives of this research, Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3, respectively, present comprehensive literature reviews on progressive collapse 

of concrete structures and RC flat plate structures. Specifically, in Chapter 2, six 

representative progressive collapse cases of RC structures are reviewed first to provide a 

clear definition and characteristics of such a catastrophic failure. The failure criteria of 
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progressive collapse, from deformation and/or strength perspectives, are mainly 

discussed at the elemental and structural levels. In addition to the existing research 

methodologies and objectives, a short review of the progressive collapse studies of RC 

frames is also included, which certainly inspires the comparable research on RC flat plate 

structures. Then, the available collapse prevention practices recommended in the design 

guidelines for concrete structures are discussed with their respective fundamental 

mechanisms. In Chapter 3, followed by a brief introduction of RC flat plate structures, 

their most critical weakness, being susceptive to punching shear failure, is discussed in 

detail. Next, several concrete design standards are reviewed, suggesting that a consensus 

on predicting the punching shear resistance has not been obtained. Then, the existing 

research findings mainly relevant to the RC flat plate structures under progressive 

collapse are recollected according to their respective research methods used. Finally, the 

post-punching shear behaviours of RC flat plates under progressive collapse are explained 

with a focus on their post-failure capacities.  

 

Laboratory experiments served as a fundamental component in this research through 

which the true progressive collapse behaviours of the RC flat plate substructures could be 

revealed. The design, preparation and procedures of the 1/3-scale, 2  2-bay RC flat plate 

substructure tests are introduced in Chapter 4 while Chapter 5 presents the experimental 

results and relevant discussion in detail. Especially, the overall load-displacement 

responses, load transfer pattern, slab deformations and development of strains in the 

substructure specimens were interpreted based on the obtained experimental data. 

Moreover, the load-carrying capacities from the tests were compared against the ones 

predicted by the major international concrete standards and by the yield line theory. 
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Following the experiments and having recognised that the suspension and tensile 

membrane actions are the two critical collapse-resistant mechanisms after the punching 

shear failure of RC flat plate structures, a 3D competent numerical model to simulate the 

punching and post-punching shear behaviours of isolated RC slab-column connections 

was developed in Chapter 6. By examining the states of stress of the concrete and 

reinforcement elements, the punching shear failure mechanisms were discussed, in which 

the contributions of the concrete and reinforcement to the punching shear strength were 

evaluated. Furthermore, based on the deformed configuration of all the reinforcing bars 

going through the column, a simple yet reliable post-punching shear response prediction 

method was proposed. 

 

In Chapter 7, the RC flat plate substructure experiment presented in Chapter 5 was 

simulated using the numerical modelling strategy established in Chapter 6. In addition, to 

improve the accuracy of the numerical results of the substructure models with longer 

reinforcement embedment lengths and larger deformations, a user-defined bond-slip 

model was implemented whereas a perfect bond was assumed for the slab-column 

connection models. After the model validation, one of the three design parameters 

including the concrete strength, slab thickness and reinforcement ratio was altered in the 

substructure model in turns to investigate their influences on the load-carrying capacities, 

including flexural capacity and ultimate capacity offered by suspension action, under an 

interior column loss scenario. 

 

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this research by presenting main findings of the 

experimental, numerical and analytical work. The recommendations for future work are 

also given. 
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It should be noted that the materials presented in Chapter 5 is based on a published co-

authored journal paper ([4] in LIST OF PUBLICATIONS) and the contents presented in 

Chapter 6 and 7 form two co-authored journal papers in the following to be submitted. 

These papers have been edited to comply with the format requirements of the thesis. The 

bibliographic details are: 

 

[1] Xue, H., Guan, H., Gilbert, B. P., Lu, X., Li, Y. Simulation of Punching and Post-

Punching Shear Behaviours of Slab-Column Connections without Shear 

Reinforcement. 

 

[2] Xue, H., Guan, H., Gilbert, B. P., Lu, X., Li, Y. Comparative and Parametric Studies 

on the Structural Behaviours of RC Flat Plate Structures under Interior Column Loss 

Scenario. 
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CHAPTER 2 PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE OF 
CONCRETE STRUCTURES – A LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
 

2.1 Introductory Remarks 

Progressive collapse can be defined as a disproportionate failure which is initiated from 

a local damage of a structure due to unexpected load events and then propagates to other 

elements/portions of the structure, ultimately leading to a total collapse that is 

disproportional to the initial local damage (ASCE/SEI, 2010; Ellingwood, 2006). 

 

1) Localised damage 

The direct trigger of progressive collapse, viz., localised damage, may be attributed to 

various causes (Ellingwood, 2006): (1) The possibility of structures confronting 

unexpected or abnormal loads, which are unaddressed during the structural design phases, 

cannot be completely ruled out from their service lives. Intense environmental (e.g., 

extreme wind, snow or seismic) and unexpected manmade loads may cause localised 

damage to structural elements or their connections. Manmade abnormal loads can be 

further distinguished as accidental actions, e.g., gas explosion or vehicular collision, and 

deliberate sabotages, e.g., terrorist attack. (2) Adverse structural conditions, such as fire, 

cycles of freezing and thawing and chemical reactions, may cause material degradation 

and deterioration so that the strengths of structural elements and connections are 

undermined. (3) The structural design error, miscalculation and substandard construction 

activities can create weak spots in structures which are struggling to undertake the design 

loads. Notably, the misconstruction of connections of vertical (columns and walls) and 

horizontal (beams and slabs) structural elements generates continuity issues which not 

only pose risks of damage on the connections themselves but also have adverse effects 
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on the development of post-failure capacities of the entire structure to resist progressive 

collapse. 

 

2) Damage propagation 

Upon a localised damage, as the original load transfer paths are disturbed, the gravity and 

extra loads due to the absence of the damaged element cannot be effectively and stably 

dissipated so that the damage can propagate along the structural elements to a large extent. 

This chain-effect featured failure does not stop until the unbalanced loads are fully 

redistributed to attain a new equilibrium within the structures (Pham & Tan, 2013). The 

ultimate failure can be a partial or entire collapse of the building, which is 

disproportionate to the original localised damage, i.e., progressive collapse. 

 

2.2 Progressive Collapse Events 

Reviewing the progressive collapse research progress in the past few decades, it becomes 

evident that several representative progressive collapse real-world cases have played a 

significant role in launching and advancing this research topic. Grave loss of life and 

property in these events emphasised and prioritised this structural failure issue to an 

urgent level. They not only encouraged the researchers to initiate the progressive collapse 

studies and fostered continuous deepening of the fundamental understanding of it, but 

also led to the stipulation and revision of the collapse-resistant design standards and 

guidelines. 

 

2.2.1 Ronan Point Tower collapse 

Ronan Point Tower, located in Newham, East London, was a 22-storey residential 

building of large-panel structural system, also known as the Larsen-Nielsen system. The 

concrete floors and walls were pre-casted in factory, then transported to the site and 

assembled using bolts during the construction. 
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In May 1968, shortly after the completion of its construction in March the same year, a 

gas explosion occurred on the 18th floor, dismantling a corner load-bearing wall. The four 

stories above fell onto this floor due to the lack of support that the instantly removed load-

bearing wall was supposed to provide. Soon after, a chain-effect failure took place, 

leading to a collapse of the whole southeast corner of the building (Fig. 2.1). The accident 

claimed 4 lives and caused 17 injuries. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Ronan Point Tower collapse (Pearson & Delatte, 2005). 
 

An accident investigation toward this collapse was conducted (Pearson & Delatte, 2005), 

suggesting that the weakness was the joints connecting the load-bearing walls to the floor 

slabs. The joints and the walls could not withstand blast loadings with magnitudes as low 

as 15.6 kN and 19.3 kPa, respectively, even though their structural design complied with 

the design standards taking effect at that time. Aside from this strength inadequacy aspect, 

the standards also did not include any fail-safe or structural redundancy requirements. 

 

This collapse event caused considerable public concern in the reliability of high-rise 

residential constructions. Moreover, it also alerted engineers the existence of progressive 
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collapse potentials as well as the necessity of revising the design standards. Shortly after 

the Ronan Point Tower collapse, as a result of studies on this subject, new collapse-related 

instructional tie force clauses were integrated into the British engineering standards. 

Being inspired, the U.S. and Canada unsurprisingly introduced similar clauses to enhance 

the integrity of buildings. 

 

2.2.2 2000 Commonwealth Avenue collapse 

In January 1971, a major portion of a 16-storey RC flat plate apartment building, situated 

at 2000 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, collapsed (Fig. 2.2). At that time, the building 

was in the very end of construction progress. In total, 4 workers died and 30 workers 

injured in this incident. It was concluded that punching shear failure took place around 

the column E5 beneath the roof and the impact of the collapsed roof induced a domino 

downward failure of the building (King & Delatte, 2004). Besides such a fatal failure, 

other issues, including the design flaws, unqualified construction materials and 

unprofessional construction procedures, were also diagnosed in the accident survey. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 2000 Commonwealth Avenue collapse (King & Delatte, 2004). 
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2.2.3 Skyline Plaza collapse 

The Skyline Plaza apartment building was a 26-storey flat plate structure located in 

Bailey's Crossroads in Fairfax County, Virginia. In March 1973, during the course of its 

construction, a partial collapse started from the 24th floor and expanded vertically down 

to the ground level (Fig. 2.3). The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

concluded that the collapse was provoked by the premature removal of the shoring system 

on the 23rd floor (Leyendecker & Fattal, 1977; Schellhammer et al., 2013). Very similar 

to the case above, punching shear failure firstly occurred at one column position due to 

the lack of supporting and inadequate strength of the newly poured concrete. 

Subsequently, the adjacent slab-column connections also experienced punching shear 

failure owing to the overloading. Finally, the falling debris of the two storeys above on 

the 22nd floor led to the vertical collapse tragedy in which 14 construction workers died 

and 34 others suffered injuries (Carino et al., 1983). 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Skyline Plaza collapse (Schellhammer et al., 2013). 
 

2.2.4 Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building collapse 

The Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building was a government office building located in 

downtown Oklahoma City. It was an RC frame structure put into service in 1977. On 19th 
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April 1995, terrorists detonated a truck carrying explosive materials in front of the Alfred 

P. Murrah Federal Building, leading to a collapse of approximately one-third of the 

building (Fig. 2.4). The column most close to the explosion spot was destroyed 

immediately. The upward blasting pressure severely damaged the slabs and beams that 

could not bear such reversal loads. The nearby columns buckled due to the lack of lateral 

supports provided by the slabs and beams, resulting in a situation that no alternate load 

paths could be developed. According to the statistics (Moghaddam & Sasani, 2015), 168 

people were killed and more than 800 people were injured in this malicious terrorist attack. 

Since this event, the enhancement of structural ductility and redundancy, as well as 

critical element strengthening were considered to be the promising approaches to resist 

progressive collapse (Osteraas, 2006). 

 

 

Fig. 2.4 Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building collapse (Source: AP Photo/Bill Waugh, 
1995). 

 

2.2.5 Sampoong Department Store collapse 

The Sampoong department store was an RC flat plate structure in Seoul, South Korea, 

with its construction being completed in 1989. A number of structural design changes 
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were made during its design as well as construction processes, bringing three fatal factors 

to this five-floor building: (1) an overloaded fifth floor, (2) eight size-reduced columns 

and (3) substandard slabs giving a decreased slab effective depth (Park, 2012). In addition, 

the escalators cut openings in slabs, which largely diminished the integrity of the structure. 

Prior to the collapse, concrete cracks were developed on the top surface of slabs, however, 

with little maintenance and repair measures taken. The installation and dragging of air 

conditioning units on the roof induced extra overloading and damages to the slabs. In 

1995, the pre-existing cracks ended further growing and widening until punching shear 

failure took place at the surrounding of a column. Finally, this local damage spread from 

one column to others horizontally, from the roof to ground vertically, turning into a 

progressive collapse (Fig. 2.5). When the collapse happened in June 1995, there were 

over 1500 customers in the Sampoong Department Store, and more than 500 and 900 

people died and injured, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 Sampoong Department Store collapse (Park, 2012). 
 

2.2.6 Pipers Row car park collapse 

In March 1997, a part of the top deck of the Pipers Row car park in Wolverhampton, West 

Midlands collapsed (Fig. 2.6). It was fortunate that no one injured in this collapse as it 
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occurred at night and was not taking any service loads. However, it also marked out that 

the load-bearing system of this car park could not sustain its original structural 

configuration under only the dead load. The car park adopted the RC flat plate system 

structurally, which was inherently vulnerable to punching shear failure, and the lift-slab 

system in construction. Additionally, the structural design was based on the British 

concrete standard (BSI, 1957) which did not provide applicable guidelines for punching 

shear design. It was found that the fundamental calculation was reasonable, yet some 

configuration details were omitted that could reduce the punching shear strength of the 

slab (Wood, 2003).  

 

From the construction aspect, three types of concessions could be arrested. (1) The lift-

slab construction method being employed in which, after the settlement of pre-cast 

columns, the pre-cast slabs were mounted onto those columns through welded angle shear 

collars and grouted to form rigid connections. Compared to one-piece casting, the relative 

shortage of continuity and ductility in this construction method certainly connive at the 

damage propagation. (2) Low quality of the construction materials, especially the 

concrete. Failing to meet the target concrete strength was attributed to several reasons: 

low cement contents, poor mixing and weak compaction. Besides, the low strength 

concrete was also more susceptible to the material deterioration which was discovered in 

the site investigation. (3) Jeopardised design due to the poor arrangement of 

reinforcement. The reinforcement arrangement did conform to the original design and led 

to a less slab effective depth which further reduced the load-carrying capacity of the 

structure. Consequently, the structural weakness of flat plate structures and the 

deterioration of materials caused punching shear failure at one column of the Pipers Row 

car park at first, and then the subsequent damage propagating to other regions. 
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Fig. 2.6 Pipers Row car park collapse (Wood, 2003). 
 

2.3 Characteristics of Progressive Collapse 

From the description of progressive collapse and the real-world cases given above, three 

key components are deemed crucial for the identification of a progressive collapse: initial 

localised damage, failure propagation and final disproportionate collapse. By inspecting 

each of these components, the following five essential characteristics of progressive 

collapse are able to be recognised. 

 

1) Unexpected occurrence 

The progressive collapse of a structure occurs in an unconsidered service condition which 

is difficult to be explicitly addressed. The unawareness of the accidental and abnormal 

loads is reflected by their unknown timings, magnitudes and locations, e.g., terrorist 

attack. Without knowing these loading attributes, its load redistributing path cannot be 

efficiently identified and reinforced for a structure in which the damage has already 

occurred and propagated. Therefore, the termination of such a chain-effect failure and the 

prevention of the final building collapse are not possible after its initiation for most cases. 
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2) Low probability yet high consequences 

Due to its abnormal nature, the occurrence of progressive collapse is relatively rare. 

Nevertheless, the final building collapse can lead to disastrous consequences that human 

life and property are deprived. Moreover, such a drastic event may further cause social 

panic among people and their distrust in governments and engineers. Therefore, the 

human occupancy is the primary index, in conjunction with the building function and 

criticality, to determine the risk category of a building (DoD, 2009). Note that, the risk 

category further clarifies the progressive collapse design targets and requirements for a 

building. 

 

3) Large analysis scope with high geometric and material nonlinearities 

The conventional structural analysis is generally performed on an undamaged load-

bearing system whereas the progressive collapse analysis focuses on its post-damaged 

stage, which makes the latter uniquely challenging. In the conventional structural analysis, 

a building is deemed to be failing if any structural component in the system reaches its 

predefined factored strength. This strength is generally calculated based on the limit state 

theory in which full elasticity or only a small amount of plasticity of materials is allowed. 

In contrast, the structural elements can undergo large deformations under a progressive 

collapse scenario so that the analysis shall be conducted on the deformed/geometrically-

altered structural configurations (Knoll & Vogel, 2009). In the post-failure stages, large 

strains can be developed in concrete and steel which experience material strain softening. 

Concrete cracking and crushing as well as steel rebar yielding or even fracture definitely 

occur in a progressive collapse. Consequently, the construction materials must be allowed 

to fully exhibit their plasticity or even damage properties in performing a progressive 

collapse analysis. Moreover, using stress/strength-based failure criteria alone is no longer 
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adequate in most collapse cases and strain/deformation-based failure criteria or the 

combination of the two must be established. 

 

4) Global behaviour 

In a progressive collapse, initial damage propagates from one structural element to 

another due to that the extra loads, which are supposed to be taken by the failed elements, 

are redistributed to the remaining structure. Therefore, not only the initially damaged 

component but all primary structural elements and connections between them are required 

to be analysed. Progressive collapse analysis is typically performed based on either a 

substructure or an entire structure taking into consideration its global behaviour rather 

than independent elements. This is quite different from the conventional structural design 

that focuses on individual structural actions of independent elements. Although more 

detailed design and construction guidelines for progressive collapse prevention are still 

lacking, it has become evident that an increasing number of design standards (ACI 318M, 

2014; AS/NZS 1170.0, 2002; CEN, 2006) have included the integrity requirements into 

the structural design. 

 

5) Dynamic behaviour 

The abnormal load events including explosion and impact loads possibly triggering a 

progressive collapse, usually occur within a very short period of time. Moreover, brittle 

structural failure, such as punching shear failure of an RC flat plate structure, may take 

place within seconds and the resulted extra loads due the absence of failed elements are 

imposed on the remaining structure almost instantly. This implies that progressive 

collapse is essentially a dynamic problem and the progressive collapse analysis should 

take into account the dynamic aspects of the loading and structural behaviours. 
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2.4 Failure Criteria Defining Progressive Collapse 

In structural analyses, failure criteria are typically considered at three levels, viz., material, 

elemental and structural. For example, Yi et al. (2008) pointed out that the progressive 

collapse failure can be replicated in an experiment if either one of the following situations 

occurs: steel reinforcing bars rupture, anchorage failure or uncontrollable deformations 

in structures. Given their element-based damage propagations and ultimate large extent 

collapses, the progressive collapse analyses mostly assess the failures at the elemental 

and structural levels. It is worth noting that the material failure criteria, which forms the 

bases for the elemental and structural failures, are of critical importance in the numerical 

simulations of progressive collapse. 

 

1) Elemental failure criterion.  

To assess whether an element fails or otherwise, appropriate collapse-related failure 

criteria must be established, i.e., elemental failure criteria. Based on the element failure 

types, the structural actions may be distinguished as deformation-controlled and force-

controlled (ASCE/SEI, 2013). The progressive collapse analysis requires that the 

elemental deformation and strength must be assessed individually under each action. 

Under deformation-controlled actions, a certain number of elements which exhibit ductile 

properties, e.g., forming a plastic hinge after yielding, are still capable of bearing loads 

and accommodating further deformations. In this case, the elemental deformation 

criterion should be applied that the elements are considered to have failed if their 

deformations (displacements and rotations) exceed the corresponding allowable limits 

such as the ductility ratio and plastic hinge angle. The ductility ratio refers to as the ratios 

of the maximum deflection to the corresponding yield deflection at strategic points while 

the plastic hinge angle refers to as the ratio of the maximum deflection to the 

corresponding span length. Several progressive collapse guidelines use the plastic 
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rotation (hinge) angles as the acceptance criteria in nonlinear analyses (DoD, 2009; GSA, 

2013).  

 

On the other hand, under force-controlled actions, the elements exhibit brittle behaviours 

by losing their load-bearing capacities rapidly after yielding, for which the elemental 

strength criterion should be applied. In this case, the elements are considered to have 

failed if their maximum internal forces exceed the corresponding allowable limits. For 

instance, the force-controlled criterion shown in Eq. (2.1) is given for both linear and 

nonlinear analysis procedures specified in the progressive collapse guidelines (DoD, 2009; 

GSA, 2013).  

 CL UFQ Q    (2.1) 

where, QUF is the force-controlled action, QCL is the lower-bound strength of an element, 

and  is the strength reduction factor. 

 

2) Structural failure criteria.  

The structural failure criteria determine if the progressive collapse is likely to occur in an 

analysis from the point of view at a structural level. Mitchell and Cook (1984) used a 

value of 0.15 times the shorter span in slab structures as the allowable mid-span deflection 

(threshold of failure) for RC slabs in which the tensile membrane action is activated. The 

earlier progressive collapse standard (DoD, 2005) suggests that, after the initial local 

damage, the extent of subsequent damage propagation can be used as an indicator to 

assess the severity of the structural collapse. It is stipulated that after the removal of an 

exterior column, the failure region of its upper structure shall not exceed the lesser value 

of 15% of the total floor area or 70 m2. When an interior column is removed, the failure 

region of its upper structure shall not exceed the lesser value of 30% of the total floor area 

or 140 m2. However, in the later version published in 2013, DoD no longer requires the 
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failure assessment at the structural level. Instead, the damage propagation limits are 

restricted to the following: the plastic deformation of the remaining structure shall not 

exceed the elemental failure criteria as aforementioned. 

 

2.5 Existing Research on Progressive Collapse 

The ultimate objective of progressive collapse research is to find effective measurements 

that can enable the structures to resist this type of failure with a reasonable cost. This 

requires a sound understanding of their structural behaviours under a progressive collapse 

scenario. Progressive collapse occurs unexpectedly and the load redistribution is 

completed within seconds. Therefore, acquiring first hand data and knowledge through 

in-situ monitoring in real-time is extremely challenging and impractical given its 

accidentalness, instantaneity and dynamic features. Alternatively, distinguished by 

various methodologies, researchers commonly attempt to simulate progressive collapse 

using physical or numerical models to better understand their collapse mechanisms. 

Compared to the experimental and numerical studies, accurate structural predictions are 

more difficult to be achieved through the analytical studies of progressive collapse due to 

the less justifiable assumptions made on the material and geometric properties of the 

damaged structures. 

 

For progressive collapse experiments, considering the difficulties and high cost in 

examining full-scale, complete structures, the loads are commonly imposed on scaled 

substructures, critical structural elements or joints, depending on different levels of study 

objectives. Note that, the appropriate boundary conditions shall be applied to these scaled 

substructure/element specimens to reflect the global nature of progressive collapse. Also 

note that, the quasi-static loading scheme is popular in the progressive collapse 

experiments since it is able to deliver the same failure patterns (Yu et al., 2018) and 
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loading transfer mechanisms as the ones in dynamic tests (Russell et al., 2015). As 

mentioned above, in the real world, progressive collapse is commonly induced by 

accidental dynamic loads. Such dynamic effects are commonly considered through the 

application of a dynamic load increase factor (DLIF) in the design.  

 

Safety issues must be scrutinised for large-scale progressive collapse experiments since 

large deformations and massive structural failure are involved, which makes the 

numerical modelling approach more attractive. Given the rapidly increasing 

computational power of advanced hardware, simulations of progressive collapse and 

further numerical investigations on the relevant problems using the finite element method 

(FEM) become achievable and promising. Compared to experimental studies, numerical 

investigations demonstrate various attractive benefits: (1) considerable savings on time 

and costs; (2) easier data acquisition and high accessibility of complicated variables; (3) 

almost unlimited repeatability and possibility of changing design variables, which makes 

parametric studies simpler; and (4) insignificant loss if errors and faults are made. 

Moreover, real-world simulations of full-scale constructions can not only assist 

researchers to understand the overall collapse behaviours but also help rescuer to identify 

safe areas and risks of subsequent/secondary collapse for post-collapse rescue activities 

(Grunwald et al., 2018). As for the numerical study of RC flat plate structures undertaken 

in this study, it is recognised that a simulation of progressive collapse cannot be 

successfully achieved until a number of critical problems are answered first. For example, 

how to decouple and evaluate the complicated actions, including in-plane actions, 

bending and shear, concurrently existing at the slab-column connection regions and how 

to model the punching shear failure and subsequent post-punching behaviour in the 

simulation. These questions will be further discussed and addressed in Chapter 6. 
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Apart from the disaster/event control, current research on buildings against progressive 

collapse, from the protective point of view, mainly focuses on their: (1) gravity load 

transfer mechanisms and load-carrying capacities, (2) failure modes and deformation 

capacities, (3) defensive measurements being able to arrest the damage propagation. 

Through investigating the load transfer mechanisms and load-carrying capacities in a 

damaged structure, redistribution of the internal forces (locations and magnitudes) 

counteracting the gravity loads shall be clarified in the entire course of the collapse so 

that valid alternate load paths can be identified and possibly strengthened. Along with the 

internal force redistributions and damage propagations, the failure modes in different 

loading stages can assist in discovering the weakest spots on the load paths. Moreover, 

understanding the characteristics of failure modes (whether ductile or brittle, damage 

scope and future reparability) has considerable significance in guiding the structural 

design. For example, in a damage-allowed structural design, the building should be 

prepared in a way that more ductile and less harmful failure modes happen first (Knoll & 

Vogel, 2009). 

 

RC moment-resisting frames are the most prevalent multi-storey load-carrying systems 

adopted in the AEC industry as they have a simple and flexible planar layout, basic 

structural elements as well as a clear load transfer pattern. The progressive collapse 

behaviour of RC frame structures under a column removal scenario has been studied 

analytically (Alogla et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014, 2011; Qian & Li, 2013a), experimentally 

(Lu et al., 2017; Qian & Li, 2012a, 2015a, 2012b; Ren et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2015; Yi 

et al., 2008) and numerically (Kim et al., 2009; Pham, Lim, et al., 2017; Pham, Tan, et 

al., 2017) to some extent. It is expected that some of the representative analysis methods 

and theories for RC frame structures under progressive collapse scenarios can be readily 

modified to be applicable to other structural types. Some key conclusions relating to RC 
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frame structures under progressive collapse are summarised below while more 

representative studies on RC flat plate structures are given in Sections 3.4. 

 

Yi et al. (2008) conducted a quasi-static pushdown experiment on a 4-bay 3-storey RC 

frame and depicted an entire load-carrying response of a frame structure with missing an 

interior column. Under small deformations, the load was primarily taken by the beam 

bending actions. Along with the growing vertical deformations, the neutral axes of the 

beam cross-sections were moving towards the compressive side which led to decreased 

bending actions and tensile longitudinal forces being generated. Ultimately, the catenary 

action was shown to be a competent load-carrying scheme at the large deformation stage 

which was terminated by rebar rupture. A precondition of the catenary action is that the 

beam-column joints adjacent to the missing column are strong enough to provide 

adequate lateral supports (Choi & Kim, 2011; Pham & Tan, 2013). 

 

For monolithically cast RC frame structures losing a column, the slabs conversely act as 

restraints to beams that can considerably contribute to the overall progressive collapse 

resistance. Qian and Li (2014, 2012b) statically and dynamically quantified the slab 

contributions for RC frame structures under a corner column loss scenario, showing that 

the slabs could assist to constrain the downward displacement at the column missing 

position and enhance the ultimate static capacities by up to 63%. They further extended 

their study of the slab influences to the interior column loss scenario (Qian et al., 2015). 

The results showed that the two-way catenary and tensile membrane actions could 

enhance the ultimate load-bearing capacity by up to 109% and 259%, respectively. In 

contrast, Ren et al. (2016) and Lu et al. (2017) investigated the slab effects on the 

progressive collapse behaviours of frame substructures under interior and edge column 

loss scenarios, respectively. It was concluded that the slab could enhance the load-
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carrying capacities offered by both beam and catenary mechanisms. The former was 

mainly determined by the beam end flexural capacity whereas and the latter was mainly 

determined by the amount of reinforcement in the beam and slab. Likewise, Lim et al. 

(2017) compared the pushdown test results of skeletal frame and slab frame specimens 

and similar conclusions about the slab effects were drawn. Additionally, the explicitly 

measured lateral reaction forces clearly illustrated the development of tensile membrane 

action in the large deformation stage. 

 

2.6 Progressive Collapse Specifications and Prevention 

Generally, conventional design and construction based on the existing engineering codes 

can provide structures with a degree of capacity to accommodate and redistribute 

abnormal loads. This is usually achieved by employing load amplification factors for 

actions and capacity reduction factors for material strengths. However, the resulted 

redundant capacity is not progressive collapse resistant oriented, i.e., the safety margin 

brought in the conventional design method may counteract a limited portion of the 

adverse effects in a potential collapse scenario, yet cannot possibly prevent it (Knoll & 

Vogel, 2009). It is necessary to develop a specific structural design and construction 

scheme for progressive collapse prevention, i.e., providing structures with adequate 

robustness. Robustness is a property of a building describing its survival capability in 

unanticipated or abnormal loading scenarios (CEN, 2006; Knoll & Vogel, 2009). 

Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the overall cost of the structure shall not increase 

substantially after the progressive collapse resistant design. 

 

Structural integrity and robustness represent the capabilities of the whole structure to 

confine the local damage under unforeseeable adverse events and to resist progressive 

collapse from occurring (AS/NZS 1170.0, 2002; CEN, 2006; Ellingwood, 2006). They 
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focus on the ability of a structure to maintain an effective load-resisting configuration, 

instead of emphasise the load-bearing and deformation capacities of individual elements. 

It is becoming a consensus that such a straightforward idea shall be implemented in the 

building design. However, the structural integrity and robustness are not always easily 

quantified and code formulated (Beeby, 1999). Considerable research achievements have 

been made to date to mitigate the probability of progressive collapse and its consequences. 

Accordingly, several countries, including the U.S., U.K. and China, have compiled their 

building standards or design guidelines in relation to the progressive collapse prevention. 

 

The fundamental collapse prevention philosophy is to reduce the probability of the 

localised damage and limit the failure propagation instead of eliminating the damage 

completely. Based on the knowledge learnt from the progressive collapse events and 

related research work, a strategic path can be followed, including three aspects. 

(1) reduce the probability of the occurrence of abnormal load events; 

(2) avoid localised damage given (1) occurs; 

(3) stop and confine the damage propagation given (2) occurs. 

Regarding the first aspect, the event control, is commonly followed in the engineering 

management discipline, which shall be taken to bypass manmade abnormal loading 

scenarios and minimise their adverse effects on the buildings. Dealing with the second 

and third aspects requires structural design efforts that can be broken down into two 

streams including the direct design and indirect design schemes.  

 

The direct design stream includes the specific local resistance (SLR) and alternate load 

path (ALP) methods which straightforwardly answer the questions posed in aspects (2) 

and (3). In contrast, the indirect design approaches are more conceptual and diverse in 

that the entire structure is equipped with adequate strength redundancy, ductility and 
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continuity. Especially, the tie forces (TF) and enhanced local resistance (ELR) are 

selected as typical indirect design methods in some design guidelines (DoD, 2005; GSA, 

2013) to estimate and guarantee the building’s overall integrity. It is suggested that the 

indirect design methods shall always be considered during the AEC design processes of 

buildings (Kokot et al., 2012), whereas the direct design methods can be selectively 

employed according to the specified progressive collapse resistance targets.  

 

2.6.1 Redundancy, ductility, and continuity 

Redundancy is the safety margin and extra restraints of a structure in resisting the 

unanticipated loadings. The structural members and connections are usually strengthened 

by applying the load amplification factors and material strength reduction factors in 

designing the structures with pre-assumed damage. Providing extra, potential load 

redistribution paths can also effectively enhance the redundancy of structures. GSA (2013) 

requires that a number, being 1/3 of the total number of floors, of the load redistribution 

systems shall be prepared for the perimeter frame of a building. Here, the load 

redistribution system is referred to as a structural system that has the capability to 

redistribute gravity loads to adjacent structural elements under the loss a vertical 

structural element. 

 

Ductility allows the structural elements or joints to undergo large deformations while still 

maintaining their load-carrying capabilities. It generally means a higher level of ability to 

absorb energy, which is a favourable feature to the progressive collapse resistance. 

 

Continuity is the basis of the integrity of structures corresponding to the global 

characteristic of progressive collapse. Particularly, the continuity of connections, where 

the horizontal (beams and slabs) and vertical (columns and walls) structural elements 
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meet, governs the effectiveness of the load paths. Careful inspections of tie forces and 

arrangement of continuous reinforcing bars running through columns at the joint regions 

are common practices to improve the continuity of structures. 

 

2.6.2 Tie forces 

In this method, aiming to enhance its continuity, ductility and ability to develop alternate 

load paths, the building is mechanically tied to guarantee that the prescribed tensile forces 

can be sustained if its structural members undergo large deformations during an abnormal 

load condition. Four types of ties, viz., longitudinal, transverse, peripheral and vertical 

ties (Fig. 2.7), distinguished according to their positions and directions, shall be arranged 

in the multiple-bay structures in which adequate restraints of the ties shall be provided. 

In the current progressive collapse guidelines (DoD, 2009), the slab is preferred to be 

designed to carry the horizontal tie forces than other components (beams, girders or 

spandrels) which may not have enough flexural deformation capacity to develop the 

required tensile forces. Fig. 2.7 summarises the required tensile forces for different ties 

as per DoD (2009). 

 

 

Fig. 2.7 Tie forces for framed structures. 
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2.6.3 Alternate load path 

A load path is a collection of reacted structural elements between the loading points and 

supports in a building system. In ALP method, it is assumed that the local damage occurs 

in a vertical loading-bearing structural member that is notionally removed. The remaining 

structural shall be examined as being able to bridge over the missing element or fail to 

meet the specified criteria. Hence, the alternate load path is the secondary load-bearing 

mechanism to efficiently redistribute the loads when the original load path is broken. A 

broad agreement has been achieved that designing the structure to develop such secondary 

defence systems is one of the most practical and effective efforts to resist progressive 

collapse (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Mitchell & Cook, 1984). 

 

The ALP method has been proposed to be threat-independent due to the difficulty in 

assessing of the accidental loading in terms of its location and magnitude (DoD, 2009; 

GSA, 2013). Additionally, loss of a vertical load-bearing element is practically achievable 

in both physical experiments and numerical simulations. Therefore, this method is not 

only employed in the building design but also frequently used for progressive collapse 

research. 

 

Although it is reasonable to assume that the failure of a vertical load-carrying structural 

member can cause progressive collapse, the deficiency of horizontal members shall not 

be ignored. In general, damage in a beam or a slab is localised and confined within a span. 

Yet, the adjacent columns or walls may be subjected to instantaneous lateral forces at the 

onset of the failure of horizontal members due to the tie actions. These vertical structural 

elements are not designed to resist these lateral forces and may experience excessive inter-

storey horizontal displacements. Moreover, falling of the horizontal element debris 
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imposes an impact load to the lower storey, which may also cause consecutive failures 

and ultimately lead to a collapse of the structure. 

 

2.6.4 Other actions and concerns 

The ELR approach ensures that the building perimeter columns or walls are able to 

provide adequate lateral restraints and to function in a ductile manner. Whereas the SLR 

method strengthens the structural elements, especially those critical elements at particular 

locations (e.g., the corner and penultimate edge columns), near openings (e.g., the slabs 

close to elevators) or serving special purposes (e.g., the beams supporting equipment 

floors), to withstand abnormal loads. These elements lack substitutions and are required 

to withstand a static pressure of 34 kPa as per DoD (2005). Additionally, the elements 

located on the preinstalled alternate load path shall be more carefully detailed. 

 

After removal of a vertical support element, the internal force reversal occurs in structural 

members which are not commonly designed for such loading conditions (Pham & Tan, 

2013; Yap & Li, 2011). Considering the case of an interior column removal in an RC 

frame structure, the joint region at the column loss position originally designed to bear a 

negative (hogging) moment now has to carry a positive (sagging) moment instead. Worse 

than this, the doubled span length considerably makes the positive moment even larger. 

As such, potential weaknesses are introduced by the absence of top reinforcement at beam 

mid-span and continuous bottom reinforcement at the joint regions. In consequence, the 

alternate load path may break and collapse is likely to occur. 

 

Apart from the abovementioned collapse resistant methods, seismic-oriented detailing is 

able to secure the rebar anchorage in the joint regions which are crucial for the 

development of a secondary load path (Choi & Kim, 2011; Yap & Li, 2011). It is noticed 
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that the increases in redundancy, ductility and continuity are also favoured in performing 

a seismic design, which advices engineers that using multi-hazard design approaches may 

enhance the safety of buildings without overly increasing the construction cost (Baldridge 

& Humay, 2003). However, some studies show that, under certain circumstances, 

structures with enhanced ductility against seismic loadings exhibit an inferior robustness 

(Li & Sasani, 2015; Livingston et al., 2015). Therefore, more in-depth and systematic 

research on the multi-hazard resistance of RC structures is desirable. 

 

2.7 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, severe consequences of concrete structures subjected to progressive 

collapse are elucidated through the enumeration of six disastrous collapse events. The 

causes, characteristics and scope of progressive collapse are discussed, followed by a 

brief review of the relevant research work on RC frame structures. The available collapse 

resistant practices and recommendations given in the design guidelines are also 

introduced in some detail, among which the ALP method is chosen as the fundamental 

research methodology to guide the experiments and numerical simulations performed in 

this study. 

 

Four RC flat plate structure collapse cases and the nonexistence of the collapse resistant 

specifications particularly for such a structural type suggest the research gap which is the 

focus of this study. In the next chapter, a comprehensive review of the essential attributes 

of RC flat plate structures and relevant progressive collapse research work will be given. 
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CHAPTER 3 RC FLAT PLATE STRUCTURES – A 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
 

3.1 Introductory Remarks 

RC flat plate structures simply consist of two structural components, the slabs and 

columns, which transfer gravity loads directly from the former to the latter (Fig. 3.1). The 

absence of column capitals and beams distinguishes them from the RC flat slab and frame 

structures, respectively. RC flat plates derive several benefits from such minimalist 

architectural and structural layouts: (1) an aesthetic floor soffit appearance; (2) enlarged 

headroom in each floor or more stories within a given building height; (3) easier 

installation of formwork; and (4) relatively lower construction and maintenance costs. 

Thus, RC flat plate structures have extensive applications in multi-storey constructions, 

such as car parks, residential and office buildings. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.1 RC flat plate structure. 
 

From the structural perspective, flat plates have a simple and clear vertical load transfer 

path, being a slab-column-foundation which is an effective load-bearing system for 

Column
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Load tributary area

upper floor

upper columns
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gravity loadings. However, its innate low lateral rigidity allows a flat plate structure with 

few stories being able to withstand lateral loads by itself. If more stories and seismic 

design are required, other lateral/seismic-force-resisting structural systems must be given 

a higher priority for considerations to increase the lateral resistance of flat plate structures 

(ACI-ASCE Committee 352, 2012). In addition, the lack of assistance from drop panels 

or column capitals in distributing the vertical concentrated loads on the slabs and the 

resulted high shear stresses at the slab-column connections (Park & Gamble, 2000) make 

them vulnerable to a two-way punching shear failure. In addition to such a brittle shear 

action, the RC flat plate structures are also subjected to a two-way bending action. Their 

column grids are commonly arranged as rectangles, or squares which is suggested as 

delivering the best cost-effective outcomes. As the slab span dimensions are similar or 

equivalent in the two orthogonal planar directions, the corresponding bending actions are 

of the same order of magnitudes. As a result, complex states of stress of the slab region 

adjacent to the loading area (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Loo & Guan, 1997) are 

generated by both shear forces and bending moments, which are difficult to be examined. 

Moreover, the concurrent unbalanced bending and torsional moments, due to uneven slab 

spans/loadings or the existence of lateral loads, further reduce the punching shear capacity 

and complicate the analysis of punching shear failure mechanism. 

 

3.2 Failure Modes of RC Flat Plates 

RC flat plate structures generally fail in flexure or shear. The flexural failure occurs when 

the slabs show no ability to take extra loads and exhibit significant deflections and 

extensive cracks at their mid-span (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956). Usually, this type of 

failure can be found in the slabs where the amount of flexural reinforcement at the mid-

span is inadequate and the shear reinforcement at the restrained ends of the slabs is 

relatively heavily arranged (i.e., sufficient punching shear strength). 
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A representative flexural behaviour of an RC slab-column connection subjected to a 

concentrated load is composed of four stages, as shown in Fig. 3.2 (Elstner & Hognestad, 

1956). At the beginning of the loading, the slab remains uncracked in the elastic stage up 

to point A. It is shown that the first crack load may reach about 15% of the ultimate 

flexural/punching shear capacity (Teng et al., 2004). Afterwards, flexural concrete cracks 

further develop and spread across in the second stage. Then the yielding of the slab 

flexural reinforcement starts (point B) at the loading area and propagates outwards in 

stage 3, until the ultimate slab flexural capacity is reached in the overall yielding stage 4. 

The ultimate flexural capacity predicted by the yield-line theory (point C) was found 

smaller than the ones obtained in most slab-column connection tests, which may be 

attributed to the ignorance of the reinforcement strain hardening. 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Typical flexural load-deflection curve of RC slab-column connection. 
 

In relation to the shear failure, two potential modes, i.e., (1) wide beam shear failure and 

(2) punching shear failure, can be distinguished (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979). The wide 

beam shear failure mostly occurs in the span adjoining the corner columns with the slab 
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exhibiting flexural failure characteristics and a diagonal crack line cutting through the full 

slab corner. Preventing this type of failure can be generally achieved by increasing the 

slab depth (reducing the slab width to depth ratio) while not exceeding an allowable range. 

It is shown that the current design standards are able to deliver a conservative design to 

bypass this type of shear failure. However, future research is expected to facilitate the 

design to be more cost-effective. 

 

On the other hand, punching shear failure in general is one of the most critical concerns 

governing the slab design for RC flat plate structures. It occurs at the slab-column 

connection region and the column suddenly perforates through the slab with little 

warnings and being accompanied by forming a conical shaped slab portion. Hence, the 

slab-column connections must be equipped with adequate punching shear strength 

through cautious structural design which is the key to the safety of the entire RC flat plate 

structure (Moehle et al., 1988). 

 

Although the failure modes have been clearly differentiated above, it is recognised that 

punching shear failure is not a pure shear problem but a combination of flexure and shear, 

and these two actions should be considered collectively (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956; 

Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Taylor & Hayes, 1965).  

 

3.3 Punching Shear Failure 

Due to the complexity in its failure mechanisms and states of stress around the column, 

punching shear problems are not easy to be solved by analytical or numerical approaches. 

A large number of isolated slab-column joint experiments have been carried out 

(Alexander & Simmonds, 1992; Bazant & Cao, 1987; Elgabry & Ghali, 1987; Elstner & 

Hognestad, 1956; Ghali et al., 1976; Hawkins et al., 1989; Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960; 
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Moe, 1961; Taylor & Hayes, 1965), based on which the widely applicable semi-empirical 

nominal shear strength theory has been established (ACI 318M, 2014; BS EN 1992-1-1, 

2004; Moe, 1961; Regan, 1981). A typical slab-column joint specimen, as illustrated in 

Fig. 3.3, comprises a column stub representing an appropriate level of vertical continuity, 

and its surrounding slab extending to and being simply supported onto the contraflexural 

point of the span of the slab L (equals 0.22L given by the elastic theory) such that the 

rotational restraints can be neglected in the tests. Productive research findings have been 

obtained and some important conclusions are summarised in the following aspects: failure 

mechanisms and factors influencing punching shear failure . 

 

It should be noted that, although the construction and test procedures of the slab-column 

joint specimens are considerably simplified and cost-saving, the idealised boundary 

conditions cannot fully represent the reality (Taylor & Hayes, 1965) in that the slab in-

plane forces are omitted. It has been demonstrated that the slab in-plane forces have 

significant influences on the punching shear capacity (Genikomsou & Polak, 2017; 

Keyvani et al., 2014). More experiments on laterally restrained slab-column joint 

specimens or continuous flat plate specimens are encouraged (Einpaul, Ospina, et al., 

2016; Gardner & Shao, 1996; Rha et al., 2014; Salim & Sebastian, 2003). 

 

3.3.1 Failure mechanisms 

The punching shear failure begins when flexural cracks appear on the slab tensile surface 

in the vicinity of the column (Fig. 3.3). These cracks propagate in an inclined direction 

and tend to ultimately form a critical punching shear surface within the slab in the form 

of conical shape, which cannot be distinguished from other slab flexural cracks based on 

their outside appearance. In addition, due to the brittle characteristic of punching shear 

failure, inadequate warning can be perceived before its happening. At this stage, the 
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critical diagonal cracks have already been generated (Broms, 2000) and approximately 

30-60% of the ultimate punching shear strength has been developed (Teng et al., 2004). 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Punching shear failure of a slab-column connection. 
 

Before the slab being punched through, a small uncracked portion of concrete, being 

subjected to shear and compression, is able to transfer the shear forces with the help of  

concrete aggregate interlocking and rebar dowel actions. Because of the continuing 

widening and extension of the critical diagonal cracks, the remaining concrete portion is 

no longer capable of resisting high shear stresses, the eventual punching failure is 

triggered by the rupture of this concrete compression zone (Regan, 1981, 1974; Taylor & 

Hayes, 1965). Broms (2000) advised that the height of the compressive zone can be taken 

as 0.29d (d is slab effective depth) upon punching shear failure for low reinforced slabs. 

Consequently, the critical punching shear surface cutting through the entire slab thickness 

forms, upon which the strength of concrete is almost entirely reduced and residual 

capacity is mainly attributed to the dowel action of the continuous reinforcement running 

through the column. It is reported that, at the onset of the punching shear failure, the 

contribution of the dowel action is up to 34% of the total punching shear strength 

(Menetrey, 2000) 
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The flexural deformation capacity of a slab-column joint can be quantified using the 

rotation angle of the slab at which the punching shear occurs (Muttoni, 2008). This angle 

approximately equals to the column stub vertical displacement divided by the distance 

from the column to the supports (commonly being the slab contraflexural points) which 

is predetermined for a given specimen. In the following, the punching shear displacement, 

defined as the column stub vertical displacement corresponding to the punching shear 

failure, is also used to depict the deformation capacity of a slab-column joint for assessing 

the critical influencing factors. 

 

It is to be seen that the influences of some factors on the punching shear capacity 

discussed below is not always consistent but sway around if the factors reach their 

respective critical values C. This may be explained by the fact that the punching shear 

failure is essentially not strength-/stress-based but deformation-/strain-based and it occurs 

when the slab-column connection is enduring its critical flexural deformation. The typical 

flexural load-deflection curve shown in Fig. 3.2 is reproduced in Fig. 3.4 as Curve 0(F). 

The punching shear strength FP equals the flexural strength at the critical punching shear 

displacement DP, marked Curve 0(P) in Fig. 3.4. 

 

If an increased factor, e.g., concrete strength or reinforcement ratio, enhances the flexural 

capacity of an RC slab-column connection from Curve 0(F) to Curve 1(F) and conversely 

stiffens the structure with a decreased deformation capacity from DP to DP1. The punching 

shear strength is increased from FP to FP1. However, if the influence of the 

abovementioned factor on the deformation capacity is larger, reflected by a reduction of 

DP to DP2 in this case, the punching shear strength is actually decreased from FP to FP2. 

Note that, if the punching shear displacement is largely increased and the punching shear 

failure is “postponed” after the flexural failure occurs (i.e., the ultimate flexural capacity 
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FF is reached prior to punching shear), then the failure is known as the secondary 

punching shear failure (Park & Gamble, 2000). 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 Punching shear behaviour of a slab-column connection. 
 

3.3.2 Factors influencing punching shear strength 

The punching shear strength of an RC slab-column connection is defined as an overall 

slab resistance to a concentrated load, transferred from the column, acting vertically on 

the slab. It can be affected by various factors including concrete strength, column size 

and shape, slab thickness, slab reinforcement ratio and arrangement, shear reinforcement, 

boundary condition, slab in-plane or prestressing forces, loading rate, slab openings and 

so forth. Key factors relevant to the present study are discussed in some detail. 

 

1) Concrete strength 

The punching shear strength is highly dependent on the concrete tensile strength and/or 

shear capacity which can be both correlated to the compressive strength of concrete. Yet 

according to various punching failure theories being put forward, the effect of concrete 

strength has been weighed differently. In these theories, the punching shear strengths are 
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judged to be proportional to 1/3
cf  (Regan, 1981, 1986; Teng et al., 2004), 1/ 2

cf  

(Hawkins et al., 1971) and 2/3
tf  (Menetrey, 2000). 

 

As observed in the study of Elstner and Hognestad (1956), once the concrete strength 

reached a critical value C, the punching shear capacities of RC slab-column connections 

did not necessarily increase. However, by comparing the column stub deflections at which 

the punching shear failure occurred, a general conclusion can be drawn that a higher 

concrete strength led to a lower punching shear displacement DP. 

 

Lightweight concrete (LWC) and high strength concrete (HSC) may also be used for flat 

plate structures. As the aggregate interlocking action is much less than the one in normal 

concrete, using the LWC probably yields smaller punching shear strength (Hawkins & 

Mitchell, 1979). It was advised that only about 75% (no more than 85% as suggested by 

Hawkins et al. (1989)) of the shear strength of normal weight concrete can be expected 

in the specimen made of LWC (Moehle et al., 1988).  

 

HSC not only provides higher concrete strength, but also exhibits superior durability for 

long-term age. Based on limited experimental results in the literature, using the HSC 

could lead to an increase in the ultimate punching shear strength and a decrease in the 

ductility of slab-column connections when compared to the normal concrete (Yousef et 

al., 2019). Moreover, it seems that some engineering provisions (ACI 318M, 2014; AS 

3600, 2009) provide a smaller safety margin for HSC than the one for normal concrete 

(Ngo, 2001). Yet the more brittleness of HSC specimens falling in shear than normal 

strength concrete specimens shall be given a close scrutiny. Research findings on the 

influences of LWC and HSC on the punching shear strength of slabs are still ambiguous 

and require further in-depth study. 
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2) Column size and shape 

The column size and shape straightforwardly determine the concentration level of the 

shear stress generated in the slab. For instance, a column with smaller size or high 

rectangularity is expected to cause higher shear stress concentration compared to a larger 

column with a square cross-section. Moreover, it has been shown that, with the same size 

of column cross-sectional areas, the slab on a circular-shaped column exhibits a punching 

shear capacity that was 110~115% of the one with a square-shaped column (Regan, 1981). 

Last but not least, the column position, i.e., interior, edge or corner column, also affects 

the development of the punching shear strength. 

 

Though the column size controls the perimeter of the punching shear critical section, 

contrary to the intuition, a larger column size does not necessarily deliver a larger 

punching shear capacity (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956). However, the slab-column 

connection with a larger column size fails with a smaller punching shear deflection. 

Therefore, it can be explained that an increased flexural stiffness confines the deformation 

capacity of a slab-column connection, therefore, punching shear occurs without the 

flexural strength being fully developed.  

 

Although a squared column cross-section and a squared planar arrangement of the 

columns are favoured owing to the similar flexural stiffness and lateral stiffness in two 

orthogonal directions, rectangular columns with high aspect ratios or circular columns are 

also frequently employed in RC flat plate constructions, such as car parks (Fig. 3.5).  
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Fig. 3.5 Griffith University multi-level car park with rectangular and circular columns 
 

For the slabs supported by rectangular columns, its flexural stress gradient is more severe 

on the shorter side than on the longer side, suggesting that this high-stress concentrated 

area is more susceptible to punching shear (Anggadjaja & Teng, 2008; Teng et al., 2004). 

The column rectangularity is quantified using the column aspect ratio, βh, defined as the 

planar dimension of larger side to the shorter one. Relevant standard and literature have 

shown that the punching shear strength is noticeably reduced when βh > 2 and tends to 

become a one-way shear problem given an increase in the column aspect ratio (ACI-

ASCE Committee 352, 2012; Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Simmonds, 1970). Furthermore, 

it brings adverse effects not only on the punching shear capacity but also on the failure 

mode that, with increased column aspect ratios, the specimens fail in a more brittle 

manner (Hawkins et al., 1971). 

 

3) Slab thickness, planar dimensions, and scale/size effect 

The slab thickness D straightforwardly has a positive influence on the flexural behaviour 

given an increased slab effective depth d and a higher concrete compressive region at the 

slab bending sections. Nevertheless, such an effect may be overshadowed by a more 

predominant factor, i.e., the shear span-depth ratio l/d which significantly alters the 

Circular column

Rectangular column
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flexural deformation capacity. The shear span l herein is referred to as the distance from 

the column side faces to the support position for an RC slab-column connection. 

Lovrovich and McLean (1990) found that shear strength is significantly affected by the 

slab span if it is less than 6d.  

 

Size effect, being observed in experimental tests that larger specimens exhibit lower 

nominal punching shear stresses, should be drawn much attention (Muttoni, 2008; 

Muttoni & Schwartz, 1991). Consequently, the size factor is introduced to accommodate 

such an effect, for example, taking as 4 1/d  (Regan, 1986). Generally, thinner slabs are 

made of concrete with smaller aggregate size which can also be included in the size factor, 

such as (Menetrey, 2000): 

d

a

1.6
1.2

1+ /
f

d d
   

where, da is the concrete aggregate size. Muttoni (2008) also stated that the size effect 

should be examined based on the slab span instead of the slab depth. 

 

4) Reinforcement ratio and arrangement 

Muttoni (2008) summarised the findings from the experimental work of Kinnunen and 

Nylander (1960) that (1) the amount of flexural reinforcement in slabs without shear 

reinforcement had a pronounced effect on the failure modes of slab-column connections 

and (2) punching shear strengths were limited by the rotation capability of the specimens 

which could be represented by a critical slab rotation . For the first finding, specifically, 

the slabs with low reinforcement ratios (  0.5%) are able to reach flexural capacities 

and exhibit large ductile deformations terminated by punching shear. In comparison, the 

slabs with intermediate (0.5% <   1%) and high ( > 1%) reinforcement ratios, brittle 

punching shear failure occurs before the flexural capacities of the slabs are fully 
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developed (Yitzhaki, 1966). Hence, punching shear strength can be enhanced with 

increased reinforcement ratio. Under this condition, more tensile reinforcement requires 

a higher concrete compressive zone to balance the rebar tensile forces, thus, improving 

the slab flexural capacity. If the reinforcement ratio reaches a critical value C, higher 

reinforcement ratio generally makes the slab-column connections exhibit a lower ductility 

(Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960) and a smaller punching shear displacement DP. The 

Eurocode (BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004) considers the contribution of flexural reinforcement 

by 1/3, whereas other codes overlook such an effect (see Section 3.3.3). As for the 

compressive reinforcement, appropriate detailing can improve the flexural rigidity of the 

slab-column joints with their punching strength unaffected (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956). 

 

Concrete standards (AS 3600, 2009; BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004) commonly instruct that the 

partial negative reinforcing bars shall be arranged within an effective flexural slab strip 

with a width of c + nd, where n is an integer and varies for different codes. However, test 

results of Regan (1986) indicated that the punching shear capacity was barely influenced 

by the reinforcement arrangement. Nevertheless, concentration of tensile reinforcement 

can stiffen the structure and reduce its deformation capability. As a results, punching 

shear failure may occur at a smaller displacement DP, leading to a lower punching shear 

strength (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956). 

 

5) Shear reinforcement 

Shear reinforcement, including bent-up bars, stirrups and shear studs, are commonly used 

to strengthen the slab-column connections given their inadequate punching shear 

capacities and inalterable slab thicknesses. The existence of shear reinforcement may be 

able to shift the critical diagonal punching shear cracks outward so that a larger shear 

load-bearing section can be obtained.  
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Experimental results of Broms (2000) showed that the contributions of bent-up bars on 

both punching shear and ductility were minimal, although the post-punching shear 

capacities were improved. In contrast, an increasing amount of closed stirrups could affect 

the formation of the inclined critical punching shear cracks and enhance the punching 

shear capacity (Schmidt et al., 2019). A shear reinforcement system combining the bent 

bars and stirrup cages (Broms, 2000) was proposed to increase the deformation capacity 

instead of punching shear strength, such that the structure can bypass the punching shear 

failure and directly enter into the tensile membrane stage from the flexural stage, which 

provides an alternate method to mitigate the punching shear failure. 

 

6) Boundary conditions, membrane actions and pre-stressing 

By comparing against the experimental results, it was found that the predicted strength 

given by the current concrete standards or the existing empirical equations derived on 

simply supported isolated slabs underestimates the ultimate punching shear capacity of 

flat plate structures (Belletti et al., 2015; Einpaul et al., 2015). This is largely due to the 

fact that the in-plane compressive forces in slabs are not considered. The influences of 

boundary conditions, or the lateral restraints specifically, the compressive membrane 

actions and the pre-stressing state of the concrete can be discussed in the same manner as 

they all essentially allow the in-plane compressive forces to develop in the slab. Along 

with the increasing downward displacements in the small deformation stage, the slab 

attempts to expand in-plane as well. Oppositely, the lateral restraints, provided by 

columns and adjacent slabs, produce compressive stresses within the slab. The existence 

of the in-plane compressive forces can effectively inhibit the widening of concrete cracks, 

therefore, delaying the movement of the neutral axis for the slab sections subjected to 

bending. Moreover, a multiaxial compressive stress state is established for the concrete 
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so that its strength is expected to be enhanced due to increased internal friction. 

Consequently, both the flexural and punching shear capacities (Keyvani et al., 2014) take 

advantage of the in-plane compressive forces. The existing experimental results showed 

that the flexural load-bearing capacities of laterally restrained slabs are much larger than 

the ones estimated by the plastic yield-line theory (Ockleston, 1955; Robert Park, 1964; 

Park & Gamble, 2000; Wang et al., 2011). It is also reported that the edge restraints can 

have a significant beneficial effect of being as large as 60% on the punching shear 

capacity for the specimens with low reinforcement ratios (Taylor & Hayes, 1965). Such 

an effect, however, is much less obvious for the heavily reinforced specimens. On the 

contrary, with less horizontal restraints, the slab flexural deformation capacity is 

increased so that a greater punching shear displacement is achieved (Elstner & Hognestad, 

1956; Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979). Note that this strength enhancement due to 

compressive membrane action has not been considered in the current concrete standards 

for building slabs but only for bridge decks in some countries, for instance, U.K. 

(Highways England, 2018). 

 

7) Unbalanced moment 

Unbalanced moments may be generated if the structure is subjected to lateral loads, or 

has uneven structural layouts or patterned service loadings on the slab. The unbalanced 

moment on the two sides of a column is especially critical to the edge and corner slab-

column connections. It was shown that the unbalanced moment could enhance the flexural 

deformation capability but have little/no influence on the punching shear capacity (Tian 

et al., 2008). Nevertheless, excessive unbalanced moment can generate tensile stresses on 

the bottom side of the slab, suggesting the need for slab bottom reinforcement at the slab-

column connection region (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979). 
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3.3.3 Standard provisions 

Currently, most concrete structures standards, e.g., Australian (AS 3600, 2009), 

American (ACI 318M, 2014), Chinese (GB 50010, 2010), and European (BS EN 1992-

1-1, 2004) standards, employ a nominal/fictitious shear stress method (Elstner & 

Hognestad, 1956; Moe, 1961) to calculate the punching shear strength of a concrete slab 

subjected to concentrated loads that are the differences of the column forces between 

upper and lower levels in a flat plate structure. In this method, an assumed inclined slab 

critical punching shear cross-section (Fig. 3.6) at a distance s from the column side faces 

is assumed to undertake such concentrated forces. The un-factored nominal shear stress 

vc on this critical punching cross-section for an interior column, calculated by Eq.(3.1), is 

limited by the allowable punching shear strength fcv of concrete. 

 c cv

V
v f

ud
   (3.1) 

where, vc = nominal shear stress on the presumed critical punching cross-section,  
    MPa； 
  V = concentrated force potentially causing punching shear, N； 
  u = 2 ( c1 + c2 + 2s ), perimeter of the critical punching cross-section, mm; 
   = 2 ( c1 + c2 + s ) for Eurocode; 
  c1 = column dimension 1, mm; 
  c2 = column dimension 2, mm; 
  s = distance from the critical punching cross-section to the column faces, 

mm; 
  d = effective depth of the critical punching cross-section, mm; 
  fcv = allowable punching shear strength of concrete, MPa. 
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.6 Critical punching shear cross-section: (a) plan view; and (b) elevation. 
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The positions of the critical punching shear cross-section and the allowable punching 

shear strengths of concrete for four abovementioned concrete standards are listed in Table 

3.1. Note that the allowable shear strength of concrete in the Eurocode cannot be 

compared directly to others due to its different assumption of the critical punching shear 

surface. 

 

Table 3.1 Punching cross-section positions and allowable concrete shear strengths 
Standard s fcv Note

Australian d/2 c c
h

2
min 0.17 1 ,0.34f f


  

      
 i 

American d/2 c c c
h

2 40
min 0.33 ,0.17 1 ,0.083 2

d
f f f

u
               

 i, ii 

Chinese d/2 t t
h

3 40
min 0.28 1 ,0.175 2

d
f f

u
             

 i, ii 

European 2d 3 3
c

200
0.18 1 100 f

d


 
  

 
  iii 

Note: i. considers the column size effect through 
 
 

1 2
h

1 2

max ,

min ,

c c

c c
  ; 

ii. considers the size effect and loading area through 
d

u
; 

iii. considers the size effect and the reinforcement ratio. 
 

3.4 Progressive Collapse Studies of RC Flat Plates 

RC flat plate structures are a structural system with compromised structural continuity 

and ductility, which makes them inherently more vulnerable to punching shear failure 

which may trigger progressive collapse when compared to other ductile structural systems, 

e.g., moment-resisting frame structures (Ellingwood, 2006; Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; 

Qian & Li, 2013b). The absence of beams results in a lower rigidity as well as lower 

rotation capacity at the slab-column connection areas (Broms, 2000). All the progressive 

collapse cases of RC flat plates exemplified in Section 2.2 indicate that the punching shear 

failure of an interior slab-column connection is likely the most crucial trigger for 
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subsequent damage propagation due to doubled shear forces and quadrupled moments 

carried by the adjacent connections (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Keyvani et al., 2014). 

Others pointed out that high level of protection should also be given to the perimeter 

columns as they are of high probability to suffer external impact and initiate progressive 

collapse (Qian & Li, 2013b; Yu et al., 2018) and their post-failure capacities are less due 

to the insufficient lateral restraints (Yi et al., 2014). A critical review of the published 

research work on the progressive collapse behaviours of RC flat plate structures is given 

below by grouping them based on the different research methodologies used. Noting that 

the post-punching shear capacity is most crucial for progressive collapse prevention, 

therefore the contributing suspension and tensile membrane actions are also highlighted 

at the end of this section. 

 

3.4.1 Physical experiments 

As the current study is focused on progressive collapse resistance of RC flat plate 

structures, the most representative tests of flat plate substructure with missing columns 

are reviewed herein.  

 

In the European Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA), a full-scale RC flat slab 

structure, subjected to multiple instant column removals, was tested (Kokot et al., 2012). 

The structure had 3-story with a 2.7 m story height, and 2-bay with 4 m × 6 m plan 

dimension. The testing procedures aimed at mimicking a progressive collapse event 

consisted of three steps: (a) removing one central column, the structure did not collapse; 

(b) cutting another central column, the structure survived from collapse again; and (c) 

forcing the structure to collapse by destroying its two external columns. This experiment 

was unable to reveal the progressive collapse behaviours of the structure as the failure 

propagation was not provoked after multiple column removals. Although the final 
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outcome of this experiment was not as expected, valuable data for the subsequent collapse 

assessment studies were obtained. 

 

Qian and Li (2013b) tested two series of 1/3-scaled RC flat slab substructure specimens 

to investigate the drop panel effects on the progressive collapse resistance. One of the two 

series had drop panels and the other one without. In each series, the slab reinforcement 

ratio was also altered. It was found that the slab tensile membrane action was mobilised, 

leading to increased load-carrying capacities in the later loading stage. In addition, the 

drop panels had shown to enhance the initial stiffness and ultimate capacity of the 

specimen by up to 124.7% and 117.4% respectively. By comparing the specimens within 

the same series, it was also shown that the slab flexural reinforcement ratio has a positive 

influence on the progressive collapse resistance. In addition to the study of drop panel 

effect, the same researcher team also examined the effectiveness of the carbon/glass-

fibre-reinforced polymer (C/G-FRP) strengthening schemes on progressive collapse 

resistance (Qian & Li, 2012c, 2015b). It was observed that the C/G-FRP were able to 

confine concrete cracking and the ultimate capacity losses of specimens were attributed 

to the bond failure. 

 

To thoroughly examine the progressive collapse behaviour of RC flat plate structures, Yi 

et al. (2014) applied increased uniformly distributed loads (UDLs) on two large scale 

substructure specimens to large deformation stages, one for the interior column loss 

scenario and the other for both exterior and corner column loss scenarios. The study 

revealed that, due to the tensile membrane action, the actual load-carrying capacities of 

the specimens were much greater than the design loads suggested either by the plastic 

yield line theory or the progressive collapse guidelines. Qian et al. (2015) carried out three 

similar interior column loss tests on smaller specimens than the ones tested by Yi et al. 
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(2014). The first specimen was a control specimen, and last two was strengthened with 

drop panels and post-installed shear bolts. The secondary punching shear failure was 

observed in the control and shear bolt strengthened specimens but the failure was 

prevented in the drop panel specimen. Again, residual post-failure capacities, higher than 

the secondary punching shear loads, were achieved due to the considerable tensile 

membrane forces generated in the slabs. 

 

Russell et al. (2015) reported and compared the results of three static and four dynamic 

tests through which the dynamic responses of RC flat slabs after a sudden release of a 

corner or edge support were investigated. It was confirmed that the punching shear failure 

was very likely to trigger failure propagation, ultimately leading to progressive collapse. 

Moreover, this study has shown that the load did not necessarily to go through the initially 

damaged column. Finally, the study also suggested that using a dynamic increase load 

factor of 2.0 to consider the dynamic effect was conservative given that the inherent 

plasticity of structures was adequately mobilised.  

 

3.4.2 Theoretical studies 

Limited theoretical studies are available, which are mainly devoted to the development 

of the analytical methods for predicting the load-carrying capacities due to tensile 

membrane action in the slabs. 

 

Hawkins and Mitchell (1979) investigated the characteristics of the subsequent damage 

propagation along with the moment transfer mechanism after an interior column loss in 

an RC flat plate substructure. The essential role of slab bottom (integrity) reinforcement 

anchored in the columns in developing post punching shear capacity was identified. 
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Furthermore, a theoretical method to predict the tensile membrane action was derived 

based on a pre-assumed deformed shape of the slab. 

 

Mitchell and Cook (1984) compared two analytical methods with a numerical method, 

estimating the tensile membrane action in RC slab structures. The analytical methods 

considering the contribution of reinforcing bars performed well compared to a collection 

of experimental results (Brotchie & Holley, 1971; R. Park, 1964). As one of the 

prerequisites for generating tensile membrane action, different boundary conditions of 

slab panels were also discussed. For flat plate structures, the lack of beams resulted in no 

slab in-plane restraints to counterbalance the tensile membrane forces. In contrast, a slab 

supported on beams could develop in-plane edge restraints by forming a concrete 

compressive ring in the slab to equilibrate the tensile membrane action. Finally, design 

recommendations were given for the slab bottom continuous reinforcement to enhance 

the progressive collapse resistance. 

 

3.4.3 Numerical simulations 

Numerical investigations of punching and post-punching shear behaviours of RC flat 

plate structures are also scarce. Reviewed below are the existing numerical research 

carried out using 2D and 3D modelling approaches. 

 

Kang et al. (2009) developed a set of numerical modelling techniques to simulate the 

nonlinear behaviours of RC flat plate structures and to assess their seismic performance. 

Each flat plate structure was modelled as 2D plane frames in which the slab was replaced 

by equivalent beam elements having an effective width. The nonlinear behaviours at the 

slab-column connection region were modelled through springs of which the properties 

were coupled with a punching shear failure criterion. A punching shear could be triggered 
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either by a characteristic shear stress value or a failure criterion established based on the 

gravity shear ratio and inter-storey drift. The gravity shear ratio was defined as the gravity 

force transferred from the slab to column to the shear capacity of the slab. The numerical 

model was capable of exhibiting the slab flexural as well as the punching shear failure 

behaviours. Moreover, the merits of using spring elements were also demonstrated in that 

the complex structural actions (bending moments, shear and in-plane forces) at the slab-

column joint regions could be exposed and described separately with different nonlinear 

mechanical properties. However, since the flat plate structure was modelled as a 2D frame, 

spatial actions as well as the post-punching behaviours in progressive collapse scenarios 

were not able to be simulated. 

 

Liu, Tian, Orton, et al. (2015) proposed a macro numerical model, consisting of shell and 

connector elements, to simulate the punching shear behaviour of RC flat plate structures. 

In the numerical model, the slab-column joints were separated from the surrounding slab 

regions. Shell elements were used to model the flexural behaviour of the slab regions 

while connector elements were used to connect the slab regions to the slab-column joint 

region. Moreover, the connector elements were assigned different properties for each 

individual action including flexure, torsion, and shear. The critical shear crack theory 

(CSCT) theory (Muttoni, 2008) was employed as the failure criterion to disconnect the 

two regions to enable punching shear failures. However, the post-punching shear 

behaviour was unable to be simulated using the macro model. After calibration and 

validation based on 24 slab-column joint tests in the literature, this macro model was 

further applied in a parametric study of a multi-storey flat plate building subjected to 

dynamic and quasi-static column removal (Liu, Tian, & Orton, 2015). The results showed 

that the building was prone to punching shear failure at the slab-column joints adjacent 

to the column loss position and subsequent progressive collapse was at high risk due to 
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the absence of slab integrity bars. Moreover, the parametric study also indicated that, to 

achieve the same level of progressive collapse resistant capacity, dynamically removing 

columns requires a higher degree of structural redundancy than a quasi-static column 

removal case. 

 

Keyvani et al. (2014) and Mirzaei and Sasani (2013) decomposed the load-carrying 

capacities before and after the punching shear failure into components by considering 

different regions adjacent the critical punching shear surface. In addition, the flexural and 

integrity reinforcing bars going through the column were explicitly modelled to reproduce 

the post-punching capacity of slab-column joints. Similar to the model of Liu, Tian, Orton, 

et al. (2015), the punching shear cone region and the remaining slab regions, both 

modelled by shell elements, were reconnected by concrete connector elements. The 

continuous reinforcing bars modelled explicitly were attached to these two regions using 

rebar-concrete connectors. A share of 85% of the total punching shear strength was 

assigned to the concrete connector elements while the remaining 15% was allocated to 

the rebar-concrete connectors representing the rebar dowel action. A vertical deformation 

criterion was set for the concrete connector elements to trigger the punching shear failure, 

after which these elements were deactivated. As a result, the punching shear cone and 

surrounding slab regions were only linked by the flexural and integrity reinforcing bars. 

The model was shown to be capable of capturing the post-punching shear behaviour of 

the RC slab-column joints by comparing the force-displacement responses to the ones 

obtained from the experiments (REF). Furthermore, the enhancement of the punching 

shear capacity provided by the compressive membrane action was taken into account and 

simulated by adding partial lateral restraints to the slab-column joint model. 
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3.4.4 Post-punching shear behaviour 

After punching shear failure, the suspension action developed at the slab-column 

connection and tensile membrane action mobilised in the slab are the primary load 

redistribution mechanisms. In other words, the term “suspension action” describing the 

post-punching shear behaviour of a slab-column connection is comparable to the term 

“tensile membrane action” used to illustrate the post-failure behaviour of the slab. To 

enable these two actions to develop, part of the bottom longitudinal reinforcements in the 

column strip of the slab is required to continuously go through the column (ACI 318M, 

2014) and adequate anchorage of the slab reinforcing bars are indispensable. Otherwise, 

the suspension and tensile membrane forces cannot be developed once the top tensile 

reinforcing bars rip out of the concrete and anchorage failure occurs to both slab top and 

bottom reinforcing bars. 

 

1) Suspension action 

The experimental examination of post-punching shear behaviours of RC flat plate 

structures requires the loading to be continuously applied after the occurrence punching 

shear failure, which is scarce in the literature. To evaluate the post-punching shear 

resistance provided by the suspension action, Melo and Regan (1998) conducted a series 

of experiments on RC slab-column connections and suggested that the post-failure 

capacity might be governed by the breakout of the concrete providing necessary dowel 

actions. The calculation of the breakout capacity of concrete bearing the reinforcement 

could be resorted from the ACI nuclear safety-related concrete structure code (ACI 349, 

2013). Moreover, the upper bound of the load-bearing capacity Vpp,i offered by the 

continuous slab bottom reinforcing (integrity) bars could be predicted by Eqs.(3.2) or 

(3.3) using the ultimate strength fu or the yield strength fy of steel, respectively. Eq.(3.2) 

was derived based on the assumed deformation of the integrity bars with an inclination 
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angle  of 26.1, giving a sin of 0.44 representing the vertical component of the tensile 

forces in these bars. The ratio of fu to fy gives 0.5 in Eq.(3.3). Note that As is the cross-

sectional area of one reinforcing bar. The predictions due to both equations agree well 

with the test results of Habibi et al. (2014); Habibi et al. (2012). 

 pp,i s u0.44V A f    (3.2) 

 pp,i s y0.5V A f    (3.3) 

 

As for the flexural reinforcing bars, Ruiz et al. (2013) proposed a method to calculate 

their contributions to the post-punching shear strength, which is given in Eq.(3.4). 

 pp,f b t ef efV n f b l   (3.4) 

where, Vpp,f is the post-punching shear capacity due to the flexural bars; nb is the number 

of activated flexural bars located within the slab effective flexural width, similar to the 

Eurocode (BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004), extend to 2.8 times the effective slab depth d from 

the column side faces; ft is the concrete tensile strength; and bef and lef are the effective 

width and length of the region in which the concrete tensile strength is developed. 

 

2) Tensile membrane action 

If the slab undergoes a large deformation, the slab reinforcement can function like a steel 

hanging net which acts as an alternate load path to further undertake loads and prevent 

collapse. Hawkins and Mitchell (1979) gave an estimation of the tensile membrane action 

behaviour of a rectangular slab panel subjected to UDL. For a given steel strain in one 

direction x, the steel strain in the orthogonal direction y can be calculated, based on the 

assumed deformation, using Eq.(3.5). 
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y x
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where, Lx and Ly are the slab span dimensions in the two orthogonal directions. 

Subsequently, the steel stresses x and y can be determined from the steel stress-strain 

relationship. Finally, for a given stage of stress/strain for the reinforcing bars, the applied 

UDL can be calculated as shown in Eq.(3.6). 

 
2 sin 62 sin 6 y y yx x x

x y

dd
w

L L

    
    (3.6) 

where, w is the predicted UDL representing the ultimate load-carrying capacity provided 

by tensile membrane action, x and y are the slab reinforcement ratios in the two 

orthogonal directions. 

 

3.5 Concluding Remarks 

The architectural and structural merits of RC flat plate structures are obvious, however, 

there are potential risks of punching shear failure. This brittle type of failure and its 

corresponding resistance are discussed in detail in this chapter with particular focus on 

the failure mechanisms and the influencing design factors. The punching shear capacities 

predicted by the current concrete standards are also summarised, suggesting that there is 

no consensus on the strength/stress-based punching failure criteria.  

 

The published research work on the progressive collapse of RC flat plate structures are 

also reviewed based the different research methodologies used, including experimental, 

theoretical and numerical approaches. In addition, the two prominent structural actions, 

including the suspension action at the slab-column joints and the tensile membrane action 

in the slabs developed after punching shear failure, are discussed. These two actions, 

governing the post-punching shear behaviours of flat plate structures, are critical to the 

load redistribution and collapse resistance. Thus, they will be given particular attention 

in the proposed experimental and numerical studies.  
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The critical reviews presented in this chapter together with those discussed in Chapter 2 

have helped to identify the research gaps in the current literature and to lay a solid 

foundation for the current research. Based on this, clear research objectives are 

established, and scientific methodologies are formulated. 
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM OF RC FLAT 
PLATE SUBSTRUCTURES 

 
 

4.1 Introductory Remarks 

RC flat-plate structures are vulnerable to punching shear failure at their slab-column 

connections, potentially leading to a catastrophic progressive collapse. In practice, the 

slab-column connection above an interior column, removed due to abnormal loads, may 

be subjected to a concentrated downward force because of the absence of the supporting 

column and further being pushed as a result of different live load intensities on individual 

stories. This force is different from the full design load that the column withstands in 

normal situations and, combined with the gravity load acting on the slab, may cause 

punching shear failure at the interior slab-column connection. This will further trigger 

failure propagation to the surrounding slab-column connections. 

 

The experimental program in this study aimed at capturing the structural static behaviour 

of RC flat plate structures undergoing progressive collapse. Specifically, the performance 

of an RC flat plate substructure, under a progressive collapse scenario induced by the 

interior column loss and potential punching shear at this position, was examined. Since 

the test specimens were large-scale flat plate substructures, a number of unique laboratory 

devices were designed to fit the specimens and serve the experimental purposes. To 

disclose the overall specimen responses, as well as local behaviours of the slab at strategic 

positions under loadings, a comprehensive measurement including forces, displacements 

and strains was carefully planned. Moreover, to continuously obtain accurate 

experimental data during the tests, a customised measurement software was developed. 
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4.2 Scope and Objectives of Experiments 

According to the international design specifications (DoD, 2009; GSA, 2013), the 

capacity of a structure to resist progressive collapse after a localised damage can be 

assessed, depending on its risk category, using the ALP method. This method, regardless 

of the building type and the event causing the loss of the structural element, is used to 

evaluate the capacity of the structure to bridge over a notionally removed vertical load-

bearing element. 

 

This laboratory work physically simulated the RC flat plates undergoing static 

progressive collapse under an interior column removal scenario. During the tests, a quasi-

static pushdown loading method was employed, in which the vertical downward 

displacement at the column missing position was incrementally imposed. Two identical 

tests were carried out so that the experimental repeatability could be confirmed. The 

following objectives were expected to be achieved in and after the tests: 

 

1) examine the capability of the specimen to either bridge over the damaged column and 

develop a secondary load path or collapse; if a collapse occurs, an acceptable 

structural failure criterion is expected to be determined based on the key structural 

performances; 

2) record experimental data, including the overall load-carrying capacities, column 

support reactions, vertical and horizontal slab displacements at selected locations, 

reinforcement and concrete strain developments at strategic locations, which will be 

used to analyse the structural behaviour of the slab and validate numerical models; 

3) trace the concrete crack development and plot concrete crack patterns at different 

loading stages; 
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4) study the load carrying and transfer mechanisms before and after the interior column 

loss; 

 

4.3 Load Conditions for RC Flat Plate Structures under Column Removal 

At the onset of a column removal in an RC flat-plate structure, the slab-column 

connection (J1) above the ground level column, C1, is subjected to a downward force (F2) 

transferred from the column above (C2) and a balancing upward force (F1) provided by 

C1, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a) on an idealised 2D RC flat-plate structure. If the structure 

encounters a loss of C1, and is therefore equivalent to the absence of F1, F2 will then be 

distributed instantly to the adjacent slab-column connections (Pham & Tan, 2013), 

potentially causing progressive collapse of the structure. During this load redistribution 

process, punching shear failure may occur at J1 due to the excessive downward pushing 

force F2. This represents a scenario in which J1 is subjected to a downward concentrated 

force.  

 

In addition to the aforementioned downward force F2, further push down force may exist 

in column C2 due to different live load patterns. When an RC flat-plate structure is 

designed with the same live load intensity acting on each floor, all the floors will deform 

the same with no additional axial force developed in C2 and columns above (Fig. 4.1(b)). 

This scenario has been typically considered when examining the progressive collapse 

resistance of RC flat-plate structures (Qian & Li, 2015a; Yi et al., 2014). However, in 

actual situations, the floors may be designed to bear different live load intensities (Fig. 

4.1(c)) and subjected to different service level live loads at the time of column loss, 

depending on their various functional purposes. Moreover, the live load acting on each 

floor can be divided into two components consisting of a sustained live load due to routine 

use of the structure (i.e. weight of furniture, people, moveable equipment, and etc.) and 

an extraordinary live load representing intermittent events such as crowd gathering, 
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temporary storage during refurbishing or emergencies (Corotis & Sentler, 1989; 

Ellingwood & Rosowsky, 1991; Hendrickson et al., 1987; Rosowsky & Ellingwood, 

1992). The occurrence of the extraordinary live load will further enlarge the load 

disparities between floors. Therefore, after C1 is removed, different deformations of each 

floor may be expected in a real building and additional axial forces will develop 

accordingly in the columns above C1. These axial forces may not be negligible and will 

likely affect the overall progressive collapse resistance of the structure. Such a 

phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 4.1(d) where all floors but the 2nd floor are loaded with 

a sustained live load, while the 2nd floor is more heavily loaded with both sustained and 

extraordinary live loads. Under this circumstance, the column between the 1st and 2nd 

floors C2 is thus loaded in compression whereas the column between the 2nd and 3rd floor 

C3 is loaded in tension. 

 

Note that the study of large-deformation structural responses of RC flat plates under an 

interior column removal scenario is particularly limited when the abovementioned 

concentrated load condition is considered. Further, the overall redistribution of the 

concentrated force is yet to be quantified, which is essential to assess the progressive 

collapse resistance of the structure. 

 

Note further that the existing studies on post-punching shear failure behaviour has been 

mainly conducted on isolated slab-column connections (Melo & Regan, 1998; Ruiz et al., 

2013), thus limiting the scope of fully investigating the alternate load path against the 

progressive collapse. As such, a quasi-static laboratory test of multi-column RC flat-plate 

substructures is desirable to assess their load-carrying capacities to better understand their 

overall structural responses after the loss of a column.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 4.1 Flat plates under a: (a) & (b) typical design load case; (c) & (b) real scenario 
with different loading intensities. 

 

4.4 Experimental Design 

4.4.1 Design of specimens 

Firstly, a prototype structure of 4-storey, 4  4-bay RC flat plate car park (See Fig. 4.2(a)) 

complying with the Australian concrete standard (AS 3600, 2009) was designed. It had a 

storey height of 3000 mm and a centre-to-centre span length of 6000 mm. The squared 

column had a 450 mm  450 mm dimension while the slab was 270 mm thick. The 

structure was assumed to have an importance level 2, for which the annual probabilities 

of exceedance for wind and earthquake are both 1:500. The probability factor and hazard 

factor for seismic design were 1.0 and 0.05, which suggested that the structure should 

meet the requirements of earthquake design category I (AS/NZS 1170.4, 2007). The 

exposure classification for the building was assumed to be B1, near-coastal (1 km to 50 

km from the coastline). For the reinforcement, normal ductility deformed bars with a 

characteristic yield strength (D500N) was used, while the nominal concrete compressive 

strength was 32 MPa. Given the above basic details of the structure, a dead load of 6.68 
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kPa and a live load of 5 kPa representing a medium vehicle traffic condition, together 

with the wind and earthquake loads, were used for the slab design. 

 

A 2  2-bay, eight-column substructure with the interior column removed (Fig. 4.2(c)) 

was extracted from the 1st floor of the four stories prototype structure (Fig. 4.2(b)). The 

substructure was scaled by a factor of 1/3 for testing, which falls into the typical range 

used in experimental investigation of the structural behaviour of similar concrete 

specimens (Lu et al., 2017; Qian & Li, 2015a; Ren et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2014). The scaled 

substructure had a 2,000-mm centre-to-centre span and a 1,000-mm column height. The 

slab was 90 mm thick and the column cross-section was 150  150 mm. The substructure 

slab had a 500-mm overhang around its perimeter to simulate the rotational restraints 

provided by the surrounding slabs. Given that the substructure was extracted from the 

centre of the carpark building, see Fig. 4.2(b), all slab-column connections were interior 

to the building. However, for the isolated substructure considered in this study, the eight 

columns surrounding the interior column are subsequently referred to as the “edge” and 

“corner” columns (Fig. 4.2(d)). 

 
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 4.2 (a)&(b) Prototype RC flat plate structure; (c)&(d) isolated substructure with 

interior column removal. 
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Two identical test specimens, without the interior column (Fig. 4.2(d)), identified as S-1 

and S-2, were constructed, using 32-MPa nominal strength concrete (AS 1379, 2007) to 

confirm repeatability of the test results. Deformed 8-mm diameter N ductility class bars 

(D500N8) (AS/NZS 4671, 2001) were used as bending reinforcement in the slabs with a 

10-mm concrete cover. Rebar spacing was determined to maintain the same 

reinforcement ratios (given in Table 4.1) as the prototype structure. Columns were over-

strengthened using 12-mm diameter bars of nominal 500-MPa grade to prevent undesired 

damage. Detailed reinforcement layouts for the top and bottom layers, as well as those 

for the columns, are presented in Fig. 4.3(a). The sectional view of the substructure is 

shown in Fig. 4.3(b). 

 

Table 4.1 Reinforcement ratios for slabs. 
 Column Strip Middle Strip 

Top Reinforcement 0.489% 0.279% 
Bottom Reinforcement 0.237% 0.237% 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.3 Specimen details: (a) reinforcement details and instrumentation; (b) 1-1 section. 
Note: V1 to V4 and H1 to H2 = vertical and horizontal LVDT positions; C1 to C8 = 

columns; ST = strain gauges for top layer reinforcement; SB = strain gauges for bottom 
layer reinforcement. 

 

4.4.2 Design of test rig 

During the tests, the design live load of 5 kPa was uniformly distributed all over the 

concrete slabs by placing steel blocks on their top surface (Fig. 4.4). The simulation of 

the column removal at the interior column position was carried out via a hydraulic servo-

controlled loading system. At the beginning of the test, although the interior column of 

the specimen was removed, an “intact” status of the specimen was designed, in which the 

actuator replaced the missing column and hold the specimen. Consequently, the load 

transfer mechanisms before and after the column loss were able to be monitored and 

compared. To accomplish such, the actuator was required to be rigidly connected to the 

specimen at the interior column stub position for which a customised bottom swivel (Fig. 

4.5(b)) was designed. In addition, to facilitate the actuator installation, a top swivel and 

an load-holding system were also designed. The manufacturing drawings of the 

components of the swivels as well as the holding system are enclosed in Section A.1. 
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Fig. 4.4 Planned test setup. 
 

To prevent lateral displacement and rotation of the removed interior column, a telescopic 

tube system consisting of three different sized steel tubes was rigidly connected to the 

bottom column stub to guide the interior slab-column connection (Fig. 4.5(b) and (c)) to 

displace vertically through sliding of the tubes. Greased ultra-high-molecular-weight 

polyethylene (UHMWPE) smooth plates were glued to the sliding contact surfaces to 

minimize friction.  
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(b) (c) 

Fig. 4.5 Interior slab-column connection configuration (dimensions in mm): (a) 
hydraulic jack connection to interior slab-column connection; (b) telescopic tube 

configuration and (c) telescopic tube. 
 

4.4.3 Test setup 

1) General 

The experimental conditions were also designed to be identical for both specimens S-1 

and S-2. For each specimen, the eight columns supporting the slab were cast on 20-mm 

thick steel base plates bolted to the test rig. To establish a rigid connection between each 

base plate and the column above, a 220-mm high universal column (100UC14.8 in Fig. 

4.3(b)) was welded to each base plate and therefore produced an enlarged cross-section 

of 200  200 mm at the column base. The 100UC14.8 were ribbed using shear connectors 

to bond to the concrete. As typically occurring in construction, the eight columns were 

cast firstly using nominal 32-MPa concrete and then installed on the strong floor. Their 

longitudinal reinforcing bars were extended 80 mm beyond the expected top surface of 

the slab enabling the top column stubs to be built. The slab was then poured on top of the 

columns at least two weeks after casting the columns and nine 90-mm high column stubs 

on the top of the slab were created to form vertical continuity in the columns. In addition, 

a 90-mm high bottom column stub underneath the slab was also created at the location of 
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the interior removed column. A temporary column was positioned to replace the interior 

column before pouring the slab to create an actual initial “intact” condition as mentioned 

above. The interior top and bottom column stubs were also over-reinforced, similar to 

other columns. After more than 28 days of slab concrete curing, the interior slab-column 

connection was connected to the hydraulic jack system using four M16 rods shown in Fig. 

4.5(a). Before testing, the temporary column was removed and its reaction force was 

shifted to the actuator. The complete test setup is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

 

 

   

Fig. 4.6 Test rig and setup. 
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2) Loading sequence 

Under a column loss scenario in a real life event, the slab may be subjected to two types 

of loading: (1) a UDL acting on the slab, and (2) a concentrated load imposed at the slab-

column connection due to different live load intensities acting on each floor. Note that 

while the instantaneous loss of a column in a structure is essentially a dynamic process, 

the final force distribution pattern is not influenced by loading rate (Russell et al., 2015). 

Therefore in this study, quasi-static loading, consisting of two phases (LP1 and LP2), was 

adopted. In the first loading phase (LP1), the design live load of 5 kPa was applied by 

evenly placing 100 steel blocks, each weighing on average 122.4 kg, on top of the “non-

damaged” slab specimen. The same UDL as the prototype structure was adopted as using 

a surface load scale factor of unity allows the stress level to be the same in both the 

prototype structure and the scaled test specimen. At the beginning of LP1, the temporary 

support was removed and the slab was connected to a 250 kN MOOG servo-controlled 

hydraulic actuator situated above the interior column. The actuator was held in its initial 

position to simulate an “intact” specimen and represent the service load situation.  

 

In LP2, the interior slab-column connection was displaced downward to simulate the 

column loss to a large deformation (about 500 mm) using the hydraulic actuator. For S-

1, the test was performed in displacement control at an initial stroke rate of 1 mm/min 

and regularly paused to monitor concrete cracks and damages. At the interior column 

displacement of 97 mm, when a clear concrete crack pattern was identified, the loading 

rate was increased to 3 mm/min. When punching shear failure occurred at the interior 

slab-column connection, the loading rate was further increased to 5 mm/min. In S-2 test, 

the initial loading rate was set to 3 mm/min and increased to 10 mm/min at the punching 

shear failure and beyond. 
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4.4.4 Measurement instruments 

The applied concentrated force was measured through the load cell (Part 4 in Fig. 4.6) 

mounted on the hydraulic actuator. The structural behaviour of the slab was monitored 

through a set of 20 linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT), 44 and 15 uniaxial 

strain gauges glued to the steel reinforcement (3-mm gauge length) and concrete (90-mm 

gauge length), respectively, and 8 custom-built column load cells. Due to the anticipated 

symmetrical condition of the tests, concrete and reinforcement strain gauges were mainly 

attached on one quarter of the specimen (i.e. one bay). In the next chapter, only selected 

displacement and strain readings are reported and discussed, including two LVDTs 

positioned at the edges of the slab middle strip to measure its horizontal displacements 

and additional four evenly positioned under the slab between the interior column and one 

edge column to monitor the vertical deformation of the slab. The positions of the selected 

LVDTs and steel reinforcement strain gauges are shown in Fig. 4.3 and those of the 

concrete strain gauges in Fig. 4.7. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 Concrete strain gauge positions. 
Note: CT = concrete top strain gauges; CB = concrete bottom strain gauges. 
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8 in Fig. 4.6) were designed. The column load cells were bolted to the strong floor under 

each column and manufactured with four strain gauged circular hollow sections (CHS), 

as shown in Fig. 4.8. The strain gauges allow the measurement of the axial force in each 

CHS and therefore the axial force F in the column is, 

 1 2 3 4F F F F F     (4.1) 

where Fi is the axial force in the ith CHS member. The moment Mx and My at the base of 

the columns can also be potentially recorded as, 

 1 4 2 3( )
2x

d
M F F F F     (4.2) 

 3 4 1 2( )
2y

d
M F F F F     (4.3) 

where d is the centre-to-centre distance between the two CHS members. Before 

installation, each strain gauged CHS was calibrated in compression using a 500 kN 

uniaxial MTS testing machine. The accuracy of the complete load cells was further 

verified in the same machine by applying a combined bending moment and axial load. 

An overall load cell accuracy of 1% to 3% was achieved. The manufacturing drawings of 

the column load cells are given in Section A.2. 

 

 

Fig. 4.8 Custom-built column load cell. 
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and stroke, 32 for the column load cells, 20 for the LVDTs, 59 for the strain gauges, and 

3 for the power supplies) was required. Given such demand, the NI cRIO-9074 data 

logger together with one NI 9219 and seven NI 9205 DAQ modules were employed. 

Being accompanied with the DAQ hardware, a customised measurement software was 

developed, which is shown in Section A.3. 

 

4.5 Concluding Remarks 

Due to that such large-scale and expensive experiment work is conducted at the Griffith 

University laboratory for the first time, especially careful and thorough preparation was 

made. In this chapter, the scope and objectives of the experiments are clarified and 

outlined. Considering the load conditions for RC flat plate structures under an interior 

column removal scenario, the test setup and loading sequence are planned. The design 

background of the tested RC flat plate substructure specimens, test rig, as well as the 

measurement instruments are also presented. In the next chapter, experimental results and 

corresponding analyses will be given in detail, which shows that all of the planned 

experimental functions and purposes are successfully fulfilled.  
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5.1 Introductory Remarks 

In Chapter 4, the design and preparation details of the laboratory work were presented. In 

this chapter, the complete collapse resistant behaviour, load redistribution pattern, slab 

deformations and development of strains of two substructure specimens were investigated 

and are reported. Note that both specimens were subjected to a combined action of the 

live load and the concentrated load induced by the column above. Results show that more 

than 90% of the applied concentrated force is solely distributed to the four nearest 

adjacent columns. Three load-carrying mechanism phases, in the form of flexural, tensile 

membrane, and a combination of one-way catenary and dowel actions can be 

distinguished in resisting the applied concentrated load. 

 

5.2 Material Testing 

Material testing was performed on concrete cylinders and steel reinforcement samples. 

Concrete cylinders were cured at the same ambient condition as the slab and tested 

following the recommendations of the Australian Standard (AS 1012, 2014) within one 

day of the slab test. The mean compressive cylinder strength fcm were found to be 29.5 

MPa from five samples for S-1 and 28.3 MPa from three samples for S-2. As for the slab 

reinforcing bars, the mean yield strength (proof strength at 0.2% plastic extension) of 564 

MPa and ultimate strength of 786 MPa were obtained from steel tensile tests performed 

on three samples. Moreover, the measured yield strain y was 3200  (at 0.2% plastic 

extension) and the fracture elongation ratio was found to exceed 14.9% (AS 1391, 2007). 

 

5.3 Overall Structural Response 

The two tested specimens exhibited a similar overall structural behaviour, and for clarity, 

critical observations obtained from S-1 are summarised in details hereafter, and only 

noticeable differences between the two specimens are discussed. 
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5.3.1 LP1 

At the beginning of LP1, after removing the temporary interior column, a tensile force of 

8.8 kN due to the self-weight of the specimen was instantly transferred to the actuator. At 

the end of LP1 when all steel blocks were placed on the slab, the summation of the vertical 

reaction forces measured through the eight column load cells and the actuator load cell 

was found to be within 3.3% of the total applied force of 120.1 kN. Detailed 

measurements for each column and the actuator load cell are summarised in Table 5.1. 

Note that the upward reactions (i.e., columns in compression) are regarded as positive. 

Considering both S-1 and S-2, the averaged reaction forces in the edge, corner and interior 

columns as well as the corresponding percentages to the total applied load are also 

presented to demonstrate the UDL distribution pattern. 

 

Table 5.1 Column reaction forces at the end of LP1. 
 Edge Corner Interior  

Specimen C2 C4 C5 C7 C1 C3 C6 C8 Actuatora Total
S-1 (kN) 16.3 14.8 17.7 18.8 9.8 8.4 9.4 8.9 16.9 121.0
S-2 (kN) 17.0 16.3 17.6 18.1 8.8 9.5 9.0 9.4 18.2 123.9

Average (kN) 17.1 9.2 17.6 122.8
Percentage per 

column (%) 
13.9 7.5 14.4  

 

5.3.2 LP2 

LP2 was executed immediately after LP1. The actuator had an initial tensile force of 25.7 

kN (i.e., 8.8 kN + 16.9 kN for S-1). The relationship between the vertically applied force 

and the displacement at the interior column stub (displacement reading from LVDT V1 

and referred to as “V1” thereafter) is plotted as a solid line for S-1 and a dash line for S-

2 in Fig. 5.1. Note that the unloading components due to the test being paused for concrete 

crack monitoring, are not shown in this figure. The crack patterns at the top and bottom 

of the slab at the end of the test are shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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At a V1 of 2.2 mm, the tensile force in the actuator was released, representing the 

complete loss of the interior column. No visible structural damage was observed, 

suggesting that the tested flat-plate substructure could withstand the quasi-static removal 

of an interior column under the design service load. Thereafter, a downward force was 

imposed to the interior top column stub. 

 

In reference to Fig. 5.1, the slab underwent distinguished structural stages detailed below: 

 

1) Linear stage 

Up to a V1 of 6.8 mm, the overall behaviour was linear and the initial stiffness (IS) was 

as high as 12.9 kN/mm. The first set of cracks (FC) on the top surface of the slab, 

originating from the four edge column stubs and extended parallel to the slab edges, was 

observed to further develop towards the end of this stage. Concurrently, the first set of 

cracks at the bottom surface started to radiate from the corners of the interior column stub 

towards the four corner columns. Cracks at V1 = 6.8 mm are marked by ○1  in Fig. 5.2. 

 

2) Damage and failure stage 

Following the development of the first set of cracks, the stiffness was dropped to 1.0 

kN/mm suggesting the beginning of the plastic stage. In this stage, three sub-phases were 

distinguished by the load resisting mechanisms: flexural action, tensile membrane action, 

and a combination of one-way catenary and dowel actions.  

 

(1) Flexural action: At the onset of the plastic stage, the bottom cracks developed 

more rapidly than the top ones. At V1 = 12.2 mm (marked by “○2 ” in Fig. 5.2), 

more diagonal bottom cracks started to form near the interior column stub and 

extended towards the corner columns. On the contrary, less amount of top cracks 
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were newly formed and only to about 500 mm in length, as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). 

At V1 = 18.1 mm (marked by “○3 ” in Fig. 5.2), circumferential top cracks were 

noticed at the inner sides of both edge and corner column stubs to ultimately form 

a top circumferential crack ring. At V1 = 30.2 mm (marked by “○4 ” in Fig. 5.2), 

the bottom slab surface displayed several hairline cracks spreading from the 

major diagonal cracks to the slab edges and some bottom cracks near the interior 

column stub opening up to 2 mm in width. At V1= 54.2 mm (marked by “○5 ” in 

Fig. 5.2), merging of numerous cracks became obvious in form of a top 

circumferential crack ring and a bottom radial crack band. With further loading, 

the crack patterns emerged more clearly with denser cracks. When the load was 

increased to 92.2 kN, corresponding to V1 = 127.7 mm, the specimen exhibited 

a global yielding mode, upon which the overall stiffness in Fig. 5.1 was further 

dropped to 0.2 kN/mm. Plastic hinges formed along the top crack ring and the 

bottom diagonal cracks. At this stage, the flexural action was still dominant with 

in-plane forces being developed in the slab. Moreover, punching-like cracks were 

found on the bottom surface surrounding the interior column stub. The load 

subsequently increased until V1 of 233.7 mm, at which secondary punching 

shear failure (Park & Gamble, 2000; Qian & Li, 2015a) occurred at the interior 

slab-column connection reaching the ultimate flexural capacity (UFC) of 105.6 

kN. Due to the punching shear failure, the applied load suddenly dropped to 87.9 

kN. A relatively high displacement ductility factor , defined as the ratio of V1, 

ultimate to V1, global yielding, i.e., 233.7 mm/127.7 mm = 1.83, was found for S-1. This 

was likely attributed to the slab being lightly reinforced, and having a large span-

to-thickness ratio and moderately weak lateral restraints.  
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(2) Tensile membrane action: After punching shear failure occurred the load was 

mainly resisted by the 3D tensile membrane action and the loading curve follows 

an ascending trend with a stiffness of 0.2 kN/mm. A severely damaged circular 

zone (confined by the red circle in Fig. 5.2(a) and (c)) subsequently formed in the 

centre of the slab in response to the increasing concentrated load. This was 

evidenced by wide spread concrete crushing and spalling within this circular zone 

which were initiated at the slab and interior slab-column interface. With this part 

of concrete being gradually withdrawn from load carrying, the applied load was 

then resisted primarily by the steel net in this region. The end cogs of 50 mm long 

made for the top reinforcing bars (see Fig. 4.3(a)) were considered to have 

provided sufficient anchorage to facilitate the presence of the steel net, although 

the cogs were not required according to Australian Standard (AS 3600, 2009). In 

addition to the aforementioned localised tensile membrane action within the 

damaged circular zone, the slab region beyond was subject to a conventional 

tensile membrane action mainly contributed by the bottom reinforcing bars. 

 

(3) One-way catenary and dowel actions: At V1 = 333.9 mm and the corresponding 

post ultimate capacity (PUC) of 109.9 kN, the top reinforcing bars and one of the 

two integrity bars underwent localized bending in the vicinity of the interior 

column. At the stage, the applied load dropped again and was partially resisted 

by the other integrity bar in tension resulting in it being teared out of the concrete, 

thereby exhibiting a one-way catenary. Moreover, dowel actions of the locally 

bended reinforcing bars also contributed to the load resistance. The UFC and 

PUC capacities were of the same order of magnitude, indicating that the 

preceding tensile membrane action enabled the steel net to bridge over the 

missing column and in turn assisted in proving an alternate load path. Ultimately, 
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damage of the circular zone was extended to a maximum diameter of 1,500 mm, 

enclosing the top reinforcement within the column strip (see Fig. 4.3(a)). 

 

Note that, in the flexural action stage (Fig. 5.3(a)), the slab behaviour was ductile and the 

slab underwent large deformations. Flexural cracks, including the circumferential crack 

ring on the slab top surface and numerous diagonal cracks towards the four corner 

columns, were mainly developed during this stage. Moreover, punching-like cracks on 

the slab bottom surface formed around the interior slab-column connection due to the 

excessive concentrated load. Following the brittle occurrence of the punching shear, for 

which the slab entered the tensile membrane stage (Fig. 5.3(b)), concrete crushing 

occurred at the interior slab-column connection interface. The rebar bending terminated 

the tensile membrane action stage and initiated the last catenary and dowel actions stage 

(Fig. 5.3(c)). The failure modes of the interior slab-column connection observed in the 

abovementioned three sub-phases of the plastic stage are shown in Fig. 5.3. 

 

 

Fig. 5.1 Load-displacement response of specimens S-1 and S-2. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 5.2 Crack patterns: (a) slab top view; (b) slab bottom view; (c) circular damaged 
zone and (d) punching-like cracks. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5.3 Failure modes of the interior slab-column connection in: (a) flexure action; (b) 
tensile membrane action; and (c) one-way catenary and dowel actions phases. 

 

In addition to the detailed descriptions of the failure behaviour of the interior slab-column 

connection, no obvious punching shear failure was observed around the four edge slab-

column connections during the test, except that some asymmetric punching-like cracks 

were noticed on their inner sides (Fig. 5.2(d)). 

 

With respect to S-2, a similar structural behaviour to S-1was observed, but this specimen 

was found to be weaker and more ductile. It is noteworthy that one integrity bar fractured 

at V1 = 326.5 mm (“○A ” in Fig. 5.1), which led to a relatively large rotation of the interior 

slab-column connection. At V1 = 428.5 mm (“○B ” in Fig. 5.1), the second integrity rebar 

fractured and the applied load was entirely carried by the top reinforcement. This likely 

explained the lower residual strength of S-2 at the end of the test when compared to S-1. 
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Key force and displacement readings at the critical stages from the two specimens are 

summarised in Table 5.2 for comparison.  

 

Table 5.2 Key force and displacement readings for S-1 and S-2. 

 
FC 

IS 
(kN/mm) 

UFC 
a

PUC (kN) 
F 

(kN) 
V1 

(mm) 
F 

(kN) 
V1 

(mm) 
F 

(kN) 
V1 

(mm) 
S-1 20.9 6.8 12.9 105.6 233.7 1.8 109.9 333.9 
S-2 10.8 5.9 11.1 94.8 277.5 2.4 96.5 411.5 

Note: a displacement ductility factor: ultimate/yielding. 

 

5.4 Load Transfer Mechanisms 

The column reaction forces measured in LP2 versus the interior column displacement are 

shown in Fig. 5.4 for S-1, with all column reaction forces taken as null at the beginning 

of LP2. Fig. 5.4 indicates that the concentrated force applied at the interior column is 

largely transferred to the four edge columns. The variations between the four edge column 

reactions are likely attributed to the inevitable slab asymmetry. For the four corner 

columns (C1, C3, C6, and C8), they were found to have a compressive reaction force 

relief after the LP1 between V1 = 0 to 40 mm. This is represented by the negative 

reactions in these columns (i.e., downward reactions). More specifically, as the 

displacement V1 = 10 to 40 mm, a small amount of the applied force was transferred to 

these corner columns as the load paths from the interior to the edge columns were 

weakened by increased amount of cracks. However, this load transfer became 

insignificant afterwards as a result of cracks spreading to the corner portions of the slab 

and after V1 = 100 mm the axial forces in the corner columns remained almost constant. 

The average reaction forces in each edge and corner column and their respective total 

percentages to the applied concentrated force at the two critical UFC and PUC points (see 

Fig. 5.1), are summarised in Table 5.3. This table indicates that between 90% (S-2) to 98% 
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(S-1) of the applied force was transferred to the edge columns. This in turn increases the 

risk of subsequent punching shear failure at these locations. 

 

 

Fig. 5.4 Column reaction forces with column numbers given in Fig. 4.3. 
 

Table 5.3 Column reaction forces in LP2. 

Specimen 
Column 
Position 

UFC PUC 
Average per 
column (kN) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Average per 
column (kN) 

Percentage 
(%) 

S-1 
Edge 31.4 98.1 31.3 97.8 

Corner 0.6 1.9 0.7 2.2 

S-2 
Edge 27.7 93.6 24.8 90.2 

Corner 1.9 6.4 2.7 9.8 
 

5.5 Slab Overall Deflection 

The slab deformation profiles recorded by the vertical LVDTs at three key stages (FC, 

UFC and PUC) for S-1 are depicted in Fig. 5.5. Due to the significantly small slab 

deformation at the FC stage, an exaggerated display with a scaling factor of 10 is 

presented in Fig. 5.5 for clarity. The figure also reveals that from FC to UFC, the slab 

deformed as a whole when the applied load is principally resisted through the flexural 

mechanism. After punching shear failure, i.e., from UFC to PUC, the further deformation 
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of the slab was centred within the severely damaged circular zone surrounding the interior 

column whereas other regions beyond almost remained stationary. 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Slab deformation profiles, in reference to Fig. 5.1. 
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compressive to tensile membrane action was observed in Qian and Li (2015a); Yi et al. 

(2014), and their measured horizontal slab expansions were less than 1.2 mm and 0.5 mm, 

respectively. Whereas the horizontal expansion of 2 mm for S-1 was much greater. This 

difference is likely attributed to the less lateral restraint provided by the columns with 

lower bending stiffness in this study than those in Qian and Li (2015a); Yi et al. (2014) 

where either steel or enlarged concrete columns were adopted. 

 

Additionally, Keyvani et al. (2014) and Park and Gamble (2000) have demonstrated that 

the compressive membrane action can enhance not only the flexural but also the punching 

shear capacity. As in-plane tensile forces (discussed later in the “Development of Strains” 

section) were observed well before the UFC, it is believed that the flexural and punching 

shear capacities of the specimens were not enhanced by any compressive action. 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 Development of horizontal displacement. 
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C6 (corner) and C7 (edge) versus V1 are depicted in Fig. 13. The top steel bars 

surrounding C6 (gauges ST1 and ST2) did not yield during the entire loading process due 

to only 2% of the applied load being transferred to the corner columns. The strain from 

gauge ST3 shows that the bar aligned perpendicular to the load path at the edge column 

C7 was also not actively involved in the load carrying mechanism, with a maximum strain 

value of 1,448 , 55% below the yield strain y of 3,200 . The slight drop in the strain 

value of gauge ST3 after V1 = 150 mm is likely attributed to the initiation of the 

peripheral compressive ring at the same location to restrain the central tensile membrane 

action (Bailey, 2001; Foster et al., 2004). In comparison, the strain (gauge ST4) in the 

nearby bars, but orientated parallel to the load paths, linearly increases to a strain value 

of 6,940  at a displacement V1 = 114.8 mm (i.e. up to a value 2.2 times the yield strain 

y) and subsequently remains unchanged due to relatively constant load being transferred 

to the edge column (Fig. 5.4). The strains in the top reinforcement close to the interior 

slab-column connection (gauges ST5 and ST6) are counter-intuitively always positive (i.e. 

in tension) implying that the compressive stress due to bending at this location may have 

been rapidly compensated by the slab tensile in-plane stress. At V1 = 125 mm, the ST5 

and ST6 strains rapidly increased due to the development of the plastic hinges. 

 

 

Fig. 5.7 Development of the strain in the top reinforcement (shown for S-1). 
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The strains measured along one of the integrity bars going through the interior column 

are shown in Fig. 5.8. The diffusion of the load through the slab can be seen in Fig. 5.8, 

with the strain in the bar increasing more rapidly at the gauge located closer to the interior 

column. Specially, gauge SB5 in the vicinity of the removed column yields when the 

displacement is as low as V1 = 18.1 mm, whereas gauge SB1 located near the edge 

column shows that the same bar underwent little to no deformation. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8 Strains measured along the integrity bar (shown for S-1). 
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Fig. 5.9 Strain comparison to examine the concrete damage propagation (shown for S-
1). 

 

Fig. 16 presents the bottom reinforcement strain development at the centre of a quarter of 

the specimen and corner column areas (gauges SB12 to SB15). Limited applied force was 

redistributed along the diagonal path passing through these gauges and no yielding was 

detected in the monitored reinforcing bars with the maximum strain not exceeding 3,200 

.  

 

 

Fig. 5.10 Bottom reinforcement strain developments at panel centre and corner column 
areas (shown for S-1). 
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The development of concrete strains at the key locations on the slab top (CT) and bottom 

(CB) surfaces is shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, respectively. Due to the slab bending, 

its top surface surrounding the interior top column stub (gauges CT1 and CT3) initially 

shows compression until tension ultimately developed at V1 = 95.0 mm. The strain 

reading of gauge CT2, near the edge column C4, initially shows tension and subsequently 

decreases to compression at V1 = 76.0 mm.  

 

Strain readings at the slab bottom surface (gauges CB1, CB2 and CB4) rapidly reach the 

concrete tensile cracking strain of about 100 to 150  for V1 < 30 mm as the gauges are 

located on the crack propagation path observed in Fig. 5.2(b). In contrast, the strains of 

gauges CB3 and CB5 are initially in compression and increase slowly to reach a strain of 

170  at V1 = 77.5 mm and 186.5 mm, respectively. Gauge CB3 located on the crack 

propagation path ultimately record a tensile strain at V1 = 245.0 mm. 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 Development of top concrete strains (shown for S-1). 
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Fig. 5.12 Development of bottom concrete strains (shown for S-1). 
 

5.7 Yield Line and Punching Shear Analyses 

5.7.1 Application of yield line theory 

Johansen’s yield line theory, which does not consider membrane actions, usually provides 

accurate predictions of the ultimate load capacity of slabs without premature shear failure 

or compressive membrane action (Park & Gamble, 2000). This theory (Park & Gamble, 

2000) is used in this study to estimate the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the tested 

flat plates primarily failing in bending. The collapse mechanism used is based on the 

observed crack patterns near the UFC stage and shown in Fig. 5.13. In this figure, the 

dash lines indicate the negative yield lines, representing the major cracks on the slab top 

surface (circumferential crack ring), and the wavy lines indicate four circular fan shape 

positive yield line areas, representing observed dense cracks (Fig. 5.2(b)). The plastic 

moment mu per unit length is calculated as (Park & Gamble, 2000): 
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 (5.1) 

where As is the cross-sectional area per unit length of the reinforcement in tension 

(calculated from Table 4.1), fy is the measured steel yield stress, d is the average effective 

depth of the slab, and cf   is the measured concrete compressive strength. 
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For the negative yield lines on the slab top surface, Eq. (5.1) gives munc = 13.51 kNm/m 

for the isotropically reinforced areas around the columns (see Fig. 4.3(a)) and munm = 7.9 

kNm/m when bending is perpendicular to the reinforcement in the unidirectional 

reinforced middle strips (see Fig. 4.3(a)). For the isotropically reinforced positive yield 

line on the bottom surface, Eq. (5.1) gives mup = 6.74 kNm/m. 

 

The internal work Wi done by the plastic moments at the yield lines for a virtual 

displacement  at the removed column is given as from the methodology in (Park & 

Gamble, 2000): 

 
 1 11 1

i up unc 1 unm

sin 2 2 sin 2
8tan 4 8 8 +

2 2 4 4
W m m m

     
               

 (5.2) 

where the measured angles  = 37º,  = 53º, 1 = 15º and 1 = 24º are given in Fig. 5.13. 

The external work We done by the applied concentrated load and UDL is: 

 
2

e u 3

q R
W P


 

  
 

 (5.3) 

where Pu is the ultimate concentrated load at the removed column, q = 6.94 kPa is the 

constant UDL (including self-weight) acting on the slab and R = 1.925 m is the measured 

radius of the circumferential crack ring. Equalizing the internal work to the external work 

for S-1, Pu is found to be equal to 65.1 kN. This value is 38% smaller than the observed 

UFC load. Using the ultimate strength fu of the high strength steel, instead of the yield 

stress fy, in Eq. (5.1), Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) provide an ultimate force Pu = 99.4 kN. This 

value is closer to the observed UFC load but still 6% smaller. As for S-2, Pu is 32% 

smaller but 4% larger than the UFC load when using fy and fu, respectively. Using the 

yield line theory, the result of underestimated ultimate load-carrying capacity of the slab 

under a column removal scenario is similar to findings obtained by Xiao et al. (2015) and 
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Yi et al. (2014). In (Xiao et al., 2015), use of the yield line theory resulted in the slab 

capacity being underestimated by 26% and by 42% in (Yi et al., 2014). These results 

indicate that under a column removal scenario, the yield line theory may not be 

appropriate to estimate the slab capacity.  

 

 

Fig. 5.13 Yield line pattern. 
 

5.7.2 Punching shear capacity 

The punching shear capacity of the interior column connection for each specimen can be 

determined by summing the forces at the ultimate flexural capacity (UFC in Table 5.2) 

and the axial forces induced by UDL (actuator reading in Table 5.1). This amounts to 

122.5 kN and 113 kN for S-1 and S-2, respectively. As punching shear triggered the first 

failure (UFC) mode, the predicted punching capacities from Clause 9.2 of the Australian 

(AS 3600, 2009), Clause 22.6 of the American (ACI 318M, 2014), Clause 6.5 of the 

Chinese (GB 50010, 2010) and Clause 6.4 of the European (BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004) 

concrete standards are calculated to compare to the experimental UFC load. The measured 
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concrete strength cf   and steel yield stress fy are used in the standards’ equations. The 

results are shown in Table 5.4 for S-1 and S-2. All standards, at the exception of the 

European standard, give comparable results to the test results with a maximum error of 

6.4% for S-1 and 10.4% for S-2. The European standard is conservative and 

underestimates the punching capacity by 30.0% for S-1 and 25.2% for S-2. 

 

Additionally, for the four edge columns in S-1 (C2, C4, C5, C7), their reaction forces at 

LP2 were found to fall within the range of approximately 25-43 kN (discussed in Section 

“Load Transfer Mechanisms” and Fig. 5.4). This range, together with the additional 

reaction forces due to UDL (Table 5.1), results in a 49-64% less of the Australian code 

predicted punching shear capacity of 118.1 kN. Note that the theoretical punching shear 

capacity remains the same for the interior and edge columns, owing to the same design 

details for these columns. The reduction in punching capacity could be confirmed by the 

observation of punching like cracks on the inner sides of the four edge column 

connections. This reduction was also attributed to the decreased slab effective depth and 

punching failure surface area, as a result of flexural cracks induced by the unbalanced 

bending and torsional moments at these connections. Note also that quantitative 

evaluation of the punching shear capacity of slab-column connections under coupled 

bending and shear actions would merit further investigation. 

 

Table 5.4 Punching shear strength (Unit: kN). 
 AS 3600-2009 ACI 318 - 2014 GB50010-2010 BS EN 1992-1-1 UFC

S-1 118.1 114.6 128.2 85.7 122.5
S-2 115.6 112.2 124.7 84.5 113.0

 

5.8 Concluding Remarks 

To investigate the structural behaviour of RC flat-plate structures under an interior 

column loss scenario taking into account the actual live load cases, two 1/3 scaled 22-
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bay RC flat plate specimens were quasi-statically tested under large deformation. The 

slab was first loaded with an UDL of 5 kPa and a concentrated force was then applied at 

the removed interior column. The load distribution pattern of the applied concentrated 

load was quantified through eight load cells positioned under each column. The 

development of the overall slab displacements and strains were measured at key locations. 

The main findings are summarised below: 

 
1) Three distinct mechanisms to resist the applied load, namely flexural action, tensile 

membrane action and one-way catenary and dowel actions, were observed. 

2) Flexural behaviour of the slab was dominant, with no contribution of compressive 

membrane action, the ultimate flexural capacity was reached by a secondary punching 

shear failure in the slab at the interior slab-column connection. 

3) After punching shear failure, the resistance increased further due to the 3D tensile 

membrane action developed in steel reinforcement, until localized bending of the steel 

bars passing through the interior column. This post-failure capacity was of the same 

order of magnitude as the secondary punching shear failure capacity. 

4) Up to 98% of the applied concentrated load was found to be transferred to the edge 

columns, thereby increasing their risk of subsequent punching shear failure, as 

manifested by the punching like cracks due to excessive load transfer and unbalanced 

moments. 

5) The current standards, except the European one which provided conservative results, 

were able to adequately predict, within 10.4%, the measured punching shear 

capacities of the slab-column connections. The force redistribution after punching of 

the removed column and the unbalanced moments led to further punching like cracks 

around the adjacent edge columns. This highlights the potential risk of progressive 

collapse due to loss of an interior column. 
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CHAPTER 6 NUMERICAL STUDY OF RC SLAB-
COLUMN CONNECTIONS 

 
 

6.1 Introductory Remarks 

Punching shear is a brittle failure occurring at the slab-column connections which 

commonly governs the design of RC flat plate structures. When the failure occurs, the 

column suddenly perforates the slab with an abrupt and considerable drop in the load-

carrying capacity. Precautionary structural design and construction measures must be 

taken to prevent such a fatal failure. However, there is no unified design method for 

punching shear strength prediction. Various prediction methods (Broms, 2016; Kinnunen 

& Nylander, 1960; Muttoni, 2008) to compute the punching shear resistance have been 

proposed based on a large amount of experimental observations and results. Factors 

influencing the punching shear strength including, but not limited to, concrete strength, 

flexural reinforcement ratio and arrangement, slab thickness, column shape and size, 

existence of unbalanced moments, and boundary restraints, have been experimentally 

examined (Drakatos et al., 2016; Elstner & Hognestad, 1956; Guandalini et al., 2009; 

Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960; Moe, 1961; Regan, 1986; Taylor & Hayes, 1965; Teng et 

al., 2018) on considerable numbers of slab-column connection specimens. These 

prediction methods and tests laid a solid foundation for the derivation and advancement 

of the widely used empirical or semi-empirical equations in the design standards (ACI 

318M, 2014; AS 3600, 2009; BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004; fib, 2013). Various numerical 

models of slab-column connections have also been created to further understand the stress 

states of the punching region in the slab, the failure mechanisms, as well as the influences 

brought by several of the design parameters mentioned above (Genikomsou & Polak, 

2017, 2015; Goh & Hrynyk, 2018; Guan & Polak, 2007; Liu, Tian, Orton, et al., 2015; 
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Navarro et al., 2018; Polak, 1998; Shu et al., 2016). Although reasonable numerical 

predictions of the overall punching shear strength could be achieved, a truthful deformed 

shape or failure status featuring a critical punching shear surface was unable to be 

displayed and the contributions of the concrete and reinforcement to the overall punching 

shear strength could not be differentiated. 

 
Although punching shear failure is localised at the slab-column connection region, 

concrete cracking and spalling may propagate to the surrounding slab areas and adjacent 

slab-column connections, leading to catastrophic progressive collapse. Several 

progressive collapse events of RC flat plate structures in the last decade or so (King & 

Delatte, 2004; Park, 2012; Schellhammer et al., 2013; Wood, 2003) have highlighted an 

urgent necessity to gain an in-depth understanding of the collapse mechanisms and 

resistance capacities of this type of structures and to develop effective design approaches. 

One important research finding, for instance, is that, after punching shear failure occurs, 

the provision of the slab bottom reinforcing bars continuously passing through the 

columns (also known as the “integrity bars”) is a favourable design practice, with which 

a post-punching shear mechanism can be efficiently developed as a secondary defence 

against progressive collapse (Hawkins & Mitchell, 1979; Mirzaei & Sasani, 2013; 

Mitchell & Cook, 1984). 

 
With respect to post-punching shear behaviour, limited experiments were conducted to 

investigate the post-punching shear capacity (Diao et al., 2018; Melo & Regan, 1998) and 

the influences of design variables such as the slab thickness, the amount of integrity bars 

and their arrangement, and the inclusion of shear reinforcement (Habibi et al., 2012; Ruiz 

et al., 2013). Along with these experimental investigations, several analytical studies have 

also been conducted. For example, Melo and Regan (1998) suggested lower bound 

approaches to calculate the post-punching shear capacity, governed by either the dowel 
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action or the strength of the integrity bars. Ruiz et al. (2013) further considered the 

contribution of the flexural reinforcing bars, the magnitude of which is also limited by 

the dowel actions resisted by the concrete. Habibi et al. (2014) proposed a comprehensive, 

yet complicated, solution to predict the post-punching shear behaviour. Besides these 

experimental and analytical studies, a simplified macro numerical model (Keyvani et al., 

2014; Mirzaei & Sasani, 2013) was also proposed to replicate the post-punching shear 

behaviour of slab-column connections. In this model, the punching shear strength was 

pre-determined based on a well-accepted critical shear crack theory (Muttoni, 2008). 

Nevertheless, the pre-assumption approach for the spring/connector stiffness may require 

further investigation (Sagaseta et al., 2017). Sagaseta et al. (2017) also pointed out the 

benefits and necessity of numerically modelling the post-punching response using 

detailed 3D models, yet no satisfactory simulations have been reported to date. 

 
In this chapter, a set of numerical finite element modelling techniques is established using 

LS-DYNA finite element software (LSTC, 2016) to simulate the punching and post-

punching shear behaviours of slab-column connections without shear reinforcement. 

Firstly, the establishment of the numerical model, incorporating material properties and 

element failure criteria calibrated by eight slab-column connection test results, is 

introduced. Secondly, (i) the comparison between the numerical results and the 

experimental ones of the slab-column connection specimens used in the calibration is 

presented and (ii) the accuracy of the proposed model is further validated by simulating 

a representative specimen reported in an independent post-punching shear study (Ruiz et 

al., 2013). Thirdly, the punching and post-punching shear failure mechanisms of a slab-

column connection are discussed by studying the stress states of the concrete elements on 

the critical punching shear surface as well as the punching shear strength contributions of 

both the concrete and reinforcement. Finally, a simple yet reliable post-punching shear 
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response prediction method is proposed based on the deformed configuration of all the 

reinforcing bars going through the column. 

 
6.2 Overview of Slab-Column Connection Experiments 

The experimental results of eight slab-column connection specimens (Diao et al., 2018; 

Yang et al., 2018) tested at Tsinghua University were used to develop and calibrate the 

present numerical model. This experimental program aimed at investigating the punching 

and post-punching shear behaviours of a series of interior slab-column connections, 

considering different punching shear directions, slab thicknesses and reinforcement ratios. 

The specimens were 1/3-scaled, broken down into two groups (denoted as “DPS” and 

“UPS”) and loaded to a large deformation stage at which the deflections measured at the 

centre column stubs were up to 12.5% of the 2-m slab span. The DPS and UPS specimens 

were differentiated by downward and upward punching shear failure modes, respectively, 

likely occurring at different slab-column connections in an RC flat plate structure under 

an interior column loss scenario and damage propagation (Diao et al., 2018; Xue et al., 

2018). 

 
The construction details and dimensions of a typical DPS specimen are shown in Fig. 6.1. 

The specimens had a 2,000  2,000-mm overall slab size and two 150  150-mm column 

stubs located at the centre of the slab and extruding 90 mm and 120 mm from the slab top 

and bottom surfaces, respectively. The UPS specimens had identical dimensions as well 

as reinforcement layout to their counterpart DPS specimens except that the slab top and 

bottom reinforcements were swapped. In contrast to most isolated slab-column 

connection experiments (Elstner & Hognestad, 1956; Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960; Moe, 

1961; Ruiz et al., 2013) tested with simply supported boundaries, positioned at the 

contraflexural points of the entire slabs, the Tsinghua tests had their slabs monolithically 

cast with strong boundary beams (fully clamped on four sides, see Fig. 6.1). In doing so, 
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the development of the in-plane membrane action, which non-negligibly enhances the 

load-carrying capacity ((Einpaul et al., 2015; Genikomsou & Polak, 2017; Goh & Hrynyk, 

2018; Kuang & Morley, 1992; Taylor & Hayes, 1965)), were enabled. In addition, the 

undesired anchorage failures of the reinforcement (Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960) were 

minimised due to the partial embedment of the reinforcement within the boundary beams. 

The design variables of all the eight specimens are listed in Table 6.1. Specifically, DPS-

1 was the control specimen. DPS-2 had a reduced slab thickness of 70 mm relative to the 

90 mm thickness of DPS-1 while its reinforcement layout remained the same. DPS-3 only 

differs from DPS-1 by having an increased reinforcement ratio. To examine the influences 

of the bond development length of the flexural reinforcement, DPS-4 had its slab top 

reinforcement extended to the supports, with other variables being identical to DPS-1. 

With respect to the materials, concrete with a nominal compressive strength of 25 MPa 

and 8-mm diameter reinforcing bars, with a nominal yield strength of 335 MPa, were used 

in the slab design. The tested concrete cylinder compressive strength for each specimen 

is given in Table 6.1 and the stress-strain curve of the slab reinforcement obtained from 

the uniaxial tensile test is shown as the solid line in Fig. 6.2. 

 

 
Fig. 6.1 Typical DPS specimen details (dimensions in mm). 
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Table 6.1 Specimen variations. 

Specimen 
h 

(mm) 
tc 

(mm2/mm2) 
tm 

(mm2/mm2)
b 

(mm2/mm2)
ltc 

(mm)
ltm 

(mm) 
fcm 

(MPa) 
DPS-

1/UPS-1 
90 0.60% 0.33% 0.30% 1260 890 28.16/27.20

DPS-
2/UPS-2 

70 0.81% 0.45% 0.40% 1260 890 25.84/24.33

DPS-
3/UPS-3 

90 0.86% 0.40% 0.43% 1260 890 25.90/21.43

DPS-
4/UPS-4 

90 0.60% 0.33% 0.30% 2560 2560 27.57/16.53

Note: h = slab thickness; 
 tc = slab top reinforcement ratio in column strips; 
 tm = slab top reinforcement ratio in middle strips; 
 b = slab bottom reinforcement ratio; 
 ltc = slab top reinforcement length in column strips; 
 ltm = slab top reinforcement length in middle strips; 
 fcm = mean measured concrete cylinder compressive strength. 
 

 

Fig. 6.2 Stress-strain relationship of slab reinforcement. 
 

During the tests, each slab-column connection specimen with surrounding boundary 

beams, was fully fixed at its four corners on steel columns and quasi-statically loaded 

under displacement control by a servo hydraulic actuator at the top column stub. The 

complete test setup is shown in Fig. 6.3. 
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Fig. 6.3 Test setup. 
 

6.3 Numerical Modelling Techniques 

6.3.1 Element and geometric considerations 

The numerical modelling techniques were established based on the general purpose finite 

element program LS-DYNA (LSTC, 2016) which is powerful at simulating nonlinear 

material behaviours in large deformation problems. This software uses the explicit time 

integration method that avoids performing iterative computation and the corresponding 

convergence issues. In addition, its auto-adjusted time step function ensures the stability 

of numerical solutions. 

 

The concrete was modelled using eight-node 3D solid Lagrangian elements. The default 

reduced integration (one point at the element centre) rule was selected to save 

computational time and the potential non-physical deformation modes of elements was 

reduced by using the TYPE 1 viscous hourglass control method with an hourglass 

coefficient of 0.1. Using such a constant stress element required a reasonably fine mesh 

to achieve a sufficiently accurate solution. The selection of a characteristic mesh size, 

which is defined as the cubic root of the volume of the solid element, will be discussed in 

Section 6.3.2 in conjunction with the material modelling of concrete. 
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The reinforcement was explicitly modelled using two-node Hughes-Liu integration beam 

elements with 2  2 integration points across their circular sections. The length of the 

beam elements was determined to be the same as the characteristic size of the concrete 

solid elements. The reinforcement elements were assumed to be rigidly coupled to the 

concrete elements using the *CONSTRAINED_BEAM_IN_SOLID keyword which 

implies that the bond-slip failure was not considered in the model. Better than the 

commonly used *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID keyword (Bao et al., 2014; 

Chen, 2016; Yu et al., 2018), this steel constraint method selected herein corrects the false 

internal energy accumulation (Chen, 2016), which is crucial to the concrete material 

property calibration in this modelling process.  

 

By virtue of symmetry, only a quarter of each specimen was created. The quarter DPS-1 

model is shown as a typical example in Fig. 6.4. All the reinforcement elements were 

created at their actual positions in the specimens. For the slab top reinforcement net, for 

instance, the upper beam elements aligned in the x-direction were modelled 8 mm (rebar 

diameter) above the lower beam elements aligned in the y-direction (see enlarged beam 

element configurations in Fig. 6.4). The same treatment was followed for the slab bottom 

reinforcement, ensuring that the upper and lower beam elements were just “touching” 

without initial element penetrations which violate the software beam-to-beam contact 

algorithm. The keyword *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_GENERAL was added to the 

model to generate beam-to-beam contacts (LSTC, 2016), which enabled the formation of 

the actual top and bottom reinforcement nets within the slab, and as a result, the true load-

carrying mechanism due to the suspension action developed in the post-punching stage 

could be effectively reproduced.  
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To simulate the actual boundary conditions, the bottom nodes on the corner areas of the 

boundary beams were fully restrained to mimic their connection to the steel columns. 

Moreover, the degrees of freedom (DOF) of all the nodes of the concrete solid elements 

and steel beam elements on the symmetric planes were restrained accordingly. Finally, a 

thin rigid body plate being able to undergo only displacement in the z-direction was 

created, having the same size of and above the top column stub, to facilitate the 

application of a vertically displacement-controlled loading. The applied load was 

obtained by reading the equivalent reaction force through the keyword 

*DATABASE_CROSS_SECTION_SET and the associated output keyword 

*DATABASE_SECFORC. Note that the first keyword required the definition of a cross-

section consisting of all the nodes at the interface between the rigid body plate and the 

top column stub. It also required the assignment of the deformable elements containing 

all the interface nodes. 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 Numerical model of quarter DPS-1 (with steel elements mirrored). 
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6.3.2 Material properties 

1) Steel 

With respect to the material modelling, the multilinear elasto-plastic material model 

(*MAT_024/*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY) was adopted for the 

reinforcement, through which the tested stress-strain curve was entered. The engineering 

stress-strain curve (e - e) of reinforcement (solid line in Fig. 6.2) obtained from the 

uniaxial tensile test was transformed first into the true stress-strain curve (t - t, dashed 

line in Fig. 6.2) using Eqs.(6.1) and (6.2) below. The plastic stress-strain curve (dotted 

line in Fig. 6.2) with the softening segment being flattened was input into the program. 

The strain rate effect was not considered as the specimens were loaded quasi-statically in 

the physical experiments where no material strength enhancement was anticipated. 

 

  t eln 1    (6.1) 

  t e e1+    (6.2) 

 

2) Concrete 

The continuous surface cap model (*MAT_159/*MAT_CSCM) was used to model the 

concrete material behaviour. This model was successfully used to simulate RC framed 

structures under column loss scenarios exhibiting flexural/axial failures (Elsanadedy et 

al., 2017; Pham, Tan, et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). Whilst this CSCM model is used in 

this study, its specific built-in element deletion function using the failure criterion in terms 

of the maximum principal strain and/or the damage index was switched off, because this 

function was unable to model shear-type failures. Given the shear failure being dominant 

in the slab-column connection tests, another failure criterion using the 

*MAT_ADD_EROSION keyword was employed to accommodate shear-type failures 

with a special consideration on determining the characteristic strain values, which is 
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further discussed in Section 6.3.3. Further, the strain rate effect option in the CSCM 

model was turned off for the concrete material for the same reason of quasi-static 

experiments as described above. Not having much impact to the numerical results, as 

confirmed in (Murray et al., 2007), the pre-peak strain-hardening effect was also 

neglected herein. To acquire the elastic and yielding material parameters in the model, 

the elastic parameters including the bulk modulus K and the shear modulus G were 

calculated using the Poisson’s ratio  = 0.2 and the elastic modulus E given by the CEB-

FIP Model Code 1990 (CEB-FIP, 1993). The yield surface was defined using three sets 

of shear surface parameters for the low pressure (negative hydrostatic pressure) range and 

another set of cap parameters for the high pressure range (Murray et al., 2007). All 

relevant material parameters used are replicated in Appendix B for reference.  

 

In this CSCM model, the strain-softening parameters are determined based on a damage 

accumulation approach. In an attempt to minimise mesh size dependency (Murray, 2007; 

Murray et al., 2007), the element size is considered in the default damage model to 

compute the strain-softening parameters. While theoretically the numerical results are 

expected to be mesh independent, it was found in this study that they were mesh 

dependent when the default strain-softening parameters were used. For instance, the DPS-

1 specimen was modelled using six different characteristic element sizes (Section 6.3.1), 

viz. 31.6 mm, 24.1 mm, 18.5 mm, 15.0 mm, 12.1 mm, and 9.2 mm, keeping all the other 

material parameters unchanged. In Fig. 6.5, the experimental result of DPS-1 showing the 

applied load versus the centre column stub displacement (referred to as “c” thereafter) 

is plotted with the numerical results of the six mesh sizes for comparison. In the 

experiment, the specimen went through a flexural behaviour stage from the initial loading 

to c = 41 mm at which the punching shear occurred, a phenomenon which is currently 

not considered in the model but will be introduced in Section 6.3.3. It is shown that the 
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numerical results of different mesh sizes disperse after the initial elastic stage. The smaller 

the element size in the model, the more the flexural strength is away from the test result 

for a given displacement. The maximum discrepancy in the flexural strength resulted from 

the smallest to the largest mesh sizes is about 30%. To address this issue, the strain-

softening parameters are necessary to be further modified in accordance with the 

characteristic element size, as also suggested in the literature (e.g. (Murakami, 2012)). 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 Effect of mesh size on load-displacement responses (numbers in the legend 
donate the element size). 

 

Given the strain-softening parameters being determined with respect to the concrete 

material fracture energy, the energy accumulation needs to be examined for different 

mesh sizes. For all the six models, the total internal energy accumulations within the 

concrete are plotted in Fig. 6.6 against c. As anticipated, the concrete internal energy 

curves are significantly diverging and more energy is accumulated in models with smaller 

elements. It is also observed that the concrete internal energy increases in an almost linear 

manner in the flexural stage up to c = 41 mm. A further observation of Fig. 6.5 reveals 

that the model with 24.1 mm mesh size bears the closet resemblance to the experimental 

load-displacement response during the flexural stage, suggesting that this model predicted 

the closest energy accumulation to the experiment. Therefore, regulating the concrete 
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internal energy accumulations in other models to be identical to that in the 24.1 mm model 

is able to eliminate or reduce the mesh size effect. To achieve this, the slopes of the energy 

accumulation curves in the flexural stage (see Fig. 6.6) for all the models are obtained 

based on the best fit. The slope ratios are defined as the slope of a specific model relative 

to that of the 24.1 mm model. Both the slopes and the slope ratios for all the six models 

are given in an insert table on Fig. 6.7, in which the relationship between the slope ratios 

and the element sizes is obtained as expressed in Eq. (6.3), where Cms denotes the mesh 

size coefficient and le is the mesh size. The coefficient Cms is then multiplied to the three 

input fracture energies in three stress states Gfs (pure shear), Gfc (uniaxial compression), 

and Gft (uniaxial tension), to calculate the damage parameters. Note that the suggested 

settings from the user manual (Murray, 2007; Murray et al., 2007), Gfc = 100 Gfs and Gft 

= Gfs (see Appendix B), were found to be appropriate for this simulation. 

 

 ms e0.04212 0.02638C l   (6.3) 

 

 

Fig. 6.6 Mesh size effect on concrete internal energy accumulation. 
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Fig. 6.7 Relationship between slope ratio and mesh size. 
 

The six models were analysed again using their corresponding regulated fracture energy 

parameters. The results shown in Fig. 6.8 suggest that the mesh size effect on the strain-

softening model was reasonably reduced in the flexural behaviour stage. In the subsequent 

numerical simulations, the 15-mm characteristic element size was used because, on the 

one hand, six elements along the slab thickness (90 mm) were considered to adequately 

display through-thickness stress and strain variations and on the other hand, the 

simulations yielded an acceptable computation time.  

 

Note that, using this damage model for strain-softening, the concrete cracks cannot be 

explicitly reproduced. However, the crack pattern can still be observed through the 

damage index contour denoting the smeared cracks. Note also that, the shear dilation 

signifying the volume expansion of the concrete under compressive loading is also 

considered in this model (Murray, 2007), which can better replicate the enhanced load-

carrying capacity due to compressive membrane actions (Belletti et al., 2015; Einpaul et 

al., 2015; Genikomsou & Polak, 2017; Malvar & Simons, 1996). 
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Fig. 6.8 Load-displacement responses of different mesh-sized models with regulated 
fracture energy. 

 

6.3.3 Failure criteria 

As can be seen from Fig. 6.8, the flexural behaviour of DPS-1 in the early stage was able 

to be well captured. Nevertheless, the punching shear failure at c = 41 mm could not be 

reproduced. To simulate such a brittle failure, the element deletion function was activated 

through the keyword *MAT_ADD_EROSION with the maximum effective strain c,max  

as the concrete failure criterion. The effective strain   can be expressed as:  

 
2

3 ij ije e    (6.4) 

 

where eij is the deviatoric strain tensor which signifies the distortional deformation which 

is considered to be more critical for the elements on the inclined punching shear surface 

as compared to the others. With this failure criterion, if the effective strain of an element 

reaches a characteristic value, the element is deleted from the numerical model. Further, 

it has been recognised that the punching shear failure is not a pure material failure, but a 

compound failure and its influencing structural factors must also be considered. 

Especially, it was found that the punching shear failure is dependent on the flexural 

deformation capacity of the specimen (Drakatos et al., 2016, 2018; Muttoni, 2008) which 
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may be affected by several design factors, e.g. concrete strength, column shape and size, 

slab thickness, amount of reinforcement and its arrangement, boundary conditions, 

existence of shear reinforcement, and existence of the slab in-plane force, etc. With no 

existing theory nor previous experience to acquire an appropriate value of c,max , a trial 

and error method was employed in this study to the eight slab-column connection 

specimens to correlate their deformation capacities with several key influencing factors 

discussed below. Firstly, the “correct” c,max  value was found for each specimen by 

comparing the punching shear displacement p (the vertical column stub displacement 

when punching shear occurs) of the model to the one in the experiment. This calibration 

leads to three main findings:  

 

1) The maximum effective strain criterion is suitable for punching shear problems as 

both the punching shear surface and cone and the associated sudden load drop can be 

well simulated.  

 

2) The development of the flexural behaviour is independent of the punching shear, yet 

is terminated by punching failure. This is confirmed by the trial and error of c,max  

which only altered the magnitude of the punching shear displacement p, but made 

no impact to the load-displacement curve during the flexural stage. The alteration of 

p can potentially lead to three scenarios depending on the deformation capacity of 

the specimen: 

(a) if the deformation capacity is low, the punching shear occurs at a small 

displacement well before the slab flexural capacity is fully developed, then the 

punching shear strength is less than the slab flexural capacity; 

(b) if the deformation capacity is of a critical value making the punching shear 

failure occurring just when the slab flexural capacity is fully developed, then the 
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slab is under a “balanced” condition of which its punching shear strength equals 

its flexural capacity; 

(c) if the deformation capacity is larger than the critical value in scenario (b), the 

slab flexural stage is terminated by a secondary punching shear failure (Park & 

Gamble, 2000) at a large displacement. In this case, the punching shear strength 

is in general also lower than the flexural capacity given the material softening 

behaviour. 

 

3) To quantify the deformation capacity of a slab-column connection specimen and 

further determine when punching shear failure would occur, a holistic “flexibility 

index”  symbolising the deformation capacity is proposed below, taking into 

account several key design variables mentioned earlier: 

 

 
3

3
c ct st cc sc

1

1

2

L

d
f


   


   

 (6.5) 

where, cf   is the concrete compressive strength and the term cf   represents the 

material stiffness; ct  and cc  are, respectively, the mean tensile and compressive slab 

reinforcement ratios of a specified slab section at the column position, whereas st  and 

sc  are, respectively, the mean tensile and compressive slab reinforcement ratios of a 

similar slab section at the supports. These specified slab sections take the width of the 

column size plus six times the slab effective depth d. The use of term 

 3
ct st cc sc

1

2
       follows that given in Eurocode (BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004; Regan, 

1981) which acknowledges that an increased amount of reinforcement can increase the 

stiffness and decrease the deformation capacity of the specimen (Kinnunen & Nylander, 

1960; Muttoni, 2008). L is the distance from the column centre to the supports. The 
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slenderness 
L

d


 reflects the importance of considering the overall structural flexibility 

(Fang et al., 1994; Lovrovich & McLean, 1990), where  is taken as 0.5 and 1 for fully 

clamped and simply supported slabs, respectively. 

 

Upon simulating all the eight specimens, a relationship between the calibrated 

characteristic effective strain c, max  and the “flexibility index”  is obtained in Fig. 6.9, 

leading to the following expression: 

 2
c, max 0.096 -0.359 +0.354    (6.6) 

 

 

Fig. 6.9 Relationship between the characteristic effective strain and the “flexibility 
index”. 
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one in the DPS-1 experiment. This value was also used for other models as their 

reinforcing bars came from the same material batch. 

 

6.3.4 Model validation 

The characteristic effective strain for concrete c, max  proposed in Eq.(6.6) and the 

calibrated characteristic effective plastic strain s, max  for steel were used to simulate all 

the eight DPS and UPS specimens tested in (Diao et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). In 

addition, a representative slab-column connection specimen PM9 having four integrity 

bars tested in another post-punching shear study (Ruiz et al., 2013) was also simulated to 

further confirm the reliability of the modelling techniques developed herein. PM9, having 

a plane dimension of 1,500  1,500-mm with a 125-mm thickness, was simply supported 

at eight slab contraflexural locations in a ring pattern. The specimen was constructed 

using 31.0 MPa compressive strength concrete and 8-mm diameter bars with a 601 MPa 

yield strength. A concentrated loading scheme in a displacement-controlled manner was 

also employed for PM9. 

 

The numerically simulated load-displacement responses of all the nine specimens were 

compared to the experimental results. Fig. 6.10 solely shows the comparison for DSP-1 

to facilitate detailed result discussions in Section 6.4 whereas Fig. 6.11 shows the 

comparisons for the other eight specimens. Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 also display the load-

displacement responses for the post-punching stage due to an analytical solution to be 

described in Section 6.4.3 and Fig. 6.11(h) shows the finite element model of PM9 for 

reference. The comparisons highlight the flexural behaviour as well as the punching and 

post-punching shear capacities (denoted as “Vp” and “Vpp” thereafter, being the first and 

second peak values, respectively). It is worth noting that, the value of Vpp is of critical 

importance as being the secondary defence to resist progressive collapse triggered by 
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punching shear failure (Habibi et al., 2014; Melo & Regan, 1998; Ruiz et al., 2013). This 

will be further discussed in Section 6.4.1. 

 

Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 reveal that the numerical models are able to capture the flexural, 

punching, and post-punching shear behaviours of various interior slab-column 

connections subjected to a concentrated load. Particularly, the slab initial stiffness, the 

flexural capacity development, the sudden drop in applied load induced by punching shear 

failure, and the re-ascending post-punching behaviour are all simulated in good 

agreements with the experimental results. The values of Vp and Vpp, together with their 

corresponding displacements are summarised in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, respectively, 

for all the specimens. Excellent numerical predictions are achieved with average 

experiment-to-simulation ratios being 0.97 and 0.90, with coefficients of variation being 

9% and 11%, for Vp and Vpp, respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 6.10 Load-displacement responses of DPS-1. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
Fig. 6.11 Load-displacement response comparison. 
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Table 6.2 Comparison of punching shear capacities. 

Specimen 
Experiment Simulation 

Vp,e/Vp,s 
p,e (mm) Vp,e (kN) p,s (mm) Vp,s (kN)

DPS-1 40.8  126.9 40.0  128.5 0.988  
DPS-2 45.0  78.1  43.6  78.4  0.996  
DPS-3 23.5  126.1 22.4  134.3 0.939  
DPS-4 18.7  163.9 19.2  198.7 0.825  
UPS-1 36.2  144.3 37.0  150.4 0.959  
UPS-2 31.9  86.6  28.4  86.4  1.002  
UPS-3 24.2  138.3 23.1  145.0 0.954  
UPS-4 27.8  139.5 29.3  119.1 1.171  
PM9 7.2  224.0 7.3  250.0 0.894  

 Average 0.970  
C.O.V 0.09  

 

Table 6.3 Comparison of post-punching shear capacities. 

Specim
en 

Experiment Simulation 
Analytical 
Solution Vpp,e/V

pp,s 
Vpp,e/V

pp,a pp,e 
(mm) 

Vpp,e 
(kN) 

pp,s 
(mm) 

Vpp,s 
(kN) 

pp,a 
(mm) 

Vpp,a 
(kN) 

DPS-1 106.2 113.4  105.9 130.2 108.5 124.8 0.871  0.909 
DPS-2 115.2 107.1  104.3 98.4 108.8 119.1 1.088  0.899 
DPS-3 89.7  117.4  92.2 128.2 78.5 138.4 0.916  0.848 
DPS-4 89.4  113.1  85.9 140.4 90.0 115.4 0.806  0.980 
UPS-1 99.4  92.2  107.7 122.2 112.5 110.9 0.755  0.831 
UPS-2 115.4 96.4  109.9 103.8 114.5 106.0 0.929  0.909 
UPS-3 63.4  98.7  69.8 97.7 70.4 112.2 1.010  0.880 
UPS-4 130.6 103.0  117.6 109.4 130.0 104.6 0.941  0.985 
PM9 36.3  123.0  44.9 154.1 39.6 149.0 0.797  0.824 

 Average 0.901  0.896 
C.O.V 0.11 0.06 

 
The experimentally observed crack patterns and damage modes of DPS-1 in the post-

punching failure stage are compared in Fig. 6.12 to the simulated results in the form of 

the damage index (refer to as “effective plastic strain” in LS-DYNA for the CSCM 

concrete model) contours from the top and bottom views. It is seen that both top and 

bottom cracks were well reproduced. In addition, the column perforation and the bottom 

bars ripping out of the slab bottom surface were also satisfactorily replicated in the 

simulation. To better display the well-simulated punching shear cone wrapped by the 
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critical, inclined punching shear surface, the slab-column joint region of PM9 specimen, 

having a relatively larger slab thickness, is shown in Fig. 6.13 at the onset of punching 

shear failure. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 6.12 Failure mode comparison: (a) top view in the test; (b) top view in the 

simulation; (c) bottom view in the test; (d) bottom view in the simulation (shown for 
DPS-1 with model mirrored twice). 

 

 
Fig. 6.13 Punching shear cone and surface of PM9 (with model mirrored) 
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6.4 Simulation Results 

6.4.1 Typical structural behaviour of slab-column connections under a 
concentrated load 

Detailed structural behaviours in each load-carrying mechanism stage are discussed using 

a representative load-displacement comparison for DPS-1, shown in Fig. 6.10. The entire 

load-carrying behaviour exhibits two distinct stages, viz. the flexural stage and 

suspension stage marked by the punching shear failure as the first peak load (Point A). 

Especially, the first suspension sub-stage, terminated by fracture of the first reinforcing 

bar (Point C), is most critical to progressive collapse resistance of an RC flat plate 

structure.  

 
Corresponding to the first stage of the load-displacement curves shown in Fig. 6.10, 

flexural cracks are developed on the slab soffit at the slab-column interface of DPS-1 in 

the early loading stage (see Fig. 6.14(a)). As the load increases, more flexural cracks 

propagate to a larger area and further extend upward, leading to an elevated neutral axis 

of the slab cross-section within this area. A gradually decreased stiffness in the later 

flexural stage is noticed due to shrinkage of the effective cross-section and softening of 

the local concrete materials. 

 
Fig. 6.14(b) shows the damage status of DPS-1 just before punching shear occurs, in 

reference to point A in Fig. 6.10. It is noted that some concrete elements surrounding the 

slab-column interface are deleted, leaving only a concrete compression zone connecting 

the column and the slab prior to punching shear failure. This observation substantiates the 

proposition given by other researchers that punching shear occurs concurrently with the 

brittle rupture of the concrete compression zone (Broms, 2016; Kinnunen & Nylander, 

1960; Regan, 1981; Taylor & Hayes, 1965). During the brittle punching failure (Fig. 

6.14(c)), an inclined punching shear surface (symbolised by a dashed line), on which the 
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elements are deleted almost simultaneously, is abruptly formed. Moreover, the punching 

shear failure is also reflected as a sudden and considerable load drop in reference to point 

B in Fig. 6.10. The punching shear surface shown in the numerical model (Fig. 6.14(c)) 

is oriented with an angle of approximate 45o to the slab horizontal surface, which is in 

accordance with several concrete standards (ACI 318M, 2014; AS 3600, 2009; GB 50010, 

2010) except for the European code (BS EN 1992-1-1, 2004). Several studies suggested 

a smaller angle (Broms, 2000, 1990; Hammill & Ghali, 1994; Menétrey, 1996) whereas 

others identified that the magnitude of this angle is dependent on the tensile reinforcement 

ratios (Guandalini et al., 2009), the existence of shear reinforcement (Einpaul, Brantschen, 

et al., 2016) as well as unbalanced moments (Drakatos et al., 2018). Given mixed research 

findings, more comprehensive and in-depth research on the influencing factors of the 

punching shear surface angle merits future investigation. 

 
Subsequent to punching shear, all the concrete elements at the interface connecting the 

slab and the column fail, with only the reinforcing bars serving as the tie. Therefore, in 

the suspension stage, the applied load is solely carried by the reinforcing bars between 

the separated slab and column owing to their dowel action. Specifically, as the column 

stub being continuously pushed down, the bottom layer reinforcing bars are ripped out 

from the slab soffit (see Fig. 6.14(d)). Combined with the already bent bars in the top 

layer, a suspension system forms, by which further increased applied load can be resisted. 

This re-ascending load-carrying feature is attributable to the increased inclination of the 

reinforcing bars as well as the strain-hardening behaviour of the steel. At the end of the 

suspension sub-stage 1, the post-punching shear capacity Vpp is reached in reference to 

point C in Fig. 6.10 followed by the fracture of a top reinforcing bar going through the 

column. Afterwards, the entire system still exhibits a level of residual load-carrying 

capacity, which is terminated by another reinforcing bar fracture marked by point E. 
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Nonetheless, this residual capacity is deemed less useful in the design consideration as 

the system in sub-stage 2 becomes unstable which is susceptible to subsequent failures. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 6.14 Damage conditions at slab-column joint (a) in flexural stage; (b) before 

punching; (c) at punching; (d) after punching (shown for DPS-1 with model mirrored). 
 
6.4.2 Punching shear failure behaviour 

The stress states of the elements on and adjacent to the punching shear surface just before 

the punching shear failure are also explored. Typically, the maximum principal stress 1 

vectors of these elements are plotted in Fig. 6.15(a), with particular emphasis on those 

elements on the punching shear surface. It is seen that the directions of 1 of the adjacent 

elements are scattered. However those of all the elements on the punching shear surface 

are normal to the same surface. Similar inspections are conducted for the intermediate 

(2) and minimum (3) principal stresses, showing that these surface elements except the 

top one are in the state of bi-axial compression (2 and 3) and tension (1) in the other 
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axis (see Fig. 6.15(b)). This tensile stress 1 (normal to the punching shear surface), with 

the presence of the other two compressive stresses (2 and 3), results in a deduction of 

the shear strength (i.e. the internal friction within the punching shear surface) of the 

concrete, which probably explains the formation of the critical punching shear surface. 

Note that the top element in the compression zone is in a tri-axial compression state (Fig. 

6.15(a)), failing after the other surface elements. This element fails differently due to a 

subsequent overloading and excessive distortion after the deletion of other surface 

elements. Given a tri-axial compression state, this top element would follow a ductile-

type damage accumulation exhibiting a high residual strength, if the built-in concrete 

strain-softening algorithm in the CSCM model (Murray, 2007) is solely used. This 

implies that the CSCM model cannot independently solve the punching shear problems 

as also stated in Section 2). This further confirms the necessity of incorporating an 

additional element failure criterion, i.e. the maximum effective strain, to simulate the 

punching shear failure as described in Section 6.3.3. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 6.15 Principal stress states of (a) all elements in punching shear region; (b) a typical 

element on punching shear surface (shown for DPS-1). 
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due to punching shear failure is more than the experiment one in an amount of va. This is 

because the failed elements in the punching area are numerically deleted making no 

further contribution whereas in reality, concrete aggregate interlocking and friction 

(Muttoni, 2008) on the punching shear surface also contribute to the residual strength, 

thereby causing this discrepancy, va. As discussed in Section 6.4.1, the numerically 

predicted residual load-carrying capacity vs after the punching shear failure is solely 

attributed to the reinforcement. This implies that the experimental load drop vc is sourced 

from the strength of un-crushed concrete slab cross-sections. These different contributing 

sources vc, va and vs as well as the ratio of individual source to the total punching shear 

capacity (Vp) are summarised in Table 6.4 for all the nine models. Compared to vc and va, 

vs is relatively stable owing to the similar amount of reinforcing bars going through the 

column in the first eight specimens. Fig. 6.16(a) and (b) depict the axial stress status of 

the reinforcing bars in the vicinity of the slab-column joint before and at the onset of 

punching shear failure. At the slab-column interface, kinking of two reinforcing bars (Rtx0 

and Rbx0) going through the column is also observed in Fig. 6.16(b) at the punching shear 

failure. In addition, Rtx0 also experiences a local bending at the intersection with Rty1 

outside the slab-column interface (Fig. 6.16(b)), suggesting that Rty1 serves as a support 

to Rtx0. 

 
Table 6.4 Different sources contributing to punching shear capacity. 

Specimen Vp (kN) 
Contribution of individual sources 

vc (kN) % va (kN) % vs (kN) % 
DPS-1 126.9 72.9 57 20.7 16 33.3 26 
DPS-2 78.0 34.8 45 10.4 13 32.8 42 
DPS-3 126.1 74.3 59 26.3 21 25.5 20 
DPS-4 163.9 131.4 80 7.8 5 24.7 15 
UPS-1 144.3 104.5 72 9.3 6 30.5 21 
UPS-2 86.6 46.2 53 15.2 18 25.2 29 
UPS-3 138.3 81.1 59 34.6 25 22.6 16 
UPS-4 139.5 104.7 75 12.6 9 22.2 16 
PM9 223.4 155.1 69 28.7 13 39.6 18 

Note: vc - un-crushed concrete slab cross-sections; 
 va = concrete aggregate interlocking and friction; 
 vs = reinforcing bars going through the column. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 6.16 Reinforcement stress (MPa) nearby the slab-column joint (a) before punching 
shear; (b) at punching shear; (c) in suspension sub-stage 1; (d) rebar fracture (shown for 

DPS-1 with models mirrored). 
 

6.4.3 Post-punching shear behaviour – an analytical solution 

Fig. 6.16(c) and (d) show the axial stress status as well as the deformed shape of the 

reinforcing bars during the suspension sub-stage 1 up until its end. Along with the 

incremental downward displacement of the column stub, the inclination of the bars going 

through the column becomes steeper, starting from the slab-column interface and 

spreading outwards. In consequence, the top bar Rty1, serving as the first support (Fig. 

6.16(c)) to the top bar going through the column Rtx0, is pulled down until the inclination 

of Rtx0 reaches Rty2. The suspension sub-stage 1 is terminated by the top rebar fracturing 

shown in Fig. 16(d).  
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A side view displayed in Fig. 6.17 gives a more clear deformed configuration of the 

suspension system produced by the top and bottom reinforcing nets, suggesting that the 

downward displacement of the slab after punching failure is localised in the adjacent area 

surrounding the column. This phenomenon matches with the observation from an RC flat 

plate substructure test underwent a punching failure at its interior column area (Xue et al., 

2018). Based on this deformed configuration of the suspension system, the post-punching 

shear response and capacity can be analytically predicted through the calculation diagram 

shown in Fig. 6.18. Note that the re-ascending capacity V() during the post-punching 

sub-stage 1 is computed by doubling the contribution of the reinforcing bars running in 

the x-direction because the contribution of the y-direction bars is assumed to be identical. 

In addition, no strain-hardening nor bond-slip failure of the bars is considered. 

Specifically, an analytical solution of V() can be calculated by summing up the vertical 

components of the axial forces Ft and Fb of the reinforcing bars going through the column:  

  
   

t b
st s y sb s y2 22 2

t t b b

2 2V n A f n A f
s s

   
   

 
 

   
  (6.7) 

where, nst and nsb are the numbers of the top and bottom reinforcing bars going through 

the column in the x-direction; As (in mm2) and fy (in MPa) are the cross-sectional area of 

a single bar and its yield strength;  (in mm) is the subsequent column stub vertical 

displacement after punching failure; In Fig. 6.18, st2 and sb1.5 (representing st and sb in 

Eq.(6.7) for the DPS series) are, respectively, the horizontally projected inclination 

lengths of Rtx0 and Rbx0 with their corresponding vertical displacements of t2 and b1.5, 

where the number 1.5 denotes half way between Rby1 and Rby2. Given in Eq.(6.8) is the 

punching shear displacement p (mm) which is also correlated to the “flexibility index” 

, similarly expressed as for the characteristic effective strain (Section 6.3.3). From Fig. 

6.18, t = p - t2 and b = p - b1.5, and both can be calculated using Eqs.(6.9) and (6.10) 

based on the relationship of proportional triangles, where L is the distance from the 
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column centre to the slab support and c is the column width. Note that Eqs.(6.9) and 

(6.10) are generic expressions for both DPS and UPS specimens, and st and sb shall be st1 

and sb3 according to the simulated deformed configuration of reinforcing bars in the UPS 

series. 

 2
p 32.395 67.985 29.933       (6.8) 

 p t
t
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s
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Using Eq.(6.7), the values of V() can be determined for any given , by which the re-

ascending load-displacement curve for the post-punching sub-stage 1 can be plotted. 

Subsequently, Vpp can be obtained by setting a fracture criterion for the reinforcing bars 

going through the column. 

 

 

Fig. 6.17 Side view of the suspension system, shown for DPS-1 with model mirrored. 
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Fig. 6.18 Calculation diagram for predicting post-punching response and capacity, 
shown for DPS series. 

 

In the suspension system of all the slab-column connection specimens, the post-punching 

shear capacity Vpp is governed by the rupture of one of the top reinforcing bars, for 

instance, Rtx0, when its mean axial tensile strain t  exceeds the controlling characteristic 

value t, max . This fracture criterion for the straight portion of Rtx0 is expressed as: 

 
 2 2

t t t s
t t, max

t

s s d

s

 
 

   
    (6.11) 

 

In this equation, ds is the bar diameter. Specifically for the DPS series, an inward shift of 

Rtx0 at the position of Rty2 is assumed to be equivalent to ds (see Fig. 6.18). It has been 

found that the use of ds yields satisfactory results for this study, although an amount of 

2ds was suggested by Ruiz et al. (2013) for calculating the pullout force considering the 

stress development length. After mapping the calculated to the experimentally measured 

pp for DPS-1, a value of 0.158 is attained for t, max  which is also adopted for other 

specimens. 
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Ultimately, the analytical results of the total post-punching capacity Vtotal = vs + V() 

versus the total displacement total = p + , ranging from punching to post-punching 

capacities, are superimposed onto the experimental and numerical load-displacement 

curves in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 for further comparison. The growth of load-carrying 

capacity during the post-punching sub-stage 1 as well as the post-punching shear 

capacities Vpp agree well with the experimental results. The analytical results of Vpp are 

also summarised in Table 6.3 showing a slight overestimation with an average 

experiment-to-analytical ratio of 0.896 with a C.O.V. of 6%.  

 

6.5 Concluding Remarks 

To investigate the punching and post-punching shear behaviours of slab-column 

connections without shear reinforcement, a set of finite element modelling techniques and 

a simple yet effective analytical solution are proposed. Validation of the numerical and 

analytical predictions against published experimental tests supports the feasibility and 

applicability of the proposed methods. Typically, the numerical model highlighted with 

calibrated concrete material properties and element failure criteria demonstrates its 

competency in modelling the punching shear failure featuring a critical punching shear 

surface and a sudden drop in the applied load. The analytical solution developed for the 

post-punching response is based on the deformed configuration of reinforcing bars going 

through the column. The post-punching shear response in the form of re-ascending load 

resistance being ceased by rebar fracture in the suspension stage is also well captured by 

both numerical and analytical methods. 

 

More specifically, the following major conclusions are highlighted: 

1) The calibrated maximum effective strain failure criterion for concrete is proven to be 

able to satisfactorily simulate the punching shear failure behaviour of RC slab-column 
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connections.  

 

2) The development of the flexural behaviour of slab-column connections is independent 

of the punching shear failure yet is terminated by such a failure, which is governed 

by its deformation capacity. 

 

3) The tensile maximum principal stress perpendicular to the punching shear surface, 

with the presence of a bi-axial compression status in the other two principal directions, 

reduces the concrete shear strength and leads to punching shear failure. 

 

4) The contributions of various aspects to the punching shear capacity are distinguished, 

viz. the un-crushed concrete slab cross-section, aggregate interlocking and friction, as 

well as the reinforcing bars going through the column. 

 

5) A simple analytical method is proposed to predict the load-displacement response of 

the reinforcement suspension system and the post-punching capacity Vpp which can 

be used as a secondary defence in the collapse-resistant design. 
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CHAPTER 7 COMPARATIVE AND PARAMETRIC 
STUDIES OF RC FLAT PLATE SUBSTRUCTURES 

 
 

7.1 Introductory Remarks 

RC flat plate structures have an innate high liability to punching shear failure which may 

trigger subsequent progressive collapse. The disastrous collapses of 2000 Commonwealth 

Avenue (King & Delatte, 2004), Skyline Plaza (Schellhammer et al., 2013), Sampoong 

Department store (Park, 2012), and Pipers Row car park (Wood, 2003) were initiated by 

brittle punching shear failures, which have been confirmed to be related to a lack of load 

redistribution capacities. Extensive experimental, analytical and numerical research has 

been conducted to gain insight into progressive collapse behaviours. For RC flat plate 

structures research, Hawkins and Mitchell (1979) showed that continuous slab bottom 

reinforcing bars (i.e., integrity bars) that go through columns could arrest separated slabs 

after a punching shear failure. They also proposed a design method for tensile membrane 

action that serves as a secondary load path. Mitchell and Cook (1984) discussed the 

prerequisites for generating tensile membrane action by analysing the boundary 

conditions of each slab panel. The effectiveness of the tensile membrane action was 

confirmed by the interior column loss experiments on flat plate substructures conducted 

by Yi et al. (2014), Qian et al. (2015) and Xue et al. (2018), who demonstrated that the 

post-failure load-carrying capacities were higher than the ultimate flexural capacities. 

Due to substantial time and costs required to manufacture large-scale flat plate 

substructure specimens, it is difficult to examine the effects of critical slab design 

parameters on their progressive collapse resistance by experimental means. However, 

with the advancement of finite element software and high-performance computers, 

numerical investigations into such problems can be an attractive and effective alternative. 
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In this study, 3D nonlinear finite element models of two RC flat plate substructures 

including the one presented in Chapter 4 and a similar specimen under a uniformly 

distributed load (UDL) in the literature, were created. The progressive collapse 

behaviours of the two substructure specimens were simulated, and the numerical results 

were then compared to the experimental data to validate the models. In this chapter, an 

overview of the two experiments is firstly provided. Following this, details of the 

numerical models are provided. Next, the validated numerical model, which was 

subjected to a concentrated load, was used to conduct a parametric study in which the 

effects of concrete strength, slab thickness and reinforcement ratio on the progressive 

collapse resistance were examined.  

 

7.2 Overview of Flat Plate Substructure Experiments 

7.2.1 Specimen S-1 

The quasi-static pushdown test conducted at Griffith University on a one-storey, 2  2-

bay RC flat plate substructure subjected to an interior column loss (Xue et al., 2018), was 

numerically simulated and the experimental results were compared to validate the derived 

finite element model. Fig. 7.1 shows the dimensions and the slab reinforcement 

arrangement of the tested Specimen S-1. The overall dimensions of the substructure 

specimen were 5,000 mm  5,000 mm  1,090 mm. The slab was 90 mm thick and had a 

10 mm concrete cover. The remaining eight column bases were enlarged to produce a 

fixed connection to the strong floor through load cells. The concrete compressive cylinder 

strength, fc, measured on the day of the test was 29.5 MPa, and the steel reinforcement 

had a yield strength, fy, of 564 MPa and ultimate strength, fu, of 786 MPa. In the test, a 

UDL of 5 kPa was applied to the slab via steel weights and a downward displacement 

was gradually imposed on the interior column stub to simulate a column removal scenario. 
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Fig. 7.1 Specimen S-1 (Xue et al., 2018): (a) dimension and reinforcement details; and 
(b) test setup (dimensions in mm). 

 

7.2.2 Specimen ND 

In addition to Specimen S-1, a similar specimen with a missing interior column, ND, 

tested in another progressive collapse study (Qian & Li, 2015a), was also simulated to 

further validate the numerical model. This 2  2-bay RC flat plate substructure consisted 

of a 3,750 mm  3,750 m  55 mm slab and eight columns of 300 mm tall (see Fig. 7.2). 

The reported concrete compressive strength, fc, was 25.2 MPa. The slab reinforcing bars, 

which were covered by 7 mm concrete, had a 500 MPa yield (fy) and 529 MPa ultimate 
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(fu) strengths. During the test, an equivalent UDL was applied through a load distribution 

device to push the slab down to a large deformation stage. 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 Specimen ND (Qian & Li, 2015a), (a) dimension and reinforcement details and 
(b) test setup (dimensions in mm). 

 

7.3 Numerical Modelling Techniques 

The finite element software LS-DYNA (LSTC, 2016), which is proficient at addressing 

high nonlinearity, was used to simulate the two RC flat plate substructure specimens 

introduced in Section 7.2. In this section, the modelling of Specimen S-1 is provided as 

an example and elaborated upon, and Specimen ND is modelled using the same strategy. 
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7.3.1 Elements and geometry 

In this study, a 3D detailed modelling strategy was employed to model the two 

substructure specimens. Specifically, the concrete slab and columns were modelled using 

eight-node brick elements (SOLID164) with a reduced integration formulation. The steel 

reinforcing bars were modelled explicitly using two-node Hughes-Liu beam elements 

(BEAM161) with a circular cross-section. To sufficiently display the stress and strain 

gradients, the structure was discretised using a fine mesh with typical characteristic 

element sizes of 22.4 mm for the concrete and 25 mm for the reinforcement. By virtue of 

symmetry of the Specimen S-1, only a quarter numerical model was created with 

appropriate boundary conditions on the symmetric planes. Fig. 7.3 shows the quarter 

numerical model with mirrored rebar elements. The beam elements, representing 

reinforcing bars, were created at their actual positions. These beam elements were 

embedded in the concrete brick elements using the 

*CONSTRAINED_BEAM_IN_SOLID keyword (Chen, 2016) in that the restraints 

provided by concrete were applied to the coupling nodes on the rebar elements. A thin 

rigid plate was added to top of the interior column stub to allow an increased downward 

displacement to be applied. The beam-to-beam contact was added to the beam elements 

through the *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_GENERAL keyword to ensure that the lower 

reinforcing bars were able to support the upper bars so as to generate the tensile membrane 

and suspension actions in the large deformation stage. It should be noted that half of 

Specimen ND was created because the arrangement of the loading device makes the 

specimen half symmetric. This device was modelled using beam elements for load 

distribution beams and solid elements for the six loading plates (see Fig. 7.4), both with 

steel materials. The surface-to-surface contacts between the loading plates and the 

concrete slab was assigned through the keyword 

*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE. Further, the specific 
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restraints of the three nodes marked in red on the three beam elements BER1 - 3 (indicated 

on the bottom left corner of Fig. 7.4) were released to create a statically determinate 

structure in which the load could be evenly shared by the loading plates. The released 

beam end restraints are listed in Table 7.1.  

 

Table 7.1 Beam end restraints. 
Beam element BER1 BER2 BER3 

Restraint rotational y translational x rotational y and z 
Note: the beam local coordinate systems of BER1 and BER2 are shown in the subfigure 
in Fig. 7.4 
 

 

Fig. 7.3 Numerical model of a quarter Specimen S-1 (with mirrored rebar elements). 
 

 

Fig. 7.4 Numerical model of a half Specimen ND. 
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7.3.2 Material properties 

The continuous surface cap model (*MAT_159/*MAT_CSCM) was used to model the 

concrete material, while the multilinear elasto-plastic model 

(*MAT_024/*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY) was used to simulate the 

behaviour of steel. In relation to the concrete material, the parameters (see Appendix B) 

defining the yield and cap surfaces were calculated using the quadratic functions of 

concrete compressive strength according to Murray (2007). A damage formulation to 

enable material softening was also implemented in this model in which the fracture 

energies in three states of stress (i.e., pure shear, uniaxial compression, and uniaxial 

tension) were calculated based on a mesh size calibration that had been conducted in 

Chapter 6. As a brittle shear-type failure was expected in the simulation, the keyword 

*MAT_ADD_EROSION was used to allow element deletion in which the maximum 

effective strain c,max , representing the distortional deformation of elements, was selected. 

The characteristic value was calculated using a function of the “flexibility index”,  

established in Section 6.3.3, which was calibrated based on a series of eight slab-column 

joint tests. In relation to the steel, the stress-strain relationship obtained from the uniaxial 

tensile test is shown in Fig. 7.5. In the numerical model, a plastic true stress-strain curve 

with the softening part flattened (as represented by the dashed line in Fig. 7.5), was 

provided for the rebar elements. No failure criterion was employed for the steel elements, 

as no rebar fracture occurred in the experiment. It should be noted that, as both specimens 

(S-1 and ND) were quasi-statically loaded, the strain rate effect on the material strengths 

was neglected and deactivated for both concrete and steel. 
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Fig. 7.5 Stress-strain relationship of slab reinforcement. 
 

7.3.3 Bond-slip model 

When RC structures are subjected to loads, their constituent concrete and steel bars should 

work together due to the longitudinal bond action developed on the interface between 

them. This bond action is mainly attributable to three aspects: chemical adhesion, friction, 

and mechanical anchorage. The development of this action can be correlated to a so-called 

slip which is defined as the relative longitudinal displacement between concrete and 

reinforcing bars. In the compression or uncracked tension regions of an RC member, no-

slip (a perfect bond) is commonly assumed, as the bond force results in identical strain 

development in both concrete and steel (c = s). Conversely, at the cracked member 

sections, slip occurs along the interface between the concrete and steel materials due to 

their incompatible strain developments. In such circumstances, the development of bond 

forces is usually described using a bond stress-slip (b-s) relationship, that may be affected 

by various factors, such as concrete strength, concrete cover and rebar spacing, 

confinement of concrete, rebar geometry, embedment length and yield strength (fib, 

2013). Further details of the bond-slip behaviour are provided in Appendix C. Notably, 

in the pullout tests, the behaviour of reinforcing bars with long embedment lengths 

differed distinctively from those with short embedment lengths (Shima et al., 1987a). This 
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was largely due to the fact that steel plastic strain can develop in the former but not in the 

latter (Shima et al., 1987a, 1987b). Further, it has been shown that the local bond stresses 

acting on the steel segments decrease dramatically after they reach the yield strength 

(Shima et al., 1987b). The experimental results of Specimen S-1 showed that the slab 

reinforcement near the slab-column joint area entered the plastic status at a very early 

stage under a highly concentrated load (Xue et al., 2018). Although slab reinforcement 

yielding develops slower in similar substructure specimens subjected to UDL, this 

phenomenon has been found common in the progressive collapse experiments (Qian & 

Li, 2015a; Qian et al., 2015; Yu & Tan, 2012). Thus, to more accurately reproduce the 

progressive collapse behaviours of RC flat plates, it was not only necessary to incorporate 

the bond-slip action in the numerical model but also to give a special treatment to the 

bond actions in the plastic rebar regions. 

 

A pullout loading mode was used to further examine the rebar behaviours in the vicinity 

of a punching shear crack, particularly for reinforcing bars running continuously through 

the column, as shown in an RC slab-column joint (see Fig. 7.6(a)). Research has indicated 

that the curvature of the outer slab region beyond the critical punching shear crack can be 

neglected (Kinnunen & Nylander, 1960; Muttoni, 2008). Further, the vertical loads V 

were primarily borne by the suspension action of the reinforcing bars going through the 

column after the punching shear failure (Diao et al., 2018). Thus, a simplified pullout 

loading mode (see Fig. 7.6(b)) was used to establish the longitudinal bond-slip 

relationship of a reinforcing bar representing either the tensile or the integrity bar (Fig. 

7.6(a)). 
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Fig. 7.6 Bond-slip behaviour of steel bar: (a) slab-column joint; (b) pullout loading 
mode; (c) strain distribution; (d) slip distribution; and (e) bond stress distribution. 
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matched with a unique local slip value, sy (see Fig. 7.6(d)). Thus, if the yielding slip, sy, 

is determined, then the yield point A can be identified. Note that sy can be conveniently 
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To obtain the slip at any location on the rebar in the pullout loading mode, two main 

components (i.e., the free end slip, s0, of the reinforcing bar and the incompatible concrete 

and steel strains) has to be evaluated. It should be noted that the first component, 

representing the rigid body movement of the entire rebar, occurs only when the 

reinforcing bar is stressed up to its free end. Given an infinitesimal segment, dx, in the 

elastic region (le in Fig. 7.6(b)) of a reinforcing bar and, due to the deformation difference 

in the longitudinal direction, the differential slip, ds, between the concrete and steel (see 

Fig. 7.7(a)) is expressed in Eq.(7.1) (fib, 2000; Ruiz et al., 2007): 

  s cds dx      (7.1) 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.7 Infinitesimal elastic rebar segment: (a) differential deformation and slip; and (b) 
steel and bond stresses. 

 

After concrete cracking, the concrete mean strain over the bond stress transmission length 

is small compared to the steel mean strain (CEB-FIP, 1993). Ignoring the concrete strain 

c for simplicity, the slip-strain equation (Alsiwat & Saatcioglu, 1992; Shima et al., 1987a) 

becomes: 

 s

ds

dx
   (7.2) 

The force equilibrium of the rebar segment shown in Fig. 7.7(b) gives the following 

equation:  

 s s b b s s b bandd A d dx d A d dx                 (7.3) 
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where, As and db are the cross-sectional area and diameter of the reinforcing bar, 

respectively. 

 

Given that the steel segment is in the elastic region, the constitutive relationship is: 

 s s sE    (7.4) 

where Es is the elastic modulus of steel. 

 

The bond-slip relationship, which is derived based on the bond tests of the rebar with 

short embedment (CEB-FIP, 1993; Ciampi et al., 1981; Eligehausen et al., 1983; fib, 2013) 

and the elastic theory, can be applied to this elastic steel segment. In this study, a bond-

slip development pattern given in the Model Code (fib, 2013) is employed, 

  b bmax
1

s
s

s



  
 

   
 

 (7.5) 

where,  is the bond stress development coefficient, equals 0.4. bmax and s1 are the 

maximum bond stress and its corresponding slip, respectively. 

 

Taking the yielding point, A, as the origin and the reinforcing bar as the x axis, a 

coordinate system was created (see Fig. 7.6(b)). Considering the boundary conditions at 

the yielding point A (x = 0,  = y) and zero-strain point B (x = le,  = 0, s = 0), and solve 

Eqs.(7.2) to (7.5) simultaneously, the slip and strain distributions in the elastic region of 

the reinforcing bar are respectively: 
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where, 
0.5
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 . Thus, the yielding slip at point A (x = 0) is
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y
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s
C

  
  
 

. 

 

If the rebar spacing and concrete cover are not large enough, the microcracks developed 

at the ribs of the reinforcing bars may concatenate between the reinforcing bars or extend 

to the structural member surface. Consequently, the bond stress grows no more than the 

splitting strength bu,split and decreases with further slip development, leading to splitting 

bond failure. If splitting bond strength is reached with a bond stress development length 

of le1 in the elastic region, then it is assumed that the bond stress remains constant in the 

remaining elastic region le2 (Fig. 7.6(e)). Thus, the yielding point, A, can be determined 

as follows. The splitting bond strength occurs at s = s1; thus, the steel strain at this point 

is 
1

2
s1 2 1C s






 . To reach the steel yielding strain y, the remaining elastic region requires 

a length of s d2 b
e2

bu,split4

E d
l




 , where d2 = y - s1. Ultimately, the slip value at the yielding 

point is calculated as: 
 y s1 e2

y 1 2

l
s s

 
  . 

 

In the plastic region, lp, a constant residual bond stress bf is assumed (see Fig. 7.6(e)) on 

the interface between the concrete and steel based on the experimental observation of 

Shima et al. (1987b). The Model Code (fib, 2013) suggests that the residual (failure) bond 

stress bf can be calculated as: 

 bf τf bmaxc     (7.8) 
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where, cf is a constant that takes 0.0 and 0.4 for unconfined and confined concrete, 

respectively, under large slips. In this study, 0.2 was assigned to cf to acknowledge that 

a level of friction exists between the concrete and reinforcing bars in the experiments.  

 

With respect to hooked reinforcing bars, two distinguished methods have been proposed 

to address their bond-slip behaviours. For example, some researchers (Alsiwat & 

Saatcioglu, 1992; Soroushian et al., 1988) used a force-hook deformation relationship 

(Method 1), in the form of the bond-slip model given in fib (2013), to describe the hook 

anchorage behaviour. In contrast, other researchers (Fllippou et al., 1983; Sezen & Setzler, 

2008; Yu & Tan, 2012) modelled the hook as a straight bar with an equivalent length of 

5 times the rebar diameter, 5db (Method 2) (see Fig. 7.6(b)). In the present study, Method 

2 is used and a “trilinear” bond-hook slip model (see Fig. 7.8) was proposed for the “hook 

elements” in the substructure model (see Fig. 7.3). In Fig. 7.8, s1 refers to the “hook slip” 

upon which the maximum bond stress bmax is achieved. For a “hook slip” between zero 

to s1, a linear bond stress growth pattern is assumed to allow for the gradual engagement 

of the hook, after which a constant maximum bond stress bmax is held. Given the high 

stiffness of the hook, a value of 0.1 mm is given to s1, which can be further refined in 

future studies. When the “hook slip” reaches 5db, it is assumed that the hook no longer 

provides any anchorage and that the bond stress becomes zero. 

 

 

Fig. 7.8 Bond-slip model for “hook elements”. 
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The bond-slip model derived above was coded and implemented in LS-DYNA (LSTC, 

2016) through the user-defined subroutine rebar_bondslip_get_force(). Subsequently, the 

longitudinal bond forces acting on the coupling nodes of the rebar elements were 

calculated depending on their local slips. To validate the derived bond-slip model, three 

pullout tests conducted by Shima et al. (1987b) were simulated. Next, the experimental 

and numerical results were compared to each other. In the tests, a 19 mm diameter 

reinforcing bar, embedded in a 500 mm diameter concrete cylinder, was subjected to a 

pullout force at the loaded end (see Fig. 7.9(a)). The embedment length of 50db = 950 

mm was long enough to develop yield stress in the bars without any free end slip s0. Three 

specimens with different steel grades of the reinforcing bars, denoted as SD30, SD50, and 

SD70, were tested. Fig. 7.10(a) reproduces the tested stress-strain relationships of the bars 

Shima et al. (1987b). The tested concrete strength was 19.6 MPa. Fig. 7.9(b) shows the 

numerical model of a typical specimen in which the parameter set “pullout, other bond 

condition” from fib (2013) was selected, as the concrete surrounding the reinforcing bar 

was adequate to prevent splitting bond failures. It should be noted that another parameter 

set “splitting, unconfined, other bond condition” was chosen for the RC flat plate 

Specimens S-1 and ND, as their concrete covers were only 10 mm and 7 mm, respectively. 

Figs. 7.10(b) to (d) compare the experimental and numerical strain distributions for SD30, 

SD50, and SD70 specimens, respectively. The yielding points of the reinforcing bars, 

marked by “×” in the figures, were accurately predicted for all three specimens. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.9 Pullout test: (a) specimen; and (b) numerical model. 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 7.10 Pullout test: (a) stress-strain relationship of rebar; and comparison of strain 
distributions for: (b) SD30; (c) SD50; and (d) SD70. 
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7.4 Model Validation and Discussion 

7.4.1 Specimen S-1 

Fig. 7.11 shows the comparison of the experimental and numerical load-displacement 

responses of Specimen S-1. Notably, the flexural (FA), tensile membrane (TMA), and 

catenary/suspension (SA) actions identified in the experiment were all well reproduced 

in the numerical simulation. Table 7.2 compares the three characteristic loads obtained 

from the experiment and numerical simulation, that is, the initial tensile force (ITF), the 

ultimate flexural capacity (UFC), and the post ultimate capacity (PUC). A good prediction 

of the load-carrying capacities was achieved by the numerical model developed with a 

deviation of up to 7.8%. 

 

Fig. 7.11 Load-displacement responses of S-1 from test and simulation. 
 

Table 7.2 Characteristic load comparisons for S-1. 
Forces (kN) Experiment Simulation Deviation 

ITF -25.7 -23.7 7.8% 
UFC 105.6 100.7 4.6% 
PUC 109.9 106.5 3.1% 

 

In the experiment, the horizontal deformation of the slab middle strip was obtained via 

the summation of a pair of horizontal displacement readings, as explained in Section 5.5. 

In the simulation, the horizontal deformation was obtained by doubling the extracted x-
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displacement of the nodal point H shown in Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.12 compares the experimental 

and numerical slab horizontal deformations versus the centre column displacement. Also 

included in the figure is the numerically predicted load-displacement response for 

reference. The overall slab horizontal deformation (positive for expansion) was 

accurately replicated. Further, as explained in Section 5.5, after the secondary punching 

shear failure, the slab horizontal deformation did not vary significantly, suggesting that 

the subsequent deformation of the slab was concentrated around the interior column 

region. This observation was even more evident in the numerically predicted horizontal 

deformation curve.  

 

 

Fig. 7.12 Development of horizontal displacement. 
 

Fig. 7.13 depicts the numerical and experimental radial strains, in the early loading stage, 

by averaging the strain readings from the gauges CT1 and CT3 in the x- and y-directions, 

respectively, on the top surface of the slab (also refer to Section 5.6). Note that the 

numerical readings were obtained from the concrete elements corresponding to CT1 and 

CT3, which are specified in Fig. 7.1. A similar strain development pattern is found and 

the maximum compressive (negative) strains from the experiment and simulation are 517 
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that, the experimental strain readings were obtained on the slab top surface whereas the 

numerical strain results were extracted at the mid-depth of the top concrete elements. 

 

Note that the average radial strain is a useful indicator to examine the mechanical states 

of the slab sections adjacent to the missing interior column. The compressive strains on 

the slab top surface shown in Fig. 7.13 suggest that these slab sections are subjected to 

bending. Subsequently, the transition from the compressive strains to tensile strains 

signifies that the entire slab sections at the interior column faces are now in tension. Such 

a transition, also in the form of diminishing of the flexural action, initiates from these slab 

sections and spreads towards the supports under further loading. The change of 

mechanical state of the slab sections is also deemed as the development of the tensile 

membrane action.  

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.13 Strain development of CT1 and CT3. 
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the global yielding capacity (GYC) is used as an indicator to evaluate the flexural 

strengths of the slab and to determine the onset the of the slab tensile membrane action in 

the subsequent numerical parametric studies. Based on the detailed examination of the 

mechanical state of the slab sections, the flexural action stage (FA, light coloured in Fig. 

7.11) previously defined on the experimental load-displacement response Fig. 5.1 can 

now be further divided into two stages, i.e., a pure flexural action (FA) and a combined 

flexural and tensile membrane actions (FA + TMA), as highlighted in Fig. 7.11. 

 

In regard to the failure mode, the damage index (referred to as “effective plastic strain” 

in the CSCM concrete model) contours on the top and bottom slab surfaces of the 

numerical model are plotted aside the final crack patterns observed in the tests (see Fig. 

7.14) for comparison. The circular damaged zone around the interior column, the 

circumferential crack ring on the slab top surface, and the radial cracks on the slab bottom 

surface were all accurately reproduced in the numerical simulation. Additionally, Fig. 

7.15 illustrates the failure modes of the specimen in the last suspension stage from the 

experiment and simulation. The proposed numerical modelling techniques were able to 

imitate the behaviours of the reinforcing bars in two aspects: (1) the bottom reinforcing 

bars were ripped out of the bottom surface of the concrete slab, and (2) the upper 

reinforcing bars were properly supported by the lower bars, through which the suspension 

action was successfully replicated.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 7.14 Crack pattern comparisons: (a) and (b) slab top views; and (c) and (d) slab 

bottom views (with model mirrored twice). 
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(b) 

 
Fig. 7.15 Failure modes in the suspension stage from: (a) test; and (b) simulation (with 

model mirrored twice). 
 

7.4.2 Specimen ND 

In relation to Specimen ND, Fig. 7.16 shows the predicted reaction forces of the six 

loading plates versus the vertical displacement of the centre column. The insignificant 

differences in these reaction forces suggest that the applied load was evenly distributed 

onto the slab, thus simulating a UDL load condition. Fig. 7.17 compares the experimental 

and numerical load-displacement responses of Specimen ND. In general, the slab flexural 

behaviour obtained in the simulation mimics the experimental one. Moreover, the 

secondary punching shear occurs at a displacement of 62.2 mm in the simulation, which 

is very close to the displacement of approximately 65 mm measured in the experiment. 

The predicted load-carrying capacity of 164.0 kN, denoted as the first peak load (FPL), 

is smaller than the experimental capacity of 180.8 kN with a deviation of 9.3%. After the 

secondary punching shear, the snap through behaviour in the simulation was less obvious 

than that in the experiment. At the end of the loading, the simulated load-carrying capacity 

of 189.4 kN, denoted as the ultimate load capacity (ULC) due to the tensile membrane 

action, was also less than 206.3 kN obtained from the test with a deviation of 8.2%. 
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Fig. 7.16 Reaction forces of the loading plates. 
 

 

Fig. 7.17 Load-displacement responses of ND from test and simulation. 
 

7.5 Parametric Study 

Three parametric studies were performed to investigate the effects of such critical design 

parameters as the concrete strength, slab thickness and reinforcement ratio, on the 

progressive collapse behaviours of the RC flat plate structures. Specimen S-1 was used 

as the control model, based on which the said parameters were varied one at a time whilst 

the other parameters remained unchanged. The model details and the corresponding 

results of all the parametric models are presented in Table 7.3. 
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7.5.1 Concrete strength 

Specimen S-1 had a concrete compressive strength fc of 29.5 MPa. To cover a practical 

range of fc, two other fc values were considered in this parametric study. Two models, 

denoted as S-1-C25 and S-1-C35, were created by modifying S-1 with fc of 25.0 MPa and 

35.0 MPa (see Table 7.3), respectively. The overall load-displacement responses of these 

two models, together with that of S-1, are depicted in Fig. 7.18(a). Clearly, the concrete 

strength had a noticeable effect on the flexural behaviour of RC flat plate substructures. 

The higher the concrete strength, the larger the flexural strength of the slab. Indeed, the 

load-carrying capacities corresponding to the slab global yielding (GYC) are increased 

by 18.9% and 24.9% in S-1 and S-1-C35, respectively, in relation to that of S-1-25. After 

the global yielding, the three models displayed an almost identical pattern of linearly 

increased load until UFC is reached upon the secondary punching shear. Similar 

observation was also obtained for all three models when the slabs were further loaded 

from UFC to PUC. Table 7.3 summarises the UFC and values of the three models with 

very little differences (98.8 - 104.8 kN for UFC and 105.7 – 112.3 kN for PUC), due 

largely to the fact that both UFC and PUC were essentially governed by the amount of 

slab reinforcement instead of the level of concrete strength. The notable influence of the 

concrete strength on GYC and insignificant influence on the UFC and PUC are further 

confirmed in Fig. 7.18(b) which plots the load-carrying capacities for different concrete 

strengths. 
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Table 7.3 Model details and results. 

Parameter Specimen 
fc 

(MPa) 
D 

(mm)
t,c 
(%) 

t,m 
(%) 

b,c 
(%) 

b,m 
(%) 

GYC 
(kN) 

UFC 
(kN) 

PUC 
(kN)

fc 

S-1-C25 25.0 90 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 70.4 98.8 105.7

S-1-C29.5 29.5 90 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 83.7 101.8 107.8

S-1-C35 35.0 90 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 87.9 104.8 112.3

D 

S-1-D70 29.5 70 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 64.6 88.7 93.1

S-1-D90 29.5 90 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 83.7 101.8 107.8

S-1-D110 29.5 110 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 119.4 136.1 104.7

 

S-1 29.5 90 0.489 0.279 0.237 0.237 83.7 101.8 107.8

S-1-R5 29.5 90 0.539 0.308 0.262 0.262 84.0 104.3 112.3

S-1-R10 29.5 90 0.585 0.334 0.284 0.284 88.7 116.0 124.4

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7.18 The effects of concrete strength on: (a) load-displacement responses and (b) 
load-carrying capacity. 
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7.5.2 Slab thickness 

In order to investigate the influence of varying slab thickness on the load-carrying 

capacities of the flat plate substructures, the 90 mm thickness of Specimen S-1 was both 

reduced and increased to generate another two models. The numerical models S-1-D70 

and S-1-D110, maintaining the same slab reinforcement ratios as those used in S-1, were 

created where D70 and D110 denote the slab thicknesses of 70 mm and 110 mm, 

respectively. These slab thicknesses with a span of 2,000 mm result in a range of the span-

to-thickness ratios from 28.6 to 18.2. The effects of the slab thickness on the load-

displacement responses and load-carrying capacities are shown in Fig. 7.19(a). The slab 

flexural capacities are found to be significantly affected by the slab thickness, in that a 40 

mm increase in the slab thickness results in the enhancements of GYC and UFC as great 

as 84.2% and 53.4%, respectively, calculated from the corresponding capacities given in 

Table 7.3. The load-carrying capacity versus the slab thickness plots given in Fig. 7.19(b) 

also demonstrate the same significant impact on GYC and UFC, as indicated by the 

corresponding two rather steep trend lines. Conversely, the PUC was less influenced (93.1 

– 107.8 kN in Table 7.3), as the applied load was largely borne by the reinforcing bars 

located in the interior column strips in the suspension stage regardless of the slab 

thickness. Fig. 7.19(b) also support this finding by a moderate inclination of the PUC 

trend line. It is also noticed in Fig. 7.19(a) that the thickest slab S-1-D110 experienced an 

abrupt drop in the applied load at the secondary punching shear failure. Thus, it appears 

that the structure with larger slab thickness may suffer a much prominent brittle failure.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7.19 The effects of slab thickness on: (a) load-displacement responses; and (b) 
load-carrying capacity. 
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reinforcement ratio on the load-carrying capacities of flat plate substructures, two new 

models S-1-R5 and S-1-R10 were created. R5 and R10 refer to the 5% and 10% increase 

in the slab reinforcement ratio, respectively, compared to that of S-1. Fig. 7.20(a) 

compares the load-displacement responses of the three models. In the early flexural stage 

until reaching the centre column displacement of 35 mm, the structural behaviours of the 
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three models were almost identical. However, while the load-carrying capacities at the 

global yielding (GYC) were similar (shown by a small gradient of the trend line in Fig. 

7.20(b)), the effects of the reinforcement ratio on the slab flexural behaviour began to 

emerge and became more prominent in the later flexural stage. With a 10% more 

reinforcement, the UFC can be enhanced by 14%, i.e., from 101.8 to 116.0 kN given in 

Table 7.3. As the PUC is primarily governed by the tensile membrane action, unlike the 

other two parameters, 5% and 10 % more reinforcement lead to 4.2% and 20.4% PUC 

enhancements, respectively, using the PUC values provided in Table 7.3. This is also 

confirmed by Fig. 7.20(b). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7.20 The effects of reinforcement ratio on: (a) load-displacement responses; and (b) 
load-carrying capacity. 
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7.6 Concluding Remarks 

Two 2  2-bay, eight-column substructures with missing interior column (Specimens S-

1 and ND) were firstly modelled numerically to simulate their respective progressive 

collapse experiments. The numerical modelling techniques established in Chapter 6 were 

adopted herein with further improvement. Given the large deformations exhibited in the 

substructures and their long reinforcement embedment lengths, a bond-slip model was 

derived and implemented in the numerical model. This was achieved through a user-

defined subroutine called by LS-DYNA to simulate the effect of steel yielding on the 

bond stress development. Simulations and comparisons against the published pullout tests 

confirmed the reliability and effectiveness of the proposed bond-slip model. Particularly, 

the bond-slip model was able to accurately determine the steel yielding points and 

reproduce the actual strain distribution along the reinforcing bars. Using the enhanced 

numerical approach, two flat plate substructure experiments were satisfactorily simulated, 

and the tensile membrane and suspension actions were also well replicated. The numerical 

models are thus validated. 

 

A series of three parametric studies using the validated numerical model for Specimen S-

1 was conducted. Three design parameters including concrete strength, slab thickness and 

reinforcement ratio were varied to quantify their effects on the structural behaviours of 

RC flat plate structures with missing interior column. The results showed that the concrete 

strength and the slab thickness only affected the flexural capacities (GYC and UFC) to 

different degrees and had no impact on the post-failure capacity (PUC). Conversely, the 

load-carrying capacity provided by the tensile membrane action was primarily governed 

by the amount of slab reinforcement.  
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

8.1 Research Outcomes 

RC flat plate structures are an attractive construction form and are popularly used in the 

construction of modern day residential high-rise buildings in Australia and internationally. 

However, brittle punching shear failure in the vicinity of slab-column connections has a 

potential to induce a catastrophic collapse of partial or entire structure. Currently, 

fundamental understanding of the structural responses of RC flat plate structures under 

progressive collapse scenarios is lacking. This research, therefore, sought to examine the 

structural behaviours of RC flat plates under this very scenario. Two identical large-scale 

substructure tests were conducted to confirm the repeatability of the experiments. Test 

results revealed that the load could be borne by three primary structural actions, viz. 

flexural, tensile membrane, and one-way catenary and dowel actions throughout the entire 

course of losing an interior column. Additionally, due to the slab tensile membrane action, 

the post-failure capacity (PUC) could be achieved in the same order of magnitude as the 

ultimate flexural capacity (UFC) corresponding to the secondary punching shear failure. 

The high level of PUC is vitally important as providing a secondary defence to resist 

progressive collapse. The measured support reactions at the column bases indicated that 

up to 98% of the applied concentrated load was transferred to the edge columns, thereby 

increasing the risks of subsequent punching shear failure. 

 

Prior to systematically analysing the progressive collapse behaviours of flat plate 

substructures, a set of 3D nonlinear finite element modelling techniques was firstly 

established and implemented in LS-DYNA for RC slab-column connections. The 

concrete material properties and the element failure criteria were calibrated based on a 
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series of eight post-punching shear experiments of slab-column connections without shear 

reinforcement. Another slab-column connection test available in the literature was also 

simulated to validate the proposed numerical model. The ability of the model in 

simulating the punching shear failure featuring a critical punching shear surface and a 

sudden drop in the applied load was demonstrated. The re-ascending load resistance 

during the post-punching shear stage, terminated by rebar fracture, was also successfully 

replicated. Through the numerical analysis, various contributions of uncrushed concrete 

slab cross-section, aggregate interlocking and friction, as well as reinforcing bars going 

through the column to the punching shear capacity were distinguished. Further, the 

deformed configuration of the integrity bars was studied in some detail, based on which 

a simple yet effective analytical solution was proposed to predict the post-punching shear 

behaviour of RC slab-column connections. The post-punching shear capacity can also be 

conveniently determined using the proposed analytical approach, which helps to assess 

the collapse resistance of the connections after the occurrence of punching shear failure. 

 

The numerical model developed for RC slab-column connections was further improved 

to cover the analysis of flat plate substructures. This was achieved by incorporating a 

user-defined bond-slip model taking into account the yielding of reinforcing bars with 

long embedment lengths. The improved numerical models of two flat plate substructures 

were validated against their respective experimental results, in which the tensile 

membrane and suspension actions were all well replicated. Subsequently, a series of three 

parametric studies was then conducted to evaluate the effects of three design parameters, 

i.e., the concrete strength, slab thickness and reinforcement ratio, on the structural 

behaviours of flat plate structures under an interior column removal scenario.  
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The analysis results demonstrated that the flexural capacities (GYC and UFC) were 

influenced by the concrete strength and the slab thickness to different degrees, however, 

no impact was found on the post-failure capacity (PUC). On the other hand, the post-

failure capacity, which was largely attributed to the slab tensile membrane action, was 

affected by the amount of slab reinforcement. 

 

A systematic investigation of RC slab-column connections and flat plate substructures 

with a missing interior column has been successfully carried out through experimental, 

numerical and analytical studies. The outcome of this study has offered a further 

understanding of punching and post-punching shear behaviours as well as collapse-

resistant mechanisms of these types of structures. 

 

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

It should be recognised that this study is focused on progressive collapse behaviours of 

RC flat plate structures under an interior column removal case. In reality, other column 

loss scenarios, e.g., edge column, corner column, and multiple column loss, are also 

possible to trigger progressive collapse. With proper calibration and thorough validation, 

the proposed numerical modelling techniques can readily be applied to simulate RC flat 

plate substructures subjected to column loss at any potential location(s).  

 

In addition to the three design parameters examined in this study, other design parameters 

of interest including reinforcement arrangement, boundary conditions of substructures, 

various strengthening approaches, as well as post-tensioning systems also merit further 

investigations. Their effects on the progressive collapse resistance of RC flat plate 

structures can be examined with appropriate modifications of the proposed numerical 
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modelling techniques by including, e.g., shear reinforcement and post-tensioned tendons 

in the model.  

 

Further study of the structural actions (shear, bending, and in-plane forces) of the slab 

cross-sections at the critical punching shear surface through 3D numerical analyses is also 

highly desirable, by which the development pattern for each individual action can be 

established. This will help to determine the nonlinear properties of the spring elements 

representing the shear, bending, and in-plane behaviours. These spring elements in 

conjunction with layer shell and beam elements can be used to establish a simplified 

numerical model to improve computational efficiency, as a more economical solution 

compared to the detailed 3D numerical modelling. Consequently, progressive collapse of 

entire flat plate structures induced by various column removal scenarios will be made 

feasible. 
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 Experimental Preparation Details 

A.1 Manufacturing Drawings of Swivels and Load-Holding System 
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A.2 Manufacturing Drawings of Column Load Cell 
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A.3 Measurement Software 

The customised measurement software was developed using the NI LabVIEW  

associated with the NI DAQ hardware. In the measurement software, there are four pages 

(Fig. A 1 - 4) displaying real-time experimental readings including the applied load-

displacement curve, column base reactions, slab displacements, as well as the concrete 

and reinforcement strains acquired from the DAQ system. Before acquiring signals, the 

pre-calibrated coefficients for the load cells, LVDTs and strain gauges are input into the 

program through pop-up subVIs (Virtual Instrument) after clicking the “Settings” buttons 

on the main page. During the tests, the experimental data are written into a result file in 

background. 

 

 

Fig. A 1 Main page. 
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Fig. A 2 Force page. 
 

 

Fig. A 3 Displacement page. 
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Fig. A 4 Strain page. 
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 CSCM Parameters 

All relevant parameters given below are reproduced from (Murray, 2007) unless 

otherwise specified. A piece of software (Fig. B 1) is created to facilitate the CSCM 

keyword generation, which will be inserted into the LS-DYNA model keyword file. 

Elastic 

1

3
3 c

c 21.5 10
10

f
E

     
 

 

 = 0.2 

 
c

c
c3 1 2

E
K





 

 
c

c
c2 1

E
G





 

Shear 
surface 

Tri-axial 
compression 

 = -3.0000  10-3(fc)2 + 3.1697  10-1fc + 7.7047 
 = 1.3216  10-5(fc)2 + 2.3548  10-3fc + 2.1401  10-1 
 = 1.0500  10-1 
 = 1.9290  10-2 

Torsion 

1 = 7.4735  10-1 
1 = -3.8859  10-7(fc)2 – 3.9317  10-6fc + 1.5820  10-3 
1 = 1.7000  10-1 
1 = -1.9972  10-5(fc)2 + 2.2655  10-4fc + 8.1748  10-2 

Tri-axial 
extension 

2 = 6.6000  10-1 
2 = -4.8697  10-7(fc)2 – 1.8883  10-6fc + 1.8822  10-3 

2 = 1.6000  10-1 
2 = -1.9972  10-5(fc)2 + 2.2655  10-4fc + 8.1748  10-2 

Strain-hardening 
NH = 1.0 
CH = 0 

Cap surface 

R = 5 
X0 = 8.7692  10-3(fc)2 – 7.3302  10-2fc + 8.4850  101 
D1 = 2.5000  10-4 
D2 = 3.4920  10-7 

Strain-softening 

B = 10 
D = 0.1 
GF0 = 5.2083  10-8dmax + 7.5000  10-4dmax + 1.9344  10-2 

Cms = 4.2120  10-2le + 2.6380  10-2 (proposed in this study)
0.7

c
ms 0 10F

f
GFS C G

   
 

 

GFT = GFS 
GTC = 100GFS 
PWRC = 5.0 
PWRT = 1.0 
PMOD = 0.0 
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Fig. B 1 CSCM keyword generation software. 
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 Bond between Concrete and Reinforcement 

 

 

C.1 Bond Stress Development 

When an RC structural member is subjected to loads, the longitudinal bond force is 

generated between the embedded deformed reinforcing bars and their surrounding 

concrete. The bond force can be attributed to three sources: chemical adhesion, friction 

and mechanical anchorage (bearing and wedging forces) (ACI 408R, 2003; Lutz & 

Gergely, 1967). In the compressive or uncracked tensile regions in a structural member, 

the bond force enables identical strain development for the steel and concrete (s = c) so 

that no-slip/perfect-bond is assumed. Under this situation, the bond force is mainly 

attributed to the chemical adhesion action. In contrast, incompatible steel and concrete 

strains are developed at the cracked member sections with slip (relative longitudinal 

displacement) occurring along the interface between these two materials. In this case, the 

chemical adhesion is broken whereas the friction and mechanical anchorage actions are 

gradually mobilised and become dominant. Note that, before the peak bond strength is 

reached, the increasing bearing action also contributes to the development of friction 

action. 

 

The development of bond action between concrete and steel is commonly described by a 

typical bond stress-slip (b-s) relationship (see Fig. C 1) for an anchored reinforcing bar 

being pulled in tension. Along with the increase of slip, microcracks form at the lugs of 

reinforcing bars further propagate outward due to the wedging action. (1) If the rebar 

spacing and concrete cover are not sufficient, these cracks may concatenate in between 

the reinforcing bars or extend to the structural member surface. As a result, the bond stress 

grows no more than the splitting strength bu,split and decreases dramatically with further 
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slip development, leading to splitting bond failure. (2) If the concrete surrounding the 

steel bars is adequate or under high confinement, the bond stress can increase up to the 

ultimate bond strength bmax which is governed by the local concrete crushing between 

the lugs of reinforcing bars, causing a pullout failure. After bond failure, a small amount 

of residual bond stress still exists at large slips, which is mainly attributed to the friction 

action. In fact, both splitting cracks and shearing-off of the concrete between rebar lugs 

may be observed for bars with relatively long embedment length, suggesting that a hybrid 

failure mode occurs (fib, 2000).  

 

 

Fig. C 1 Typical bond stress-slip relationship. 
 

C.2 Factors Influencing the Development of Bond Stress  

The dispersity of experimental results in the literature shows that the development of bond 

stress between concrete and reinforcement is affected by various aspects. Some of the 

influential factors are discussed in the following given their relatively high effects on the 

bond performance. Other factors such as rebar casting position (top bar effect), splice, 

rebar surface condition (rusting, corrosion and greasing) and loading history are not in 

the scope of this study. 
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1) Concrete cover and rebar spacing 

With an increased concrete cover or rebar spacing, both initial stiffness and ultimate 

strength of the bond stress increase. More importantly, the these two parameters are 

crucial to the final failure mode which depends whether they can accommodate the 

propagation of splitting cracks as mentioned above. Darwin et al. (1996) quantitatively 

analysed the effect of these two parameters and introduced them into an equation to 

predict the ultimate bond stress. 

 
2) Concrete strength 

The effect on the bond stress due to concrete strength is prominent as the concrete tensile 

strength controls the splitting cracks whereas the concrete bearing strength governs the 

local concrete crushing. Shima et al. (1987a) found that the bond contribution due to 

concrete strength can be taken as 2/3
cf . However, it is suggests by the ACI 408R (2003) 

that the concrete bearing strength can be taken as 1/ 4
cf  for normal concrete up to 110 

MPa, and 3/ 4
cf  for confined concrete with transverse reinforcement . 

 
3) Concrete confinement 

The concrete confinement brought by transverse reinforcement can enhance the internal 

friction of concrete, thus increasing the concrete crushing strength and limiting the 

development of splitting cracks. Hence, the increase of concrete confinement level can 

alter the failure mode from splitting to pullout even if the concrete cover is not adequate. 

It is shown that a confinement pressure of 0.25 - 0.30fc has a positive effect on the 

development of bond force. More transverse reinforcement above a certain amount 

becomes less useful for reinforcing bars with long embedded lengths (ld/db > 10-20) (fib, 

2000). Experimental resulted show that the arrangement of transverse reinforcement in 

the structural joint regions can efficiently increase the bond stress and limit the damage 

propagation (Yap & Li, 2011). 
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4) Rebar diameter and development length 

Rebar diameter and development length directly determine the area of the bond interface 

between concrete and reinforcing bars. Moreover, different development lengths can 

produce distinct bond stress distributions. Bond strength tests were commonly designed 

with short embedment lengths (ld/db  5) so that a more evenly distributed bond stress 

over the embedment length as well as an elastic status of the steel can be achieved. By 

employing this short reinforcing bar test scheme, the average bond-slip behaviours can 

be conveniently derived in the elastic regime (ACI 408R, 2003; fib, 2000, 2013). On the 

other hand, it is shown that the bond-slip behaviours of reinforcing bars with long 

embedment lengths are different from the ones of shorter bars (Shima et al., 1987a). This 

can be explained by the different levels of loading applied in the bond tests. If reinforcing 

bars are subjected to a low level pullout force, the steel strains may be only developed in 

a small region in the bars with long embedment lengths. In contrast, the full length of 

shorter bars may be mobilised to counteract the pullout force. If reinforcing bars are 

subjected to a moderate or high level pullout force, yielding may occur in the longer bars 

and free end slip may occur in the shorter ones.  

 
5) Geometry of rebar 

For deformed reinforcing bars, the height and shape of the ribs are critical to ensure the 

generation of bearing and friction forces and to initiate the slip development. It was found 

that the source of slip, being the concrete crushing or the relative movement at rebar lug 

surfaces, depends on either the steel lug angle is greater than 40 degrees or not (Lutz & 

Gergely, 1967). To evaluate the geometry of reinforcing bars, the relative rib area 

parameter Rr is given as (ACI 408R, 2003; fib, 2000) r b r b r r r/ /R d h d s h s    where, 

Rr is the relative rib area, db is the diameter of reinforcing bars, hr is the height of ribs and 
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sr is the spacing of ribs. It is suggested that the reinforcement with a Rr ranging from 0.05 

to 0.10 usually delivers a good foundation for its bond strength (fib, 2000).  

 
6) Yielding of rebar  

If the embedded length of a reinforcing bar is long enough, the steel stress can be 

developed up to the yielding strength or even to the ultimate strength (ACI 408R, 2003; 

Yu & Tan, 2012). Furthermore, experimental results demonstrated that the bond stress is 

significantly reduced for the yielding regions of steel bars (fib, 2000; Shima et al., 1987b). 

Fig. C 2 shows typical steel strain, steel stress, slip and bond stress distributions along the 

bar from a pullout test conducted by Shima et al. (1987b). It is evident that the bond stress 

grows from zero at unstressed point B to bmax at the yielding point A, which is followed 

by its sudden considerable drop to bf and remains also constant in the steel plastic region. 

Therefore, the behaviour of a structure can be greatly affected due to the bond reaction of 

long embedded bars under large loadings.  

 

 
Fig. C 2 Typical pullout test results: (a) steel strain; (b) steel stress; (c) slip; and (d) 

normalised bond stress distributions (Shima et al., 1987b). 
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